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The central research question for this thesis is: What are the supeniisory needs of front fine staff 

fiom the perspective of rnernbers of multi disciplinary teams in Northwestern Ontario. The 

objectives of this research are 1 .) to detemine the process of supemision in multi disciplinary 

teams; 2.) to determine what works well in the supervisory process of multi disciplinary teams; 

3 .) to determine what does not work weil in the supervisory process of multi disciplinary teams; 

and 4.) to provide recornmendations that could enhance the supavisory process for members of 

multi disciphary teams. 

Qualitative research methodology in the fom of in depth interviews with 14 from h e  mental 

health workers was used to coilect data The specific method of hquiry was a modifieci 

phenomenological siudy. Participants were asked to share their experiences of supeMsion in the 

context of multi discipiinary teams in adult mentai health programs- Almost dl respondents saw 

value in having didactic supervision with their supervisor, however fiw many this was not their 

reality. Front h e  staff, cornrnented on the ment of one on one supervision, staffevaluations, 

trusting supe~sory  relationships, the irnporiance of peer supe~sion and a fonnalized debriehg 

process. In the absence of traditional supeMsory proasses many of those intewiewed found 

creative ways to get their supervisory needs met including the use of technology. 



This thesis reports on issues pertainîng ta professonai identity in the conta of multi disciplinary 

teams. Several fiont LUie staffdiscuss the erosion of th& proféssoaal identity as they became 

immersed in their role as therapist. M y  research also offers iasights hto these w o h  experiences 

as it pertains to implications for sociai work practice, policy and education. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Rationale 

The goal of this research is to cumplete a qualitative research study on the supeMsory 

needs of multi disciplhary teams in outpatient adult mental health programs in Northwestem 

Ontario. My interest in doing research in this area is a resuit of numaous changes 1 have 

experienced as a social worker in a hospital setting in Northwestern Ontano. Durhg the pûst six 

years 1 have witnessed the abolishment of our social work department. 1 once had a social worlc 

supervisor and for the past five yean my supervisor has been a nurse. I have seen inpatient services 

converted to outpatient services, and the development of new multi disciplinary tcsms to implemezrt 

what once were hospital bas& services. 

From my expiences, these changes have meant that multiple disciphes are now kmg 

supervised by the same person or that mernbers of the same discipline are behg superviseci by an 

individual of a different profession. Many of these fiont line rnanagers are not knowledgeable or 

trained for the wmplercities of other disciplines. This speaks to the n a d  for an increased 

understanding of the supervision of multi disciplinary teams, specifidy, how the supervision needs 

of eont line a& are being met. Shulman's (1993, p.22) research findings indiate that worlters are 

satisfied with their supervisor when feedback on skills is obtained, when time is spent with the 



supervisor on practice sküls and when tbe supeMsor is accessiie to the worker. Shulman's 

research fkdings are not indicative of the murent supervision trends in the health crue sector. 1 will 

discuss and provide examples of tliis in the literature review. 

The proMeration of wmmunity based ad& mentai health pro- in Ontario hes p l d  

much emphasis on the role of rnulti discipünary teams to deliver adult mentai heaW senices. The 

development of these new prograrns is changiag the mzulller in which semices are delivered and the 

way fiont iine staff are superviseci. These ment changes do have serious practice implications for 

social workers. One of the most patinent of these implications is how the supervisory fundon is 

fùlfilled in the context ofmulti - disciplgiory teams. Specific p d c e  implications include: 

a. Limited clinical instruction or the contractiag out of this supavisory hct ion  ( Baxter, 
1993; M e l d ,  1994; R e d  & Gehrs, 1997); 

b. Greater emphasis on professonal stafF to develop clinicai expertise without supemisoty 
instruction (Bueno, 199 1 b,8; B d o r d  & Cohen, 1994 cited in Asian, l996,lg); 

c. Social worker and supemisor heviag a Merent theoretical knowledge base (Red & 
Gehrs, 1 997,17); 

d. Limited professional mentorhg (Levin & Herôert, 1999,30, & Fadey, l994,2 1 1); 
e. Loss of social work positions (Levin & Herbert, 1999,30); 
f Assimilation of professional roles (Read & Gehrs, 1997, 16). 

Ferguson - Pare (1992), Roehlke (1991), and Shulman (1993) al1 found that professional 

competency was positively correlated to a worker's satisfaction with their supavisor. Professional 

competency included practice slcills and clinical expertise. Otha researchers have argued that 

ciinicai expertise is no longer required because prof&onals can manage themselves aud that 

clùiical expertise is no longer required by the supmRsor1first line manager (Buena, 1991b, 8; 

Baxter, 1993 ; Dufljeld ,1994). 



1.2 Reseamher sketch 

Throughout my undergraduate carrer as a social work student, 1 was hdulged with 

scheduled weekly supervision. This was a learning m e n c e ;  1 was the sponge absorbiig the 

theones and skills of the profession. When 1 began my car- in chüd webe ,  the weekly 

supe~sion initially continueci. This regularly scheduled one to one supemision was the hallmark of 

my working experience. As my M s  and comprehension of the cldd and M y  service legislation 

matured, this regularly scheduled time continued but the fiequency decreased. My supervisor in this 

context had expertise in the field of child we&e and in her rok as supervisor. She was 

knowledgeable, validating, suppoitive, accessible, and wilüag to provide feedback 

My own experienas as a supavisor goes back to the eady Ws when 1 superviseci two 

residential programs. ûne of these pro- was a group home for teenage girls while the other 

was a group home for indbïduals with developmental disabilities. As a supervisor in these contexts 

1 adhered to a simila. h e w o r k  in providing supemision. My past acpaiences had taught me the 

value of one to one scheduled supervision recognizing the changing needs of the sta£F as thqr 

matured in their positions. This biowledge of supervision was augmentecl with readings 1 bad 

completed on traditional supervision fiameworks and a graduate studies course on superrision. 

My experiences worlong as a psychiatric social worker in an acute care inpatient psychiatric 

unit has challenged my supe~sory fiame of reference. 1 no longer have a supervisor, I have a 

manager. When I fist began my position, 1 belonged to a social work department with a social 

worker as my immediate manager. Scheduled one to one time was infiequent. Staff meetings did 



occur every two weeks with the social work team whkh inchded the discharge plornia (who was a 

nurse), the native service technician, two psycfiiatric socid workas, one medical sogal worker and 

our manager. The main points of discussion were administrative issues, upcoming events, arimag 

opportunities, and on occesion case revïews. The role ofmy manager appeared to be prhady 

administrative because dong with managing the social worlr department, he was also respomibfe for 

two outpatient programs. Approxhateiy eight maths into this job the social work deputment was 

abolished. My new maaager was a nurse who placed a greater emphaas on the inpatient eaite care 

team which wnsisted of nursing, occupational therapy, psychtry aad social work This was and 

continues to be a unique expaieme. The team meets Monday to Friday evayday in the moming to 

address the clinical needs of the patient. This is the formal m a a s  by which dinical feedback is 

obtained. One to one supemision with a mernber of the same discipihe is non existent and this has 

been my expenence for five and a hatfyears- For supervision within my own disciphe 1 rely on 

peers whom I trust. This may include the other psychiatrie social worker on ow team, the social 

workers in our outpatient mentai health programs, or other social workers in commuuity program. 

1.3 The political landscape in the hulth erre -or 

Baurnann et al. (1996) state that downsizing cotlstitutes a number of activities irnplemented 

by the management of the organization designecl to enhance organiational productivity, eflticiency, 

and effectiveness. It represents a strategy undertaken by administrators that effècts the size of an 

organization's work force and the work processes used (Frieeman and Cameron, 19%. 1 1). The 

recessionary period in the 1990's has resuhed in dramatic changes in public sector strategic 



planning and an increased neeâ to implement cost cuniiig measures @aumum a al., 1996,s). 

Changes reflecting restructuring of the health care system inchide oonverting inpatient service to 

outpatient service, deaeasing length of hospitai stay and merging hospital departments (Baumann, 

et al., 1996,6 ). In their efforts to cut costs, hospital adminiritrators have expandeci the scope of 

responsibility of fit line rnauagers (Acorn and Crawford, 1996,26). 

These cutbacks and the magiag of hospital deparünents and in some instances other 

hospitals have translatecl into a shift fkom a vertical ofganizational structure to a horizontai one that 

places enormous responsiiility on the h t  line manager ( Skelton - Green and Sing - 
Sumer, 1997,90). Included in this added responsi'b'ility is the supenision of multi disciplkry teans. 

These increased responsibiilities aiso include supervising more thn one unit, supeMsing stafffiom a 

variety of disciplines, and participating in hospitai wide strate& plaruiing, god satlli& and planning 

for effèctive and efficient use of human, financial and material resowces cited in Acom and 

Crawford, 1996,26). 

Borellino (1995) States that Canadian provincial politicians and bureaucrats have this 

country's health care systern primed for major retoohg. Fiscal necessities are forcing restnichiriog 

that has resulted in "... budgn cuts, new h d i n g  techniques, and the clorwe of beds and entire 

facilities" (Borsellino, 1995'24). In Alberta, ". .. chronic under fùnding is Straining Alberta's ability 

to meet the needs and expectations of the citizens for quaîity are" (Anderson, 1998,7). Conani 

about the Canadian govemment's refonn plan of the health care system has been expressed by 

professionals and consumers of services in dl the provinces. Despite these concems, the 



restnicturing process wntïnue~ (BorseUino7 1995). 

Coupled under the umbreIla ofthe restnicturhg of the W t h  care system in Ontario, is 

mental health reform (MHR). Tlris reform process is characterized by the closme of provincial 

psychiatnc hospitals, the relocation of tertiary care centres7 and a shift from institutional support to 

community based iiving with an increased relimce on adult m d  health program (R& 

Parson, 1998,22). The wre of mental health reform is to provide and develop a hedth a r e  desigo 

". . . which places consumer semices and f- members at tbe centre of the system" (Flemming & 

Parsons, 1998,22). A second belief that the Ontario provincial goverment advocates regard* 

mental health reform is that it will "...create a comprehensive and coordinat& cost effective system 

of services" (Gangii, 1995, 10). Much conceni and ambivalence have been exprrssed by social 

workers regarding the implications of mental heaith refom and the sustaining power of cornmunity 

based agencies. This conceni is fomded on experiences fkom past Ontario provinciai govenunent 

initiatives that failed to produce adequate comrnunity based seMces afta a sigrifIcant restructuring 

process (Gangi j l995,lO). Social workers believe that if memtal health reform is to be successfbl, 

'~..comprehensive restnicturing needs to support inpatiemt and outpatient services and be available 

throughout the region, enabling easy accessibïiity to services by d individuals'y Flemming and 

Parsons 1998,23). 

This current mental health reform relies h d y  on comrrmnity d t  mental health 

prognuns. New programs and positions haw been devefoped including the assertive community 

treatment teams (ACT)7 case management positions7 and court diversion progmms. W* the 



proliferation of new c o d t y  based programs thae is aiso a recognition of the increase m 

services provided by mdti disciplinuy teams. This literature review wül cova the management of 

multi disciplinary teams in the heaith care system , and explore models of supeMsion within multi 

disciplinary settings. 

1.4 Theoretical frrimework 

Supervision theory presented in the l i t m e  review provides the fhnework that unddes  

this research. Traditionai supemision models are pfesetfed and discussed. As we& newer 

supervision models that challenge the traditional fhmeworks are also presented. The main themes 

that emerge f?om the literature hclude: 

a the cornplimentaay functions of educational, administrative, and supportive supavislon 

described by Kadushin (1 992); 

b. Shulman's (1993) interactional perspective that concepnielizes the worker constantly 

interacting with other systems; 

c. the first line manager's main fbction being to encourage effective task pnformance 

(Bunker & Wijnberg, 1998); 

d. the changing scope and role of the first line manager (Ac- & Crawford, 1996 McGillas 

- Hall & Domer, 1997 Flarey 1996, Pabst7 1991); 

e. belief that clinical expertise is no longer relevant to the first Liw manager role (Dufijefd et 

al 1994; Bueno, 1991b; Baxter, 1993). 



1.5 Research Questions and Methodology 

The central research question for this thesis is the foilowing: what a n  the supavision needs 

of eont line staff h m  the perspective of members of d t i  discipliiiary tearns in outpatient mental 

health pro=uns in Northwestern Ontario? The objectives of this research wnsist of 1 .) to 

determine the process of supervision in the c o n t a  of multi - disciplïnary team 2.) to determine 

what works weli in the supeMsory process ofmulti disciplinary teams 3.) to detanrine what does 

not work well in the supervisory proceos of multi disciphmy teams 4.) to provide 

recornmendations that could enhance the supeMsory process for members o f d t i  discipiinary 

teams. 

A quaiitative research paraâigm was used iwcause it is most compatible with my research 

goal and objectives. The participants in this study are al1 mernbers of multi discipliaary teams and 

are employed by adult mental heaith programs in Northwestem Ontario. Face to face interviews 

were conducted with fiont line staff in order to obtain data fiom their penpedve. I then analysed 

the data and documentcd my findings. 

1.6 Contribution to the rcscrrch 

It is my intent that this research wdi be of benefit to &ont line staffand th& managers in 

the health care field. Limited research currently exists in Canada on the supervision needs of multi 

disciplinary teams in outpatient health care (Duffield,1994,30 & Acom, l9%,26). My hope is that 

this research can contribute to the current 1iteratw-e and provide some conmete recommendations 

that will help improve current practices. 



1.7 Orginbation of thaïs 

The format of my thesis was adopted fkom Pauch (19%). Chapter two, presents a 

comprehensive literature rewïew which provides the theoretical hmework for my research. It offèrs 

the reader an understanding of traditionai supervision models and how these models are behg 

chaUenged by changes to the heaith care system- 

Chapter t h e ,  descni.  the metbodology used to explore my research topic. It includes the 

rationale for using qualitative research and phenomenology as a wthod of inquiry. Rocesses of 

data collection and analysis are explained. 

The next chapter presents the findings of my research. In keeping with the 

phenomenological m*hod of iaquby, these findiag are rich in conte* and description embodyiug 

the essence of the participants' experiences. 

Chapter five is the discussion chapter where my findings are compared to the ment 

literature on this subject. Finally, chepter six higtdights the implications of my hdings for social 

workers and presents optims for fùrîher inquiry on this topic. 



2.1 Supervision theary - A socid work pempective 

In providing a wmprehensive defimtion of social work supavision, Kadusbin (1992) states 

that it is beneficiai toareview îhe considerations that contribute to a wmprehensive definition. 

''These include 1) the functiom of supervision 2) the objectives of supervision 3) the hierarchicai 

position of supe~sion 4)supavision as an indirect service and 5) the interactional proces of 

s u p e ~ s i o n  (Kadushin, l992,19). 

The wmplementary ftnctions of the supervisory process as describeci by Kadushin (1992) 

include the administrative hction, the educationai iùnction , and the supportive fùnction. The 

administrative finction is " .. . concerneci with the correct, &ectm, and appropriate implemeatation 

of agency policies and procedures ..." (Kadushin 1992,20). Educational supervision deals with 

sharing ciinicai information on social work theory and knowtedge (Kadusbin, 1992, 19; Middleman 

& Rhodes, l985,4). The primary focus of supportive supervision is to enhance worker morale and 

job satisfaction (Kadushin, 1 992,2O). 



The short and long term objectives of each of these supavision bct ions  iadude the 

-- - - -- 

Administrative Function a) Provides a context to the workplace that 

enables work to get completed effêctiveiy. 

Educatiod Function a) Assists workers with improving th& 

capabilities that in turn wül enable workers to 

be more effective. b) Assi-sts workers to grow 

and develop professionally. c) Asgsts workers 

with macimihg th& clinical hiowledge so 

they can do their job mon  autonomously and 

independentiy . 

Supportive Function a) Enables workers to feel good about their 

job performance and the work king done. 

(Kadushin, 1 992,SO)- 

By accompiïshing these short term objectives, the long range objective is then achieved: to 

". ..effectively and efficiently provide clients with the particular savice the particular agency is 

mandated to offer. The ultimate objective is, then efficient and effective social work services to 

clients" (Kadushin l992,2O). 

The hierarchicai position of the supavisor assists in defjning the proass of supervision. 

'The s u p e ~ s o r  is responsible for the paformance of the direct savice worken and is 8ccountable 



to the administrative directors" (Kadusbin,1992,21). The supenrisor is therefore a middle 

management position. 

The indirect aspect of su~emision encompasses the belief that supeniisors provide semice to 

the client through the worker (Kadushin,1992,22). Through the supervisory process' supavisors 

review client cases, assess the skills required by the worker to meet the client's needs, and strive to 

ensure that quality service is provided (Kiidushin,1992.22). 

The interactive process of supemision is defined in the context of a relationship between 

supewisor and worker (Kadushin, l992,22 ; Shulman, 1993.11). This relationship is an interlockbg 

social systern that "... at its best, is coaperative, democratic, participatory, mutual, respedful, and 

open7' (Kadushh, 199222). A definition of supewision encompasses the five principles previously 

discussed. In ftlfilling the responsibilities of the supervisory role Kadushin states: 

. . . a social work supeMsor is an agency administrative-stan member to whom authority is 
delegated to direct, coordhate, enhance7 and evaluate on-the-job performance ofthe 
supervisees for whose work he is held accountable. In implementing tbis re~ponsibility~ the 
supewisor performs administrative, educational, and supportive hction's in interaction 
with the supervisees in the contefi of a positive relationship. The supervisor's ultimate 
objective is to deiiver to agency clients the best possible SerYice. both quantitatively and 
qualitatively, in accordance with agency policies and procedures. Supavisors do not directly 
offer service to the client, but they do indirectiy aêct the level of semice offered tbrough 
their impact on the direct service supervisees (KadusLin, 1992,23). 



Shulman (1993) wncurs with Kdusliin on the three piimrry supeMsory fùnctio~~~. 

However, Shulman (1993) builds on this fhmework by discusSmg in more detail the interactional 

aspects of the supe~sory procesS. The interactiod supervision model conaptuaüzes workers as 

constantly interacting with a -ber of systems that are relateci to their job 

(Shuiman, l993,lS). Workers cm be d e d  on at any given time to be involveci in these systems 

(Shulman, 1993,lS). This model Unplies that the interactions experienced by workers are always 

reciprocal (Sluhan, l993,l6). In other words, as workers interact with 0th- systems, these 

systems interact with the workers, fonniag r e c i p r d  relatioasbips. 

"Supemision is a key proass in social work Skiîied supeMson are responsible for the 

protection of clients, for the advaucement of social work practice, and for the professional 

development of the individual worker" (Goldsteh, 1993 cited in Shulmnti, l993.i~). Through the 

process of supervision, social workers are taught new technologies to assïst them in providhg 

quality service. It is also in this process that gaps in a social worker's knowledge can be identifiecl 

and provision made to enme professional growth and development. 

Bunker and Wijnberg (1988) describe three guiding assumptions regarding the supeMsory 

process. Firstly, they state that the main bct ion of the fmt h e  sup-sor is to ". .. promote and 

enable the effective task performance of professonal workers in providing appropriate services to 

clients" (Bunker & Wijnberg, l988,4S). Secondly they advocate that professonal work in the human 

seMces is characterized by complexity* high uncertaimy and systemic interdependence (Bunker & 

Wijnberg, l988,M). By this they are nfarllig to the demanding and often problematic nature of the 



work peifomed. OAen in social work, so much of the work i s  beyond the control ofthe clinicîan 

(Bunker & Wijnberg, 1988,46). For example, clients may not alsvays compiy with homework 

assignments or they may participate in sdfdefeating behaviours. 

Thirdly, in the human services field, supervision iismüy occurs more in the muiti Id 

organization than a single level organization (Bunker & Wljnberg, l988,46). Bunker and W~jnberg 

(1988) believe that the supeMsory roles becorne connective nodes in the organhtional hierarcbical 

structure. Each individuai worker reports to a supervisor who in tum reports to their supeniisor and 

this pattern continues to the next higher echelon (Bunker & Wijaberg 1988,47). 

The generic supervisory mode1 presented by Bunker and Wijnbag (1988) asks the question: 

'What contribution is required from the from Line supervisor for a human service organization to be 

successfùl in achieving its intended outcome reüably over tirne?' (BunLerikWijnberg, 1988,49). 

They respond with four sets of statememts that focus on the role behaviwr of the supervisor. 

Mutual empowerment and systems linkage constitute the first set of role behavious. Front 

h e  workers need to be able to exercise professional discretion while providing service to clients. If 

the policies of the human d c e  organhation and the monitoring role of the supervisor curtaii this 

professional discretion, it can lead to unmet client needs and a tenuous work environment with high 

job dissatisfaction for fiont h e  stafE 



The second set of role behaviours inchde the supeMsory fùnctions that are required to 

manage compiex task actnrities and working relationships in humsn service organizations (BunLa 

& Wijnberg, 1988,s 1). These tasks include such ELCtiVities as: 

"A. Maintainhg and building performance capabilities in the organization, the unit and the 

individual. B. Shaping and facilitatiag current worlc activties" (Bunker & Wijnberg, 

1988,s 1). 

The third set of role activities focuses on the supavisor's active participation in the 

generation, distribution and use of administrative, technid, professional, personal and interpersonal 

information (Bunker & Wijnberg, 1988,Sl). The fourth set i d d e s  ten clusters of ta& activïties 

that need to be completed by the supervisor. These ten clusters include: 

"-. . articulating and continuously adapting the unit's &ce model, 
monitoring and managing the climate of the unit and the organization, 
fostering individual development of workers, developing teamwork 
capabities and work group resources, participating in agency 
planning, representing the unit and its rquirements to other paris of 
the system, coordinathg work activities: inter - unit liaison and 
wntlict management, c1-g goals and tasks within the case, 
promoting active problem solving efforts, and rmiiiriging the unit's 
daily service operations (Bunker & Wijn0berg, 1988,s 1). 

Bunker and wjnberg (1988) present a generic model of supervision in human SerYice 

organizations that is based on several guiding assurnptions. They build on these sssumptiom by 

describing specific supeMsory role behavi~ur~ Bunker and Wijnberg (1988) also advocate active 

supervision. This refers to the management, and distribution of the unit's work. It also reférs to 

providing consultation to workers, promoting team work and the completion of tasàs. Active 



supervision also promotes m&aù@ a supportive a d  rewadng wodc clkate (Bunker & 

Wijnberg, l988,46 - 47). 

Hughes and Pengelly (1997) descriibe the position of the first h e  manager as "piggy in the 

middle". 

'2.n socid work in particuIar7 supervision has traditionaily ocarpied a 
si@cant, though poteniilly u~lcomfiortable~ piegy in the middle position 
betweetl management accountabiiity and professonai r e spons i i7  betweem 
broad policy formulation and its application to ïndîvidud situations; between 
the organization and its users; between prescn'bed procedures and the 
emotionei impcpa on high risk woW (Hughes & Pengelly, 1997,23). 

Other professional disciplines such as psychiatry and psychology practice 0th- traditions f?om a 

supervisory perspective. Hughes and Pengeiiy (1997) point out that these disciphes practice 

"...case autonomy over individual cese des5sions and practice autonomy in organïzing and 

priontiang their work overall" (Hughes & PengeUy71997,25). These authors argue7 with hospita1 

nursing ". . .managerial accountabiiity has traditiody ban emphasizcd at the a<pense of the 

profession without a regular supervisory structure" (Hughes & Pengeliy, 199î72S). The differences 

in professional traditions and practices conaming the fùnction of supervision may becorne d e n t  in 

the context of multi disciplu.iary teams (Hughes & PengelIy,1997,25). 

Hughes and Pengeily (1997) advocate that clear boundaries nad to exist in the supervisory 

relationship that will focus on the work and at the same t h e  aliow for agency and consumer 

influence. In establishhg these boundaries, these authors address the parameters around and witbin 

supervision. The parmeters around supavision consist of ten points. They iaclude: the purpose of 



supervision, nequency and timing of S ~ S S ~ O ~ S ,  iotemptions and canceiiations, the supervision rwm, 

confidentiality, recording of supervision, appraids and iadividuaî paformance reviews, the social - 
professional boundary, the boundary between supervision and otha meetings, and dissatisfaction 

and disagreements. (Hughes & Pengeliy, l997,M). These parameters syeak to the logistics of 

organieng and manging ongoing supervision. 

The parameters within supervision consist of the foiiowing seven points. These include: 

power differentials, agenda setting, working concepts and sküls, the personal - professional 

boundary, case records, methods and tools and review and evdution(Hughes & Pmgeiiy, 

1997,38). These swen points foais on what occurr in the face to face m h g  with the supervisor 

and they recognize salient factors about the supeMsory re1ationship çuch as the powa differential. 

Hughes and PengeUy (1997) also addnss the fiinction of supervision. They concur with 

Kadushin (1976) who identifiai three mein fùnctions of supervision as being administrative, 

educational, and supportive. However, these authors also wncur with such authors as Richar and 

Payne(1990) and Momson (1993 cited in Hughes & Pengeliy, 1997,40) and add to Kadushin's 

(1976) list the supervisory fllnctions of mediation and communication. Mediation in the superviwry 

context refers to ". ..recognizi.ng the supervisor's role in negotiating with other organizations and 

with senior managersy' (Hughes & Pengeliy,1997,40). Commuaication reférs to ''-..the supervisor's 

responsibility to channel feedback nom practitioners to the o r g h t i o n  on policy and practice 

issues" (Hughes and Pengelly, 1 9W740). 



In describing the interrelatedness of the supmiisory process beîween the supavisor, the 

practitioner, and the service user, Hughes and Pengelly conceptualize the work of supervision h o  

two triangles. The fh t  triangle represents the participants in supervision. These inciude, the 

supervisor, the practitioner, and the service user. The following triangle illustrates this point. 

TRIANGLE OF PARTICIPANTS IN SUPERVISION 

SUPERVISOR 

PRACTITIONER SERVICE USER 

(Hughes and Pengeily, 1997,4 1). 

The second triangle these authors present represents supervisory hctions. These b c t i 0 1 1 ~  are 

cited in the following triangle- 

TRIANGLE OF SUPERWSORY FUNCTIONS 

MANAGING SERVICE DELIVERY 

FACILITATING PRACTITIONER'S FOCUSSING ON 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PRACTITIONER WORK 

(Hughes and Pengelly, 1997,4 1). 



The three hctions cited in the second friangie are linked to the participants in the nroi 

triangle. There is not a complete o v e  with the respective corners of each triangle but a close 

relationship does exist. The application of these two triangles is based on three points. These 

înclude: 

"1 .It is inevitably difficult, in any supeMsory arrangement, to keep al1 thne participants or 
ali three fiinctions in minci- 

2. Nevertheless, the thne corners are dynamically and functiody interrelateci and 
cannot be regarded separately fiom each other. 

3. Consequently, supervision and practice becorne d e  if one coma is ignorecl or 
avoided for any leagth of tirne'' (Hughes & Pengelly,1997,42)". 

The supe~sory triangles presented by Hughes and Pengelly (1997) strive to achieve balance 

between the three corners of each aiangle and the intenelatedneos of the supervisory process. Their 

mode1 poxtrays the relationship between the three participants in supervision and the supervision 

b c t i o n  of each participant. Tbis mode1 also expmds on Kadusbin's (1976) and (1992) theory of 

supervision by adding the fûnctions of mediation and communication. 

2.2 Role of the first line manager 

Within the health care sector individuais Ui middle management positions are ofien 

responsible for managing larger units of work tbai include multiple disciplines. Acom & Crawford 

(1996) believe that a first line manager holds an integral managerial position in the health care 

organization @ 26). The scope and role of the fira line manager has been transformeci since the 

1980's (Acom and Crawford, l996,26; Hidl and Domer, 1997, 14; Flarey, 1996, 16). Typidy  in 



the 1980's 20- 25 workers were superviseci by a nont h e  manager with the primuy foars king a 

specifiic unit of work (Pabt, 199 1,8740)- Pabt (1991) in an exploratory study found that in today's 

health care sector, manager to &ratio crm range fiom 1:12 to 1:63. nieSe managers are ofken 

responsible for the operation of one or more units, staff supervision, standards for patient tare' 

fiscal management and the management of the work environment (Acom and Crawford, 1996,27, 

Hall and Donner 1997,16). 

Nursing professors McGülis Hall and Donner (1997) outhe the changhg role of hospital 

managers and describe the major fùnctions of first iine mafiapers- According to these authors, 

patient care management, human resowce management, and fiSCZlVoperationa1 management an the 

main fùnctions of the fht  line manager. Mirk (1994) and Niciciin (1993) add that the complexity 

and the importance of the e s t  h e  manager role is increased when you also include in their 

functions the recruitmemt and retention of staff, and monitoring their workers' levels of job 

satisfaction, 

Ferguson - h e  (1998) discusses the unprecedented changes in the Canadian health care 

system. She refers specifically to the structural changes fiom a hierarchical fiarnework to a 

delayered tearn based fiamework. In tbis wntext she describes the role of the first iine manager as, 

providing oppominities for staff growth and development, the creation of a positive work 

environment, maintaking relationships with individual workas, worker recognition through 

ongoing performance reviews, challenging woriq and maintaining and demonstrating the managers' 

cornpetence by teachhg new SWS and demonstrating profesSonai cornpetencies (Ferguson- Pare 



Some authors have argued that cliaical expertise is no longer relevant to the first line 

manager role as it becornes costiy in humen and fiiirincial terms (Dufiield et al.,1994,54-63). 

Dufield's (1994) beliefis that clinid expertise creates organktional cos*, because more experts 

or speciality sta.EwdI need to be hired in order to provide discipline specific supavisicie This he 

argues is no longer requbed. This view is shared by such authors as Flsrey (1996) and Dnicker 

(1995) who advocate the use of business theory to manage health care. Baxter (1993) d e s c r i i  the 

e s t  h e  manager role as that of monitor, dissaainitor. entrepreneiu, disturbance handler, r e ~ ~ w c e  

allocater, leader and liaison. What is interesting about the role descriptions ofboth Baxter (1993) 

and Dufneld (1994) is the lack of emphans on the first iine manager providing cünicai instruction. 

This lack of emphasis deviates from traditional management practices and supervision modds in 

both nursing and social work. 

This view is not shared by Shulman (1993), Kadushin (1992)' Ferguson - Pare (1998), and 

Hughes and Pengeily (1997). Kadushin (cited in Shulman 1993'21) found in bis research that 

supervisors and supervisees both agreed that the supervisors' ab- to share information about 

social work knowledge and skills was primary to the s u ~ s o r s '  role and in tum enhanceci job 

satisfaction for the supervisas. Shulmon found similar hdings. His research (1993,2222) indicates 

that supeMsees prefer that their supavisors spend more tirne teaching practice sküls, sharïng 

information from research that may be of benefit to the client group, and providing bdback on job 

performance. Heppner and Roehike (1984, cited in Shulman, 1993,22), found siniilu findinps in the 



field of counselling psychology. Pincus (1986,ated in Shdman, 1993,22), found tht job 

satisfaction and job performance for nurses is dependent on ha* positive communication with 

their supe~sor  and a supervisor who can teach and evaiuate practice skik. 

2.3 Supervisory rditionships 

Kaiser (1 997) describes supavision as ". . . an imroI~nt~ry relationship in which the 

supervisor is imbued with the power to d e  decïsions or to take action thu a t k t  such things as 

hiring and firing, promotion, salaries or in the case of studenîs pashg or (p 7). I d d y ,  

supervision provides practitioners a place where they cm go whae they can examine their 

interventions and interactions with the client (Kaiser, 1997,7)The supervisozy reiatiomhip ensures 

ethicai practices are being fouowed, accountability maintained, and tht the clinician is receiving 

support and evaluation. AU of these niactions need to be adhaed to in the supervisory relationship 

if practitioners are to work with their clients with integrity (Kaiser, 1997,8) 

Accountability is described as a proces of taking responsiôility for one's behaviour md for 

the impact that behaviour has on oneseIfand others. It is a wmmittrnent to teii the tn1t.h and the 

cornmitment to take respoasibiiity for one's actions (Kaiser, 1997, 14). This process -es that 

clinicians are adhering to their d e  of &CS, d e s  of conduct, and are acting with integrity 

towards the needs of the client (Kaiser, 1997, 13). Evaiuation of practitioners work ensures that 

competent work is being wormeded This proass makes judgements about the q d t y  of the work 

being done (Kaiser, 1997, 14). Through these supmiisory practices the supeFnsor becornes diredy 

responsible for ensuring the ethical and competent practices of the worker (Kaiser, 1997, 13). 



Kaiser places much emphasis orr the supervisoty relatioaship because ".. .it is the medium 

through which supenision occurs." (Kaiser,1997,3). She suggests that the relationship between 

supervisor and supervisa is based on three core elements that inchide power and authority, shared 

meaning and trust. 

Power and authority is inherent in a supavisory relationship. Power refers to ". .. the ability 

to innuence or wntrol others and authority being the right to do ~o.'~(Kadushin, 1992 cited in 

Kaiser, 1997, 16). Essentiai in the relationship between supavisee and supaMsor is that the 

supervisor not abdicate that power. nor abuse it (Kaiser, 1997, 16). 

Shared meaning is the second core element in the supeMsory relationship. It "... relates to 

mutual understandmg and agreement between supeMsor and supervise." (Kaiser, 1997,19). A 

supervisory contract and approach to treatment are two components of s h e d  meaning that can be 

used to make the supervisory relationship work more smoothlyY A supeMsory contract " ... can be 

defined as obtaining co - operation to work on a rnutuaüy agreed upon problem." (Conne& 1984, 

cited in Kaiser, 1997, 19). The approach to treatment deals with the thenpeutic interventions and 

beliefs about effective treatrnent (Kaiser, 1997, 19)- 

This encornpasses the cliniciaa's ". . .theoretical orientation, practicai experience, and cultural 

and familial values and n o m  .. . " (Kaiser, l997,lg). It also acknowledges the parameters that exist 

within the organization as it pertains to counselling approaches." (Kaiser, l997,2O). 



Safèty and respect are key elements to a trusting supervisory relationship (Kaiser, 1997,20). 

Kaiser (1997) defines safety as "... the supavisee's fiedom to make mistakes and to take Nks 

without danger of an excessively j u d g m d  response fiom the supervisor." (Kaiser, 1997,21). In 

this context the supervisee can show their vulnerabiiity without negative repercussions. 

Expressing a belief in an employee's ability and sharïng with tbem the value of their work are 

both ways that a supervisor can demonstrate respect to their staff (Kaiser, l9W,2 1). If a misting 

supervisory relationship is to develop and be maintained growth promoting hctions n a d  to exist 

In an ideal situation this fùnction needs to be baland  with criticd evaluation. Udortunately, this 

can create a dilemma in the supervisory process. 

Honesty, accountabiiity, professionai integrity and caring need to be pnsent ifa tmsting 

supervisory relationship is to exkt (Boszormenzi - Nagy, 1986, cited in Kaiser, 1997,21). Doherty 

(1995) suggests that if trust exists in the supervisory relationship that clinicians wifl practice 

'practitioner's courage' whereby the chician wiii push themselfand the client past s a f i  zones for 

purposes of client growth and professionai integrity (cited in Kaiser, l997,Z 1). This situation usually 

exists when the client has confidence in the supenisor and believes that the supervisor understands 

thek work (Kaiser, 1997,Z 1). 

The content of supervision is dependent on the context in wliich it occurs, thus having a 

signifïcant e t  on the supervisory relationship. The o r ~ o n ' s  philosophy and approach to 

therapy influences the supe~sory contract and the shared meaatog of that relatiomhip (Kaiser, 



i997,22). For rxample7 the orgmhtion may not make ckar the job expectations to the 

practitioner or the supvïsor may not haw the lmowledge to ddress the spccific needs of the 

clinician. A final contahial issue that can affect trust in the supmrisory reiationship is the amount 

of power the supervisor has and how this power is utiüzed. 

The supervisory relationship bas a signifiant impact on the supervisory process- Staff 

supervision should be guided by ethicai practices7 the needs ofthe supervisees qudity SeTvice to the 

client and worker and supeniisor ac~ountabiiity~ Within the supavisory relationship there exïsts 

efements of power and authority, shed meanhg and trust. Kaiser (1997) M e r  adds thaî 

supervision occurs in the context of the organïzation and the community @ 23). 

2.4 The changing d e  of the fint liue manager 

Limited research exists in Canada that examines the outcornes ofrestnicturing on our heaith 

care sector (Acom l996,26 & Dunield a al., 1994,30 ). Literature on the impact of downsizing is 

also limited but growing(Acom 1996,26). What is known is that the scope and responsibility of the 

first line manager no longer has a narrow focus. The emphasis is now on the first line manager to 

transverse what was once a narrow portfoiio of discipline specific ectMties to building and 

managing multi disciplinary team ( Skeleton - Green & Shgh - Summer 1997,100). 

Ferguson - Pare's (1998) ethnographie study describes managers' and fiont lhe workers' 

perceptions of the quaüties managers need to be viewed as leaders. The managers in this study had 

varying portfolios with respect to units they manageci and the qualities they possessed. Despite 



these diversities, five major themes emerged fiom front line stanwith respect to thcir supervision 

needs. Stafïreported that thqr needed th& manager to give them support, recognition, involve staff 

in decision making, obtain input and fêedback, and have a vision for the fhre verguson - Pare 

1998, 18)- 

Staff's perception of support in this study included a number of characteristics. These 

include advocating for stafF, recognition for a job well done, taking a personal interest in s t a  staff 

development, and providing a support structure such as quality Unprovernent programs (Ferguson - 

Pare 1998, 18). Managers' perception of support emphasized U.. the importance of o r g a n h t i o d  

skills, people and cornmunication skills and the ability to understand systems (Ferguson - Pare 
1998, 18). 

Recognition was d d b e d  by the stafFas considerate behaviour achowledging stafIS7 

abilities and the work they do. Managers' expectations regarding the recognition theme was that 

their staff are professionals with varying levels ofeducation that should be wmpetent and 

independent team players (Ferguson - Pare 1998.22). 

Receiving and obtaining input and fecdback addresses the implementation of workplace 

systems, such as policies, procedures, and quality monitoring mechanisms (Ferguson - Pare 1998, 

23 ). It is these areas in which stafFfeedback was solicited and where staffwmted to have input. 



This study acknowledged the Unportance of wiiaborative deciion mJlrSie and how it 

contributes to staffempowerment. Within the workplace, managers reported aeating an 

environment that solicited and acted upon input and decisions made by the team- Dapite these 

efforts, factors in the hierafchicai political enviromnent such as decreased funding in Mth am, 

decrease in the quality of care, and lack of control, r d t e d  in the staff and manager f e h g  

disempowered (Ferguson - Pare 1998, 19). 

This study portrays managers as using 'L vision to invoive staff in strucnuing their own 

work environments ..." (Ferguson - Pare 1998,23). Mari9gers use thar leadership abilities to 

motivate staff to see change as an opportunity and canvey the need to pull together to support each 

other. The use of vision also assists managers in devdoping a work environment that supports 

professional practice and shared leadership. 

Ferguson - Pare (1998) did comment on disciphe spedc supervision in her research. She 

noted that the first line manager with the same discipline as the front lim statf  had a signi6cant 

influence on staff, partidarly in the area of practice autonomy. She argued that when discipline 

specitic leadership is absent fkom an organization it is c0~ected to increased job stress, decreased 

job satisfaction, hirnover and absenteeism (Ferguson - Pare, l998,g). 

McGillis Hall and Donner (1997) in their research on the changing role of the hospital 

manager present several interesthg findings. The quaiities and skiîis needed to be effective in the 

fmt line manager role are: financial management, good communication sküls, team building sMs, 

staff motivational s M s  and the abiiity to adapt to change (Barka& Ganti 1980; B- 1990 cited 



in McGillis & Donner, 1997, 16). The f h t  line managers' supeziors determined that the h t  üae 

managers were not meeting the needs of some organizatom. Tbis was attri'buted to problems with 

employee morale, team hctioning, management skifi diversity, and adaptation to change 

(Dudhemin; Ferguson - Pare & Kemerer 1994 cited in McGilfis Hidl & Donna, l997,17). 

The current focus of the nurse manager role is the movement toward program management 

and interdisciplinary team structures (McGill is W1& Donner, l997,18). This shiA fiom the 

traditional nursing managernent role places new demands on the cornpetencies ofthe manager. 

Kerfoot (1993) suggests that these changes foster interdepartmental and interdiscipiinary 

partnerships. McGillis Hall & Donner (1997) suggest h t  a challenge of these partnerships wiN be 

competing expectations between patient cate and fiscal management. 

In keeping with the SM in focus of the nurse manager role, there are organkational changes 

in the health care sector that promote these changes. The shïfk in the organizational structure fiom 

a vertical structure to a horizontal span of control has some authors arguing that clinid expertise is 

no longer relevant (Duffield et al. ,1994 ,21). In fact, little research has bem completed on the 

management of interdisciphmy t m s (  M e l d  et al, 1994, 30 Awrn,1996,26). McGinnis - Hall 

and Donner (1997) in their research, found that the first line manager should: stimulate creativity, 

establish an environment that facilitates teamwork and l e a m  motivate stafF to assume increased 

responsibility, help in developing an employee's potential, fhciiitate employa awareness of 

organizational goals, communicate opmly and d i r d y  with staff; and collaborate with pea. These 

tasks need to be complete in order to provide efféctive program management. 



R a d  and Gehrs (1997) d e s a i  the realities of mental health refiom and the implications 

for service delivery. Profissional role redesign, ngorous staff selection techniques and cross 

disciphary training strategies all represent a pliradigm shift for hospital basecl d w h o  pnviously 

had very focussed and somewhat traditional Penpeaivtes of thei. role within the mental heaith care 

delivery system" ( R d  and Gehn, 1997,2O).Specifidy they address the need to adapt to sianrole 

changes, job transitions, and the dewelopment of new professional cornpetencies. Rather thsn focus 

on a traditional professional role, Le. soaal worlg occupational th-, nursing, where u c h  

disciphe focuses on one aspect of patient are, it was necessary to focus on more expmded role 

definitions (Read and Gehrs, 1997, 16). 

These authors describe the adgamation of two Southem Ornario hospitals that resulted in 

a program management structure for a comrnunity based mental health program. W~thin the context 

of this structure, the role of the program manager was to "... be responsible for program resources, 

high quality services, integration and coordination across ail areas of mental health senice, 

achievement of the dehed goals and objectives and the creation of an atmosphere conducive to 

education and research" (Read and Gehrs,1997, 16). Strategies were implemented to ensure that 

staff receive appropriate training to dance  their skills and howledge base. Partnerships were 

developed with existing community resources to provide climcal and educational support. 

Communication between tearn members wss edmced through the use of pagers, cellular phones, 

and voice mail. Computerued documentation systems were also estaôlished to record client 

records, workload memuement, and evaiuation data. 



In the redesigned heaith care system tbe nrst line manager's fùnction is priiil.rüy to manage 

people issues (Bueno, 199 1 b, 8). In the new team, this manager may be respomible for the 

supeMsion of up to 100 people (fùil and part tirne), with approximately one hrlf of the employas 

having less than nùie months eJrperience (Bueno, 1991 b,8). Front line &are expected to be 

clinical experts, as weU as delegate and evaiuate other staff effectively (Bueno, l99lb,8). This is 

imown as a self govemance model, which refers ta the bdiefthat professionals U.. can manage 

themselves, then perhaps the manager does not need to be a chician who replaces staffwhile thy 

are busy making managerial decisions (Bueno 199 148). Bueno (199 1 b) suggests that there are 

contradictions in the role expectations of staff. She elaborates that t is difiicult for a manager to 

empower others with authority to make important clinical decisions when the manager is expected 

to be the repository of clinical expertise. What this author is saying is that fiont line staEin the 

redesigned health care system are to be the clinical experts yet bistorically tiiis was the role of th& 

manager. Because of this p&gm shift fiont line staff can no longer entrust their manager to 

provide them with clinical direction. 

In tenns of the role b c t i o n  of the first line manager, Bueno(l99 1 b) states that there are 

relevant quantitative and qualitative expectations that need to be fiimed. These inchide decision 

making skills (ie. budgeting), staffing, quaiity assurance, monitoring, and long range planning. 

Seifgovemame models place mich responsiôility on the staRto h m e  clinical experts and 

to provide peer supervision. It appeam that downsiPng the health care sector bas placed new 

responsibilities on the first line manager while delethg 0th- fùnctions fkom their role. Bueno 



(1 99 1b) States that eight to ten staffis u d y  th number one manager cm supervise &eCtntely. In 

today's health care sector the ratio of staffto manager is much bigher- 

How much or how little management is needed in the health crn sector appears unknown. 

Bueno(l99 1 b) does suggest that the amount of management required is dependent on a number 

variables. These variables include ' I . . a d  or perceiveci need for control; abiiity and wülingness of 

staff to assume responsibility and accountabiity; functional diversity of the department or unit; 

manager cornpetence; employee number and min and abiiw, and organizational or personal values 

in regard to staius7 chah of corma8114 trust and discipIine" (Bueno, 1991b, 7). 

Aroian et al. (1 996) present a business model of management entitled 'hanager as 

developer" which they argue can be implemented effectively in acute care, primary care and 

cornmunity care settings. With the shift from a hierarchal structure to decentralized units and the 

trend towards interdisciplimy teams and group decision making, these authors believe that 

leadership styles and skiils are ev01ving in the workplace. 

Bradford and Cohen (1994) developed the manager as developer model which is grounded 

in the belief that "... professionais must guide their own wo* maintaining autonorny and 

responsibility for practice" (Aroiaq et ai, 1996, 19). Staff,they believe, do not reguire supervision in 

the traditional sense but the opporturiity to develop critical and anaiyticai thinkmg drüls (Aroian et 

ai, 1996, 19). 



The manager as developer model is a procnis orieaed modd with sevm major concepts. 

These concepts include: group decision making, tangenthl thinking, standevelopment, team 

deveiopment, staff autonomy, two way communication, and e x t d  influence (Aroian a al, 1996, 

2 1). Group decision making empowers stanto &are in the con decision rmLing of their unit and to 

influence each other to work towards excellence. T a n g d  vision enables stafïto look to the 

future in developiag a vision. It is the process of sethg goals to insp'ire staff to put forth th& best 

efforts. StaEdevelopment pays attention to an individual's abüity and creates opportunity to 

enhance that ability. This proass involves regular monitoring and the assigning of tasks by the 

manager, in order to broaden the knowledge and skilis base of the staff pason Staffdevelopment is 

a continuous process that requires providing feedback and coach* staff. 

Team development is a coilective effort that evolves as an individual develops. Methods are 

employed to teach the team to share responsibility for the ninmag of the department or unit. Sta£€ 

autonomy refers to the selfdirected action taken by team mernbers to enhance the success ofthe 

unit. Two way communication is essential for healthy team fbnctioning. This process emphasi i  

the open flow of communication among colleagues and among fiont h e  staff and their manager. 

The extemai environment does affect team fbnctioning because the team is an open system affected 

by changes made in the health care sector. 

The authors of this model perceive the manager as a catalyst, creating an environment of 

mutual influence encouraging individuais on the team to adcires each other and promoting the fiee 

flow of information and muhial problem solving (Aroian a ai, i9%,22). The key aspect of this 



mode1 is the ideal of promoting staff excellence by creathg opportunities to enhance the skiils of 

each team member (Aroian et ai, 1996,23)- 

Some hedth care sectors in the United States (US) continue to provide traditional social 

work supervision. The Henry Ford Hospital in Michigan is one such Mlity. The goal of the social 

work department is to foster an approach with staffthat promotes teamwork, collaboration, and 

empowerrnent. This is accomplished through a department structure based on the concept of& 

govername. Self governance adhms to the principle of shared decision making with emphasis on 

the paradigm s h i .  ftom '%op down" decision making to 'bottom up" decision making (Diamond & 

Marches, 1995, 45). 

W~thin this department structure, the manager aisures that staff are aware of the core 

competencies of professional practice. These core competencies Uiclude, documentation of 

standards, understanding the structure, h c t i o n  and operation of the department, quality assurance 

activities, clinical service assignment, interdepartmental relationships, and community &ces 

(Diamond & Marches, 1995, 45). 

A variety of methods of supervision occur regularIy. Individuai supervision is available 

based on the needs of the staff. Issues thaî can be addressad in this context include, focussing on 

practice issues, counselling skills, system problans and professional goais. Group supavision is 

also available through the social work team. This is a homogeneous team that consists of four to 

five members, that provide peer support through staff participation @iamond & Uukowitz, 1995, 



p 48). This team meets once a wedr to disaiss problemetic cases and wider systems concernsncerns The 

goal of t h i s  supenrisory process is to ad- problems and develop intewentions to resohre t h a .  

Direction and structure provide the basis for tbis supervisgr process @iamond & 

Markowitq 1995,48). Otha concepts endorsed ushg this supeMsion Enimework are taken fiom 

Cohen and Rhodes (1977), and are Iisted below. 

Requisite activities and tasks for & i v e  supervision that take into account wnceni for 
task, for people, and for cornpetitive job orientations have been identified as: (a) sethg 
individual and group objectives for task ailocation and implementation; (b) implernenthg 
shared decision making; (c) diiecting group process; (d) planning work and case 
management; (e) developing wrnmunication networks; (f) evaluathg perfomce; (8) 
motivating workers; @)case consultation and professional support; (I) team building; (j) 
worker and client advoc8c)r, (L) conflict management; (1) planneci change at dyadic, team, 
and intergroup levels with particular attention to coalescing separate interests on behalf of 
employees and clients. (Cohen and Rhodes, 1997 cited in Diamond & Marches, 1995, 48 - 
49). 

It appears that through these turbulent times of heahh care refonn, some larger health care centres 

in the US are able to continue to adhere to traditional supeMsory practices. In doing so, these 

health care centres sustain a distinct professional identity and practices with clear role definitions 

2.5 The sociai work manager - a miil work perspective 

The role of the social work manager in a mdti disciplinary setthg is describeci by Rosenberg 

as ". . . the ability to support and cooperate in an environment of diverse expectations" (Rosenberg, 

l987,8 1). The main fùnctions of the manager's role include management of staff, education, and 

research (Rosenberg, 1987,79). Rosenberg (1987) describes other critical bctions that include the 

development of policy for multiple programs and the management of the human resource fûnction. 



Skills that the social work profespion bring to the manager position inchide: an appreciation for 

client systems, an appreciation for savice h m  the consumer perspective. skdls in collaborative 

practice, knowledge and su in grwp dymmicsY social work values that apprex5ate all levds of 

staff and their contributions, and an understanding of the social effects of intavetlfiom on groups, 

clients, communities, and management (Rosenberg, 1987.82 -83). 

Klingbeil(1987) conairs with Rosenberg on the attniutes that the social work profession 

brings to the manager role. Klingbeil adds that social work also brings a bio - psycho social 

approach which h m  a management perspective would involve 'l.. coIIMULlifY organization and 

social planning both necessary ingredients in today's heaith tare worlâ" (Klingûeil, 1987.45). B a d  

on this bio psycho social approach, Klingbeil(1987) desctibes 12 roles and activities of the & d v e  

manager. These include the skills to: 

1. Assume responsibility and insure that tasks are campleteci successfiilly 
2. Balance rnany cornpethg goals 
3.  Translate their vision, insight and imagination into action planning 
4. Organize by creative coordiaation the human and material resources of the o r m o n  
5.  Strategicaily negotiate Merences and conflic*, 
6 .  Coliaborate with and influence others 
7. Advocate and broker for services, programs and resources 
8. Innovate, create and develop progrems 
9. Implement goals through enabling stnict~~es 
10. Influence in the political sease using timing as a necessary creative SU 
1 1. Evaluate outcornes and adopt changes through dynamic processes 
12. Prepare and ernpower others to create a dynamic and strengthened 
program/unit/department (Kiingbeil, 1 987.46-47)- 



The clinid perspective of the bio psycho model is an essential iagredient in today's h d h  

care system because it looks at the aspects of illness and wehess fkom the viewpoint of continuity 

of care (Küngbeil, 1987,47). What emerges from these social work WefS and practices is a more 

comprehensive and dynamic leadership style. " Social workers do make efficient and effective 

managers adding to these Qualities a more humanistic rnanaged style" @Chgbe& 1987,46). 

2.6 Group and Peer Supervhiwn 

Bernard and Goodyear (1992) believe that maintaining and irnprodg professional 

counselling skills have ken increasingiy remginred as critical to lerirning in cou~lselling supervision 

(cited in Benshoff; 1994,l). Yet the avaüability for maay profkssiods for" ... reguiar w u a s e ~  

supervision by a qualified supervisor is very limited or fiequently nonexistent." (Benshoff, l994,l). 

Peer supervision or peer consultation (as it is fiequently rdmed) is perceivecl as another effective 

supervisory approach t h  may uicrease the fiequency and quality of supervision to professionals 

(Benshoff, 1994,l). 

Peer supe~s ion  is an extension of group supervision (Kadushin, 1992,482). Group 

supervision utilizes ". .. the group setting to implement the responsibilities of supervision." 

(Kadushin, 1992,404). The supervisor in this model a s m e s  the leadership role to m w  the 

educational, supportive and administrative functions of the supervisory process. Kadusbin (1992) 

beiieves that the supervisor has an obligation to direct, guide and steer the course of the group 

process. This responsibility, he elaborates, can not be shumied because inherent in the supervisor's 

role is power and authority (Kadushh,1992,422). 



The god of group supeniision rrmmis the seme as that of individuai supervision "... &cient 

and effective service to agency clients." (Kadushin, 1992,405). A format for the group process is 

considered essential, that consisting of agenda setting and the completion of specifk tasks. The 

group in this fiamework usualiy consists of four to fhe fiont h e  stanwith simiiar traimng and 

education who deal with similm problems and provide similer service (Kadushin, 1992,405). 

Kadushin (1 992) believes that the group process is more Mectve when the group has clearly 

dehed goals that are consistent with the group's purpose. 

The group process offen many advmages. Kadushin (1992) states that more opportunities 

for leaniing becorne available such as films, role phys, and presentations by a specialist. Group 

supervision offers ûpportunities to present cases and work experiences as well as share colmnon 

struggies and solicit feedback fkom colleagues ( Fried Ellen, 1999; Benshoe 1994; Kadushin, 

1 992). Case presentations are fiequently used in group supewision and should be prepared and io 

iine with the purpose and objectives of the group meeting (Fried Ellem, 1999; Benshoel994; 

Kadushh, 1992). Case r e v i w  using graup supervision are presented by the supeniisor not the 

fiont line st* 

Emotional support from the group is an additional benefit (Fried Ekn, 1999; Benshoff. 

1994; Kadushiq 1992). The group environment cm offa support and validation for work 

completed thus enhancing the mode of the teun (Benshoft: 1994; Kadushin. 1992). It is an 

oppomuiity for mutual aid and an opportunity to leam fiom your peers. It is through this process 

that members of the group can acquire of sense of belonging (Kadushin, 1992,406 - 407). 

37 



Therapists fiequently work in isolation (Fried Ellen, 1 999; Kadushin, 1992)- ûroup 

supervision fosters staffintetZICtiom. This am assist with eacouragiag peer group cohesion by 

providing an opportunity for staffto meet with some degree of regularity. Kaduslin (1992) quotes 

the experience of a fiont line staffemployed by a mental health chic; 

A major plus ofgroup supervision is the act ofgetting ail of these 
autonomous people togethex- Unless we pass in the hallway, meet at 
the bathroom, or use the appointment book at the same tirne, we are 
90 percent of the day, bebind our closed doors. After g o u p  
supervision started, there seemed to be a visibk change in attitude 
and more people made an effort to stay in the hallway longer- 
(P 409)- 

A final benefit of group supeMsion is that it d o w s  the supavisor to  assess group members 

in the context of the group. By so doing, it provides the su@sar with an o p p o h t y  to assc~s 

member's cluucal skills and knowledge and provide perspective on how members are ftnctioning in 

the team. 

Kadushin (1992) proposes disadvantages to group supervision. For some group members, 

the group process maybe perceived as less stnictured and focussed. Secondly, mme participants 

may be concerned that their skills and knowledge may not be adequately represented in this context 

thus generating how their SWS compare to those of their coileagues. There is also concem that 

because of this their colleagues may receive more positive attention. This can then foster hostility 

and competitiveness within the group (Kaduslin, l992,4 13). A third concem is tbat new group 

members may have difficulty fitting into the group process because ofalready denned roles and 

subgroups. Fourthly, the group can detract fiom menibers deweloping the own therapeutic plans 



redting in group mernbers becoming dependent on the group to provide ciinical direction. Frmilly 

Kadushin (1992) expresses ConCern for participants who m o t  acap critical feedback- For these 

individuals, the group context would not be appropriate. 

Group n o m  for group supervision are important. KaduJbin (1992) believes that group 

noms should be agreed upon by the group and may inchide such things as; 

1 .To aiiow everyone to have bis say without undue interruption. 
2.To lista cardidiy and attentively to whet 0th- are sa*. 
3. To respond to  what others have to say. 
4. To keep one's contri'bution and response reasonably relevant to the 
focus of whst is being discussed. Group membership requires a 
measure of deindividuation, some setting of one's own prefkrences in 
order to maintain the integrity of the group. 
5.To share material and expience thrt mi& cornribute to more 
effective professional development. @ 428). 

Peer supervision is the proces where mutual ben& is achieved by peas workiag together 

(Benshoff, l944,l). Peer supervision is d&ed as 'f.. a process by which a group of professionais 

in the same agency meet regulariy to review cases and treatrnent approaches wiîhout a leader, share 

expertise and take responsibility for th& own and each other's professionai development and for 

maintainhg standards of (agency) da." @i&e and Frankena, 1972 cited in Kadushin, 1992). 

Within this model, peers have a responsibility to assist their coileagues, however what their 

colleagues do with the fdback is their colleague's decision. As the definition implies, this process 

is without an authority figure resulting in more staffautonomy and independence (Kadushïn, 1992, 

483). 



Peer supervision is more e&am with rnembers with the cc-. . approximate level of 

cornpetence." (Kadushin, 1992,484)- If this does not exist Kadushin (1 992) believes that some 

members may be reluctant to participate in this prooess because t h y  believe that their pars hiow 

less than they do therefore these members cannot learn fiom their peers- Fried Elien (1999) believes 

that peer supe~sion is a worthwhile process fbr di members in the group proass. She advocates 

that this process is essential in helping members see their own issues which can impact on the best 

interest of the client (p 6). P a r  supemision is beliwed to be a proactive way to get par input on 

difiicult cases and it operates on the pnmise that '. .. people who an willing to disaiss th& work 

in general are trying to preclude making some sort of mistake." (Fried Ellen, 1999; 6). 

One cautionary fature of this mode1 may be rivairy for leadership (Kadushig 1992,483). In 

these situations one or two members may want to control the group, thus elevating themselves to a 

position of authority. This power dynamic will have a negative impact on the group's hctioning 

thus af3ecting group cohesion and the wiliingness of group to fkeely share information. 

2.7 Vicarious Trauma - Debriefing and The Rok of Supcdsioo 

Pearlman and Saakvitne (1995) believe that it is important "... for therapists who work with 

trauma s&or clients to have ongoing supervision and consultation for theV work-" @ 359). 

Supervision is not perceiveci as a luiauy but as a nesessity to ensure the health of the therapist and 

to ensure the best interest of the client. It is an opportunity for the thaapist to step bwic cc-.. fiom 

his experience of the therapeutic work in order to have an overview ofthe process in the ccmtext of 

the particular client and his history and his cbaracter." (Casement, 1 991, cited in Pearfrnau & 



Saakvitne, 1995,377). Through this supavisory proass it is b p e d v e  that therapists r&e 

education about their own ".., awareness and athinernent to the effects of vicarious trauma-" 

(Pearhan & Saakvitne, 1995,365). 

One of the roles of supervision should be to assist therapists with developing stratees for 

self care and self protection. This can occur in the context of professional help, personal techniques, 

organizational policy aod procedures. What is important is that the therapist be given a forum to 

debrief and discuss the effects that secondary trauma has on themselves and their work. 

Saakvitne and Peerlman (1996) describe the experiences of hospital workm who developed 

a group that euabled them to wpe with the e&ms of secondary traurna- The fbmuork for the 

grmp was based on three assumptions. These assumptions included; "(1) no therapist is immune to 

the efFects of secondary trauma, (2) prevention of secondary trauma lies in the mernbership of the 

team, and (3) the higher the intensity of exposue to trauma work, the greater the need for a 

tearn."(Saakvitne & PearIman, 19%, 143). Wlthin this hmework, 

Tearn mernbers regularly pose questions about secondary traumatization that 
include: (1) How are team members being engaged? (2) How do they fa1 about it? 
(3) What wili we do about it? Therapist seffcare is expected and the team reminds 
members of this if they neglect this responsib'i . . .. ûverwork is discouraged. The 
feelings of tearn members are considered important (Munroe et al., 1995,228 cited 
in Saakvitne & Pearlmag 1996, 143). 

This team approach provides a d e  and trusting atmosphere when therapists can share their 

vulnerabilities and stniggies without negative repercussions. It is an atmosphere that recognizes and 

validates the debriehg process and the effects of vicaious trauma- 



Pearlman and Saakvitne (1995) bdieve tha the supervisory process for trauma workers is 

moving toward a more relational interactive model. This modei dows the supavisor and the 

therapist not to know but to explore together the acquisition of skills and Imowledge. These authors 

believe that less experienced staff or new staff may need or want ". .. a more didactic style at the 

beginnig . . ." (Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1995,375). These aipenisory relationships are based on the 

premise that supervisors must be open to change and king taught by their stafF in order to teach 

and facilitate their growth (Pearlman and Saakvitne- 1995,3 75). 

Along with assisting the therapists in recognuing and coping with their own vicarious 

trauma and c~untertraasferénce~ the role of the supervisor is also to recognize the eects that the 

therapist 's vicarious trauma is hawig on the client (Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1995,365). In so dohg 

the supeMsor can "... be alert to the & i s  of vicarious trauma on the client." and in so doing take 

the appropriate measures to address the situation (Pearlmrin and Saakvitne, 1995,365)- 

Pearlman and Saakvitne (1995) recognize that a ciifference exists between a new worker and 

an experienced worker in seeking supervision. They argue that insCpenenced and new therapists 

have a license 'hot to Imow". In this context it is deemeâ appropriate for these individuals to seek 

out and ask questions. These authors believe that more expaiaiced clhicians sometimes set 

unrealistic expectations ofthemselves and do not obtah the cünical support and debriehg that they 

require (Peariman and Saakvitne- 1995,377). In the latter situation, what the eXpenenced worker 

needs to do is ".. . preserve an adequate state of not knowing if he is to remain open to fie& 

understanding (Casernent, 1 99 1, cited in Peariman and Saakvitne, 1 995,3 77). 



There is merit to small group and par supeMsion- Pearlman and Saakvitne (1995) propose 

that case revI.ews and rotating peer presentation are two worthamile options The case pfesentation 

enables therapists to present a case and dl its relevant issues. It provides an opportunïty for peas to 

teach fiom theu own work but to aiso learn nom th& peers. By demonstrating an openness to 

presenting a case and discussing i ts  issues therapists can dso d i s a w  aud nomialize issues of 

counter transfêrence and vicarious trauma as they pertain to the information presented. 

This model requins that members of the team discuss the "-..hme and structure thet would 

enhance codor î  for sharing stniggles and feelings among group mernbers." (Pearlman & 

Saakvitne, 1995,375 - 376). 

Rotating presentation structure is another peer option discussed by Pearlman and Saakvitne 

(1995). This peer model promotes self directed leamhg by Stanin order to nicilitate the channehg 

of information to the team and in so doing, enhancing their own professional matwjty and that of 

team members. This process can provide new clinid insights to al1 involved. It can also address 

within this fiamework topics such as vicarious trauma, debriefing, counter transfreoce and other 

si@cant clinical issues. 

As illustrated, there is a roie for supervision in deaihg with issues of vicarious trauma, and 

counter tramference. Providing therapy can k o k e  many thoughts feelings, and reactions in a 

therapist. Figley (1983) beiieves that if these thoughts, faling and reactions are not processed they 

can have serious negative wIlSequences on the worker and the work enviroment. Figley (1983) 

attributes the impact of secondaq traumatic stress on professional hctioning to a decrease in 



quality o f  performance tasks on the job, decrease in staaconfidence, imerest, job sati-on, 

coupied with negative staff attitudes and stan demoralization. Withdrawai n o m  colleagues, 

decreased qualiîy of s t a f f  relationship, poor communication, stafF conflicts, fàuity judgement, 

overwork, and irritability are also d e s c n i  by Figley (1983) as additionai consequences of the 

impact trauma can have on professionds. By recognïzing md providing an avenue for p r o f ~ o n d s  

. -  - 
to debrief and receive support and validation the impact of vicarious trauma can be muiuntzsd. 

2.7 Today's reality in the Canadian hulth eu, system 

Profound structural changes characterize the Canadian health care system. During the past 

decade we have witnessed hospital mergers and closwes, contracting out of semices, and a shift 

&om hospital to wmmunity b d  progmmming. AU of these changes have had a sipikant impact 

on social work in health care (Levi. and Herbert, 1999,30). These changes have translated into 

fùnctional social work departments being disbanded and replaceci with program based teams 

consisting o f  multiple disciplines, ofien led by a peron other than a social worker (Levin and 

Herbert, 1999,3 1). Levin and Herbert (1999) state that hospitai social work has lost most of the 

rnentoring, supervision, education and support that has been historically provided- 

In their exploratory study Levin and Herbert (1999) addressed the chenging role of social work in 

the Canadian health care systern. The findings ofthis study indicate that program management is the 

management practice of choice in Canadian health are. The remit of tbis new form of leadership 

has been that many front h e  social workers, their managers, and social work directors have lost 

their jobs. These study results indiate that social workers do not have access to supervision fkom 



social workers and that supervision from peers h a  diminished. Concem was dso apressed that 

nurses would usurp the role of social workers. 

Further to these changes in health care, Keigher (1997) and Kadushin and Egan (cited in 

Levin & Herbert, 1997,36), have asserteâ that the cwricufum taught on health care and social work 

no longer reflects the practice realities. They note that the mentoring and supervision traditionally 

available has largely disappeared. 

Levin and Herbert (1999) descrii with clirity and concisemess the realities of the changhg 

role of social work practice in the Carindian health care system The changing role of social wo* 

the lack of supervision and mentoring, and the disbandment of social work deparhnents wiii have a 

profound affect on socid work practice in health are. 

My research will address many of the issues presented by this literature review and it wül 

provide additional insights into the supervisory process in adult mental health programs in 

Northwestem Ontario. In the following cbpters 1 wiii doaiment my method of inqiiUy, the 

processes of data collection, and my findings. 



3.1 The research questions 

This is the central research question for this thesis: What are the ~upeMsory needs of  fiont 

line staff fiom the perspective of members of multi disciplinery teams in outpatient adult mental 

health programs in Northwestern Ontario? This includes objectives: 1.) to detemine the process of 

supervision in d t i  disciplinary teuas; 2.) to determine what works well in the supervisory process 

of multi disciplinary teams; 3 .) to determine what does not work weU in the supeMsory process of 

multi disciplinary teams; and 4.) to provide recornmendations that couid enhance the supervisory 

process for members of muiti discipiinary teams. 

3.2 Research pandigms 

My research questions and its objectives seek to put me, the researcher, and the participants 

in the context of the situation in order to better wmprehend t .  The separation between the abjects 

(the participants) and the object (the researcher) become diminished with ". . . the object becorniag in 

the knowing process" (Olson, 2001,S). This then allows the researcher to koow the situation 

through the eyes of the participants (Chatman, 1984; Meiion, 1990; Fidel, 1993, Westbrwk 1994; 

& Sutîon, 1993 cited in Olson, 200 1,s). It is on these ontologicai and epistemological assumptions 

that my research is based, thus directhg me towards a quaiitative research paradip. 



Within all paradigms there are a number of 8ssumptions that provide its firamwok In order 

to provide a cornparison of the qualitative paradigm (iierpretivist theory of research) and the 

quantitative paradigm @ositivist theory of research) 1 will explore the 8ssumptions t h  underpin 

each paradigrn. 

Ontologid, epistemological, d o g i d ,  r h d c a l  and methodological are the 

philosophical assumptions that have practice implications within the qualitative and quantitative 

paradigms (Cresswell, 1998,75). The ontologicai assumption asks the question what is the naaire 

of reality? Qualitative researchers or înterpretivists, believe that multiple realities exkt and that 

reality is subjective and socially const~cîed (Cresswd, 1998,Olson. 2001). My research c o n w s  

with this paradigm recognizing that the researcher, the participants and the audience readiag rny 

work constitute multiple realities. The quantitative researcber, or positivist, believes that îhere is 

one objective reality not dependent on the researcher (Brocco Murphy, lW8,37). 

The relationship that exists between the researcher and that k i n g  researched is addresseci by 

the epistemological assunption (Cresswell, 1998, 75). Qualitative research tries to lesson the 

distance between the researcher and that king researciied. The researcher interats with those 

being studied. This may take several fonns including face to face interviews or collaboration with 

the participants. Guba and Lincoln (1988) describe the episternology of the positivîst as: 'The 

investigator and the investigated object as assumed to be independent entities and the investigator 

to be able to study an object wiuiaut Muenchg it or baag influenced" (pl 10). 



The third assumption focuses on the role of values in research and it is called the axiological 

assumption. Qualitative research recogriizes that research is value laden and that bias exists. 

Researchers ". .. systematicaiiy acbiowledge and document their bisses rather than striMng to rise 

above themy' (Mellon, 1990,26). In quantitative research when bias is recognued or suspecteci 

stnitegies are irnplemented to eliminate or reduce it (MeUon, 1990). 'Values and bias are prevented 

fkom innuencing outcornes so long as the presCnbed procedures are ngorously foilowed" (Guba & 

Lincoln, 1988, 110). 

The rhetorical assumption focuses on the language used to f o d a t e  the text of the 

research. The qualitative paradigm, writes "... in the voia of the participants in tams of the stones 

they presented and the voice of the researcher who is actively engaged in the reconstruction of 

meaning through interpretationy7 (Brocco Murphy, 1998,40). The quantitative paradigm writes its 

text in a technical format fi-om the voice of the researcher. 

The conceptualization of the research process is the mahodological assumption. The 

inductive approach is charactexistic of the quaiitative paradigm. Through this process '%he 

researcher uses inductive logic, studies the topic within its context, and uses an emerging design" 

(Cressweli, 1994,75). Within this assumption ". ..qualitative researchers endeavour to achieve what 

Lincoln and Guba define as creâiiilityy transferability, depenndaility7 and confirmab'ity: the 

tmstworthiness of qualitative research" (Bradley, 1943, cited in Oison, 2001,6). Whereas, the 

quantitative paradigm is conmed with causal relationsbips and explanations that are grounded in 

reliable and valid hdings through the process of dsductive approaches (CressweU, 1998, Van 



3.3 Research design and justification for tbW design 

Denzin and Lincoln (1994) state that 

Qualitative research is rnuitimethod in focus, imrolving an hterpretive, nahlcalistic approach 
to its subject matter. This means that qualitatve researchers study thhgs in their natwal 
settings, attempting to make sense of or interpret phaiornema in terms of meanhgs people 
bring to them. Qualitative research involva the snidisd use and collection of a variety of 
empirical materials - case study, personai experience, introspective, life story, interview, 
obse rva t io~  historiai, Uiteractiod, and visual texts - that descn'be routine and 
problematic moments and meanhg in iadividuals7 lives (cited in Cressweli, 1998,14). 

A qualitative research design is the paradigm that bcst Ms with my research question 

because it "... is an inquky process of understanding based on distinct methodoIogical tradjtions of 

inquiry that explore a social or buman problern. The researcher builds a cornpl- holistic pichue, 

analyses words, reports detailed views of the infamants, and conducts the study in a natural 

setting" (Cresswell, 1998, 1 5). By using a qualitative research design 1 explored the supervisory 

process of multi - disciphmy teams in adult mental h d t h  programs in Northwestem Ontario. 

My research lent itself to the qualitative paradigm because of the exploratory nature of my 

research topic. By using qualitative methodology in the fom of in depth interviews 1 intervieweci 

front h e  staff of rnulti disciplinary teams and provide a detailed description and anaiysis of current 

supervisory practices. Qualitative methodology is the method of choice for description because it 

tends to be more exploratory in nature aüowing for in deptb description and anaiysis of specific 

situations (Pauch, 1996, Monette, Sullivan,& Dejong, 1998). 



The method of data coilection that was implemented in my qualitative design was face to 

face interviews which were augmenîed by an interview guide (see appendix 2)  and interview 

probes. Ail i n t e ~ e w s  were audio recordecl and t r d b e d .  Qualitative research d o w s  for 

flexibility with the interviewhg process. Through the use of an interview guide, participants c m  

describe their unique realities. Additional data can be obtained through the use of interview probes 

(Monetîe, Sullivan, & Dejong, 1998, 178:Polansky,1995,133; Schuemian, 1983,158). This fom of 

data collection provided linguistic descriptors to  descr i i  and define the realities of the participants. 

Qualitative research diows the researcher to isolate certain clusters and expressions that can 

be reviewed by the participants, thus acting as a method of data analysis and vdcation of the 

results (Miles & Huberman, 1994,6-7). It is essential that the themes be maintahed in their original 

form during the course of the research. My research inwrporated the use of thernes and clusters as 

the main component of the data analysis. The original text fkom the interYiews were presented in 

order to substantiate my hdings. 

Because iimited research currently exists on the supervision of multi disciplinary teams? this 

exploratory study provides a detailed description of current practices thus making a valuable 

contribution to the literature (Awm, 1996,26; M e l d  et d.,1994,30).Through description and 

narration, the subjective dimension of the human experience can be made visible. In other words, 

qualitative methods are wncerned with subje*ively undetstanding the deeper meaning of individual 

experiences and because of this was an appropnate means to explore my research topic (Tutty, 



3.4 Theory and the quaiitative purdigm 

Qualitative research can ernploy theones in different ways (Cresswell, 1998,87). Firstly, 

social science theory may be absent fkom the study with the focus k ing  on the description of the 

phenomenon and its issues (Cresswell, l!B8,87). Secondly, qualitative research may define itself 

using a theoretical base for the study. Thirdly, the theory after penpective can occur once the data 

and analysis has been wmpleted. Using this approach, theoretid perspectives are introduced as 

they relate to a specific topic firom a psycho social and organizstioaal perspective to compare and 

contrast with 0 t h  theoretical modeb (Cressweil, l998,87). This research uses management and 

supervision theory as the theoretical base for my inquiry and as a fhme of reference for the 

development of my research questions. This does not dismiss the fact that "...diffèrent thenries may 

be simultaneously valid according to the researchers' and presumably the respondents', 

interpretations7' (Mellon, 1 %)O, cited in Olso11,2ûû 1,6). 

3.5 Phenomenology 

Phenomenology is a method of inquixy within the qualitative paradigrn (Cressweil, 1998; 

Miles & Huberrnan, 1994 Van Manen, 1990). "A phenomenological study describes the meanhg of 

the lived experience for several individuals about a concept or a phenomenon (Cresswell, 1998, 51). 

It strives to gain a comprehensive understanding "... of the nature and meaning of our evetyday 

experiences7' Manen, 1990,9). Phenomenology is concemed with how a phenomenon is 

experienced. My research is influead by the phenomenological orientation in that participants 

were asked to share their lived experiences of king supervisecl in the context of a multi discipünacy 

team. Because of my reliance on an interview guide and the literature to develop this guide my 



research is not a pure phenornenologid study. 

Phenomenology is a rnethod ofinquiry dut faaises on meanhg through description and 

interpretaîion (Van Manen, 1990,12). It allows for an in depth description of the phenomenon and 

it provides an opporhmity for participants to share their unique realities retrospectively (Van 

Manen, 1994, 10). Phenornenologid r-ch is a method of inquky used to study "... the 

problem that inciudes entering the field of perception of participants; seehg how they experience, 

iive, and display a phenomenon; and looking for the meaniag of  the participants' cxperiences" 

(Cresswell, 1 994,3 1). This requires the researcher ".. .to set aside h a  preconceptions to best 

understand the phenomenon as experienced by the participants" (Cresswell, 1994,3 1). 

Hermeneutic phenomenology is a snidy of 'essences' which "... may be understood as a 

linguistic construction, a description of a phenomenon" (Van Manen, 1990,39). 'The researcha 

h t e s  research questions that explore the meaning of that experience for individuals and asks 

individuals to describe their everyday h e d  eXpenences9' (CressweU, 1994,54). For example, 

describe for me your experiences of being superviseci by someone of a different discipline. This 

question focuses on the essence or nature of the experience thus allowing the participant to respond 

with a description that ".. . shows us the Iived quaiify and significance of the experience in a Mer 

and deeper manner (Van Manen, 1990, 11). 'Tt is used to gain an understanding of what the issues 

and concems are, and what sisnificance the participants attribute to than" (Pauch, 1996,65). 



Van Manen (1994) suggests that ... herwneutic phenornenologid research may be seen as 

an interplay among six research activities: 

(1) tuming us to a phenomenon which seriously interests us and commits us to the world; 
(2) investigating eXpenence as we iive it rather than as we conceptuaüze it; 
(3) reflecting on essential themes which chsfacterize the phenomenon; 
(4) describhg the phenomenon through the art of writhg and rewriting; 
(5) maintaining a strong and orientecl pedagogicai relation to the phenornenon; 
(6) balancing the research c o n t a  by considering the parts and whole (Van Maaeu, 1994, 

Ir is through the interplay of these six research activities that I have pursueci my research 

topic. The phenomenon 1 have studied is of great interest to me for a multitude of reawns. As a 

social worker, 1 am very interesteci in how it it pertaias to prsctice implications, including limited 

clinical instruction and limited professional mentoring maxter, MDufféd, 1994; Read & G e b ,  1997; 

Levin & Herbert, 1990; Farley, 1994). This phenomenon may have implications in the loss of social 

work positions and the assimilation of professional roks (Levin & Herbert, 1990; Read & Gehrs, 

1997). It dso places greater ernphasis on professional staffto becorne experts without supemkory 

instruction (Bueno, 199 1b; Bradford & Cohen, 1994 cited in Asian, 1996). 

The participants in my research lived the experiences they described and based on tbis 

information themes were developed to ensure the essence of these experiences. Through the art of 

writing and rewriting these experiences were documented. During this entire process 1 maintained a 

learning relationship towards the phenomenon, conside~g each participant's expezience or 

'essence' as a single entity as weîl as part of the whole. 



3.6 The d e  of the rtsturber 

Lincoln & Guba (1985) comment that the researcher is an insbument in the quaîitative 

research process that interacts with the situation or the phenornenon being studied. The researcher 

in this context has an opportunity to respond to environmental clues, provide immediate feedback 

and request verification of data. The researcher can also explore unexpected responses, d e c t  

information at multiple levels simultaneously and process data as soon as it is available. Cressweli 

surnmarizes these points when he States that "...the researcher is an instniment of data coudon 

who gathers words or pictures, analyses them inductively, foaises on the meaning of participants', 

and descnies a process that is expressive and persuasive in languageS7 @ 14). 

By becoming an instrument 1 entend the world of my participants. 1 obtained descriptions of 

their reality, and sought clarification and verifkation of the information sought. 1 had the 

opportunity to explore unexpected information and I did begin to process the data imrnediately. 

Through the process of instrumentation, 1 inductively analysed and foaissed on the meaning of the 

participants' experiences of supervision and their supeMsion needs in the cantext of multi 

di sciplinary teams. 



3.7 The Study 

(i.) Method of inquiry 

My thesis cornmittee was essentiai in providing fesdback regarding qualitative research. 1 

explored with m y  committee the possiiility of pirsuing my research by using a case study as my 

method of inquky- Mer some delibaation, it was felt that each participant is a unit of anaiysis , 

thus eliminating a case study as my methdology. After tbis meeting, 1 once again reviewed the 

literature for purposes of deteniiiaing the best 'methodological fit' for rny research question. Upon 

consulting with my advisor, 1 made an argument for phenome~ology as my method of inquiry- Lt is 

essential to note that my research is not a pure phenomenological study because 1 have used a semi 

structured interview guide. This 1 felt was to dow me to stay focussed on the research 

topic and to assist with reducing my bias based on my experiences as a social worker being 

supervised in the context of a multi disciplinary teun in an inpatient setting. 

(ii.) Definitions 

The front line s t a f f  in the adult mental health programs that participated in my research 

assumed a similar occupational role, despite professional diversity. "An occupational role rnay be 

defhed as a set of activities or potential behaviours associated with an office or a position in an 

organizationY7 (Egan & Kadushin, 1995.3). " Front h e  stotP' refers to stafFwho provide direct 

patiedclient Gare and is used interchangeably with the tams participant, abject, chician, 

respondent, interviewee, supavisee, worker, individual, mentai health worlrer, and therapist. 

Examples of fiont line staffmay include nurses or social workers who provide direct practice. The 



tems first iine manager, boss, supaior d supavisor refèr to the pason who provides direct 

management and supenision to the nont h e  sta& "Multi discipllliery team" is useci interchangeably 

with ''interdisciplinary team" and "integrated systemn. For purposes of this research, it refas to 

fiont line stafï of différent disciplines being managed/supervised by the same person. It also refers to 

fkont line staff of the same discipline being supeMsed by an individual of the diffèrent discipline. 

'Team based health a r e  rests on the assumption that groups of cari providers, representhg 

multiple disciplines, can work together to nishion and implernent care pl= that are bath 

comprehensive and integrated" (Alexander et al., 1996,381. It assumes that professionals who once 

worked autonomously and hdependently can now work eff ively with other ocaipatiod groups 

as mernbers of an integrated tearn. This approach further assumes that al1 disciplines are comrnitted 

to the group and its' goals (McHugh, West, Assatiy, Duprat, Howard, N i o c  Waldo, CWord, 

1996,24 )- 

(iii.) The geographicd context: Northwestem Ontario 

Lake of the Woods District Hospital is the hub of adult psychiatrk services for a signifiant 

portion of Northwestern Ontario. Situated on Lake of the Woods in Kenora, the hospital houses a 

Schedule One Program that coasists of a 19 bed acute care inpatient psychiatrie unit, a detox 

program, a day treatment program, addiction counsehg semices, and community counseliing 

services. Two psychiatrists are atnliated with the Schedule One Program and they also provide 

outpatient seMces to four 0th- commUNties in the Northwest region. These cornmunities include 

Red Lake, Dryden, Sioux Lookout, and Fort Frances. Lakehead Psychiatrie Hospital, in Thunder 



Bay, Ontario, acts as a tertiary care centre for the acute inpatient psychiatric unit, wbich means that 

clients requuing long term treatment wodd be r e f n d  to that hospital. 

The acute Gare psychiatric unit provides inpatient seMces to a number of conimunïties in 

Northwestem Ontario. These comrnunities an Kenora, Red Lake, Dryden, Sioux Lookout, Fort 

Frances, and all neighbouring F i  Nations communities including the By in communities North of 

Sioux Lookout. AU of these wrnmunities are geographically separatecl by approximately an hour 

and a halfto a three hour cornmute. 

Red Lake, Dryden, Sioux Lookout, and Fort Frances ail have community mental healîh 

prograrns situated in th& communities. A psychiatrist from the Schedule One Program visits these 

communities every six weeks for assessrnent and follow - up purposes. These psychiatrists also 

fulfdl the role of expert in the mental health field, providing educational services to workers 

throughout the district and ongoing client consultation. The Fust Nations wmmunities are all 

equipped with nursing stations that Liaison with the acute care inpatient team when nadad. As 

well, some of the Fùst Nations communities have addictions cou~l~eliors and mental health workers 

that can access members of the acute care inpatient team. 

The geography of Northwestem Ontario is rich in namal resources. CommUNties in 

Northwestem Ontario offer people many remeational activities that indude: hwting, fishing, hiking 

trails, water sports, camping, snow macbining to name a few. The main industries wnsist of 

working at cornmunity mills, mining, and tourism. The population density for individuai 



cornmunities ranges fiom 5000 to 30,000 people and in some c o d t i e s  th& population caa 

triple at the peak of the tourist season. The population density for the Fint Nations communities 

ranges from 200 to 3000 people with very few empîoyment prospeas. 

Northwestern Ontario is a region that is cuituraUy divase with approximately 19 % ofthe 

population behg North American Indian (Statistics Canada, 19%). Political diversity also 

characterizes this region with the provincial government representative being a New Democrat and 

leader of the official opposition and our federal representatïve being a Liberal and Minister of 

Indian Affairs. 

(iv) The employment context 

The inpatient mental health tuim is one of the mental health teams that exists under the 

hospital umbrella. The second memtal health team consists of three outpatient mental health 

programs. These include Community Counselling, Addictions Counsebg, and the Challenge Club 

which al1 operate outside the physical plant of the hospital but on the same property. hiring the 

past year, many changes have occurred in these mental health programs as a result of attrition, 

retirement, and mental heaith refonn. Within these programs 1 have Mtnessed the manager of the 

Chailenge Club with a background in occupational therapy be replaced by a haif tirne social worker, 

the retirement of the social work managers for Community CounseUing and Addictions Counselling 

and the joining of three programs that were once manageci by three individuds ôeing managecl by 

one individual, a nurse. These changes have all occu~fed within the past year and 1 am currently 

witnessing the amalgamation of a youth addictions program into this adult mental bealth systan 



Community Counseilïng anâ Addictions Counselling both offier long and short term 

counselling. Community wunseUing provides counselling on memtal health issues, wbile addictions 

counselling provides counselling on addictions issues includhg dmgs, alwhol, solvents, gambling 

and eating disorders. They also compkte addictions assessments for residentiai trament programs. 

The disciplines represented in the composition of these two teams include, nursing, psychology, and 

the dominant discipline, social work AU participants have eqerîence being part of a multi 

disciplinary team. The current supervisor of these teams is a nurse while the discipline of th& 

prevïous supewisors was social work- 

The Challenge Club is a day treatment program that provides a struchired day program, supportive 

counsellïng and case management services to individuais with mental iiiness. This program has 

undergone significant stafnng changes during the past six months. Three of the four stafbmployed 

have begun th& positions since January and because of this were not asked to participate in my 

research. 

New Directions CoullseIling Centre has been quite progressive with embracing mental health 

reform. In this vane, during the past two years, they have received sponsorship for three new mental 

health progams. These include the Assertive Commuity Treatment Team (ACT) which has been 

described as a ''hospita1 without walls". It is compnsed of a multi disciplinary team that provides 

community support to individuais with severe and persistent ilinesses. A second program is the 

Court Diversion Program. This provides emotiod support and advoucy to people with mental 

illness who are involved in the legal system. The third new program is in the hfhcy stage and is a 
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residentiai program for people with severe and persistent iilness who are at ri& of becorning 

homeless. 

The counseihg program that is spomred by New Directions Counseiling Centre is the 

outpatient addt mental health program and this ais0 inchides a case management position that was 

irnplemented approxhately £ive and a haif years ago. The staff on the mental hdth  team provide 

short and long term mental health and addiaiam wunseuing. The case management position offers 

pragrnatic day to day hands on nippoltm coullselling- The educational backgrounds of the 

individuals worbg  on this team consist of two social workers, a üfé M s  coach, an individuai with 

a Bachelor of Arts, and a manager with a social work background. 

Red Lake CommULilty Counselbg and Addictions Counselling Services is located 

approximately three hours North of Kenara. It is a 4 rural community with a population of5000 

people. This community has one community counselling service which employs three social 

workers, one psychometrist, and one individual with a Bachelor of Arts degree. The current 

manager is a psychologist, who resigned fkom his position Febniary 28,2001. The seMces offered 

by this program include mentai heaith and addiaions counseiiing, as weii as case management. 

(v) Participants 

Mernbers fiom three multi disciplinary teams in Northwestern Ontario particlpated in this 

study. 1 interview4 14 fkont iine The educational background of the fiont h e  U w a s  

diverse, consisting of psychology, nursing, arts, and social work. The dominant discipline was social 



work Prior to the interyiews, 1 had informaliy contacteci the poteatid participants that I had 

planned to use as my purposettl samp1e. The purpose of the study was explained and a keen htenst 

in the subject matter was codateci by the fiont line s t a -  I then followsd up on this intenst in 

the form of a letter (see appendix 1) in order to obtain a finn cornmitment fiom my research 

participants. 

AU of the participants in this study are currently employed by an outpatient aduit mental 

health program and members of multi disciplinary teams. TWO of the participants are case 

managers. These positions are new in the mental health arena within the past six years. Th& job 

role is to assist people with mentai illnesses with very pragmatic one on one assistance- Five of the 

participants have dual roles as mentai health and addictions wunseliors, while the other m e n  

participants have areas of speciality, four in the addictions field and three in adult mental health- 

There are several fmtures that these three programs share. Each of these voluntary 

prograrns have a similar reférrd base. This includes seifrefeds, referrals fiom cornrnunity 

hospitais, physicians, the District acute inpatient psychiatric unit, and otha comrnunity agencies. 

These prograrns can also access Lake of the Woods District Hospital which provides acute 

psychiatric services to the District. The District incorporates Red Lake, Dryden, Fort Frances and 

Sioux Lookout. The seMces provided inchide hospitahtion, assessment, outpatient treatmem and 

foliow - up, and refmals to cornmunïty based mental health programs. Community mental health 

prograrns in the District assist the inpatient hospital team in providing continuity of patient care. 

The inpatient team provides community agencies with comprehensive psychiatric assessments aud 



recornmendations for patient foliow-up. 

(".) Demographia 

The participants in this study are ali employed by the three mental health programs 

previously described. The services offered by these pro- are short and long tenn mental health 

interventions and addictions coullselljng. Al1 of these counsellors have experience working as part 

of a multi disciplinary team. 

The respondents in my research ranged in age fiom 28 to 55 years with the mean age being 

4 1 -5 years. Eleven were fernale and three were mak. Years of work experience in adult mental 

health programs ranged fbm one and halfyears to 22 years with 9.39 years king the mean. The 

number of years of work in cumot position ranged f?om six months to 22 yeers and the mean is 

7.28 years. 

The educational backgrounds of the participants varied. Two fhn t  line stafF have a 

Bachelor of Arts Degree, one has a diplorna as a registered nurse, two have a Uasters in 

Psychology, three have a Masters Degree in Social Work, five have a Bachelor Degree in Social 

Work, and one has a Bachelor Degree in Social Work and a Masters Degree in Psychiatrie 

Rehabilitation. The job titles are siightly varied with two case ~nauagers, four addictions 

counsellors, three mental and addictions thwapïsts and five mental heehh therapists. The 

professional background of the participants' managers included social work and psychology with 

the social work manager in the process ofbeing replaceci by a nurse. Eight participants have a 



supervisor of a diffimxt discipline whiie six share the sune discipline as thar supervisor. 

(vii.)The intemew process 

1 met individuaüy with 12 participants in their offices at their place of employment and for 

purposes of convenieace for the participants, 1 met one participant in my office and the other at her 

home. These i n t e ~ e w s  were scheduled f?om January 24,2001 to Apd 17,2001. Using the semi - 
structured interview guide (see appendix 2), participants were @en the opportunity to descrii  

their experïences in the supervisory praass. 

The interviews were audio recorded in their entirety and they were supplemented with 

observationai notes. One of the imeMews did not audio record on one side of the tape comprising 

approximately 20 minutes of  the interview. M e r  consulting with rny advisor and reviewhg my field 

notes fiom this interview, 1 contacted this participant by phone. Once 1 explainecl the situation with 

the audio recording, this participant wüliagly agreed to meet with me in her office to complete the 

interview. The interview was completed on April 17,200 1. 

The purpose of this research was reviewed with participants and their confidentiality assured 

(see appendix 1 & 3). I did advise participants that they may receive a copy of the written results if 

it is requested and that a final written thesis will be on file at the Defoe Library upon completion 

(see appendix 3). 



Due to the smali ~llllllber of f h t  line sis being intervieweci, it was not possible to ensure 

participants' anonymity- Participants were advised ofthis fact Participants were told that their 

participation in my reserirch was voluntary and that they wuld withdraw fiom the research at any 

tirne. 

(vïii.) Data analysis 

The audio recorded UiterYiews were transcribed verbatim on a wmputer disk, printed and 

reviewed. 1 proceeded to read through the text of ail ofthe interviews and made notes in the 

margins. nie text fiom these intaviews provided the descriptive -sis of the hed  experiences of 

my participants. Through the process ofreadmg and re reading these narratives 1 became familiar 

with my data and the themes that emerged. Van Manen (1992) proposes that theme captures the 

phenomenon being stuclied. Therefore as part of the thematic analysis, the researcher should use the 

highiight / selective approach whenby the text of the transcripts are r d  on several occasions and 

the researcher asks, "What staternents or phrases seem partidarly essentid or revealing about the 

phenomenon or experience being describeci?" (Van Manen, 1992,93). This is the approach that 1 

used. As 1 read through the traascripts 1 asked myself, What are my participants t e h g  me? 

What are the main themes? Haw are they experienced? How is supervision understood? How did 

participants develop this understandimg of supervision? How do participants describe supervision? 

How does each individual experience relate to the group errpaience? 

I then proceeded to re - r d  the t r a d p t s  and on this occasion I documente4 using a cornputer, 

themes that emerged and direct quotes that described these themes. This process was essentiaiiy a 



cut and paste method that assistecl with building a story around each theme that captwed the 

experiences of those in my research. Through an d y t i c a l  process imrolving deduction nom 

s u p e ~ s i o n  theory, as weli as an inductive proaJs I f o n d  that 1 had initially developed 18 themes. 

These themes included: The Clwcai Function; The Administrative Function; The Supportive 

Function; Peer Model; Same Discipline Supervision; Merent Discipline Supervision; The Team; 

Supervisory Relationship; SupeMsory Likes; Supervimry Dislikes; Changing Needs; Didactic 

Supe~sion; Supervisory Enhancement; S h e d  Experienced; Technotogy; Out side Resources; 

Other Disciplines; and Supexvisory Process. Themes such as the clinical hction, the supportive 

fünction, and the administrative firnction were developed based on my theoretical fkmwork while 

other themes were developed more inductively. 

The next step involved compiiing statements fiom the narratives into meanhg units or 

clusters that represented the themes in my research. The purpose of this process was to capture the 

collective experience of the participants and to determine how this acperience shapes the 

phenornenon being studied. Throughout my analysis 1 coded my data using a coding scheme that 1 

had devised. ALI of rny interviews were d e d  ushg the initials of the program for which my 

participants were employed. 1 then sequenced the numbers with the initials to represent the order in 

which the interview occurred , for example CC2, wodd mean Community Cou~lseIling, interview 

number two. As a method of organizing my clusters of data I then proceeded to expaud my coding 

system so that it would eady direct me to the data 1 required. For example, i f1 were loolgng for 

information from my i n t h e w s  that dealt with the participant's expsience with c l in id  

supervision, I would have coded the information CC2 - 7 - blue, which meant Cornmunity 



Counseiling, page men, highüghted in blue. This code was documentecl under the sub heaâing 

clinicai fùnction dong with other codes fiom the interviews couducted. 1 did not use a consistent 

colour scheme per theme because 1 found thïs to be a cumbersome process as a result of having so 

much data. This coding scheme was beneficial in that it captwed not only individuai expxience but 

it also referenced the collective experience around the same theme. Rderencing the data in this 

manner quickly provided a visuai picture of commonly s h e d  experïences and those that were 

unique. Consistently throughout my analysis 1 wouid reference my data and its interpretation with 

the actual interviews, thereby ensuring that I was capturùig the mie meaning of my participants' 

experiences and their perceptions based on these experinces. 

This process of thematic anaiysis provided more clarity and new insights into the iived 

experiences of the participants. This resuited in consoiidating the1 8 themes that had emerged hto  

three broad themes that include; The Supenisory Frarnework, The Multi Disciplinuy Experience, 

and Supervision - The Big Picture. Several of the original themes were better placed as a sub 

heading under the broad theme and the name of a few of the originai themes were changeci in order 

to better represent my findings. For example, the original theme, cIinical fùnction seemed to best be 

represented by the theme, the supenisory eamework with a sub heading of supervision definecl. 

Once these tasks were completed 1 then began to interpret the data. Interpretative adysis is 

concemed with integrating cornmon and unique themes in the collective experience. Cressweil 

(1 998) proposes using three guiding questions within the phenomenological tradition while 

interpreting the data. The first question asked, what happened in this experience? This assisteci me 



with developing a textual description- Secondiy, 1 asked, how was the phenornenon maiad? 

This question enabled me to provide a structural description of the experieace. Thirdly, 1 asked , 

what is the essence of the experience? This assistecl me in develophg an overall description of the 

phenomenon (148 - 149). 

The final stage of my analysis involveci comparing my findiags to the lïterature. My findings 

also present rewrnmendations that could potentiaily enhance the supemision of front line staff in the 

context of multi discipüoary teams in Northwestem Ontario. 

(k) Strengths and limitations of this ricscrrch 

Theexploratory nature of my method of inquiry coupled with the participants shariag their 

experiences fiom their point of view, provided an information rich sample. The hterviewing process 

that consisted of an intexview guide and f&e to face interviews aiablecf me to gather uiformation 

fiom the participants and to seek clarification on points that were not clearly understood. 

Using a purposeful sample may have produced an information rich sample, however the 

research findings are not representative of the general population. Instead this research, as in most 

qualitative work, has sought hdings that have depth, description, and meaning and explore 

int ensively the participants experiences. 

A second limitation is that more strength could have been @en to my findings ifmy design 

had accornmodated more opporîunity for observation in the field and follow up interviews (Pauch, 



1996,70). This could have established a more descriptive contextual hawwork for my data end 

analysis (Pauch,1996,70). However, due to iimited t h e ,  energy, and financial resources this was 

not possible. 

Phenomenologicai research is retrospective by nature (Cresswell, 1998). It relies on 

participants to recall their experiences which may be suspect to subjective bias and distortions. This 

is the final limitation of my research. 

(L) Reliability and validitg 

ccAuthenticity rather than reliabüity is ofien the issue in qualitative research. The a h  is 

usudy to gain an authentic undastanding of peoples' experienas and it is beiieved that open ended 

questions are the moa & d v e  root towards this end" (Siivennan, 1993,lO). I have used open 

ended questions in my UiteMewing tooi, and in the face to face interviewing format, thus enabliag 

me to obtaio an authentic description of the participants' experiences and their reality- Hamersley 

(1992) states that reliabiity "... refers to the degree consistency with which instances are assigneci 

to the same category by different observers or the same obsenrer on different occasions" (cited in 

Silverman, 1993,146). The authenticity of my resemch was enhanced through the use of audio 

taping my interviews and having them transcribed (Siiverman, 1993, 1 1). This aliowed me to review 

my inteniews on separate occasions to easure the reliability of my fidings and the themes and 

clusters that were developed. 



'By validity 1 mean truth: imeqmted as the extent to which an w u n t  accurately 

represents the social phexornena to which it refid7(Ham~Iey, cited in Silve~11811,1993,149). T h e  

are three paramount processes ïnvoived with ensuring vaiidîty in qualitative research. These three 

processes include: 

a) achieving a participant - observer role withiu the se!tting that dows the researcher accas 
to everyday meaning, rationaies, and actions employed by subjsds ;@)initiahg and 
monitoring appropnately situated methodologies for data collection and quality control of 
data; and (c)documenting the methodological procedures involved in the collection, adysis, 
and interpretation of data (Kiehoher, 1982,73)- 

In order to ensure the validity of my research 1 strictly adhered to two of the processes 

discussed by KieIhofiier (1982). 1 used appropriate situated methdologies to collect data. As 

indicated by Kielhoher (1 982) the bat  fom of data collection with professionals is an interview, 

conducted as a professional exchange. This was my primary fom of data collection Secondy, 

through the process of documentation, 1 clearly articulated the methodological procedures involved 

in my data collection, andysis, and interpretation. 

In order to enhance the trustworthiness of my findings a thkd process was employed to 

ensure the validity of my research. Once 1 had completed the findings section of my thesis 1 sel& 

three individuals, one f?om each of the three pro- represented in my study and asked them to 

read my research results and provide me with direct fadback about the information tbat 1 had 

presented. 1 choose the t h e  individuals based on my work experieaces with than and their direct 



and honest approaches. The f h k  1 received wu puite positive and each felt that 1 had 

accurately rdected their views a d  the views of their wlleagues. However, one of these individuals 

comrnented that she was surprised that some respondents demibed not having met with th& 

s u p e ~ s o r  when they first began th& jobs for extendeci time @cuis. This 1 believe to be a 

signincant comment because this participant nor her oolieagues had descri'bed this sort of situation 

as part of their experiences. This respondent demonstratecl that she was able to idenw her reality 

and have a sense of the collective realities ofher culleagues thus rendering the comment as 

insightfùl. 

3.8 Summav 

This study explored the supemision of multi disciplllisry teams in aduit mental health 

prograrns in Northwestem Ontario in the fd of 2000, and winter 2001. By ushg a qualitative 

research paradigm in the fom of a phenomemological study 1 punued tbis research topic by 

obtaining a purposeM sample and by wnducting face to face intenriews, using an open ended 

i n t e ~ e w  guide. The goal of my research was to determine the supervision needs of fiont Iùie staff 

in the context of multi disciplinary teams in Northwestern Ontario. It was the intent of this research 

to provide valuable ùiformation that would enhance current supeniisory practices. This study adds 

to the limited literature on this subject and it contributes to our understanding of theories of 

supervision in multi disciplinary setting. 



CHAPTER IV. 

FINDLNGS 

TEIE SUPERVISORY FRAMEWORK 

4.1 Supervision Defined 

People's interpretation of supervision is dependent on a number of variables. An individual's 

experience of being supervised is an opportunity to leam first hand what supervision entails. 

Literature on models of supervision or supe~s ion  theory can set a fiamework for people's 

understanding. By providîng supervision, people can also foster perceptions and beliefs about this 

process. 

It is through the process of being supervised that people l e m  fiom their unique reality. In 

my research, the participants' individual experiences are shared, and based on these experiences 

they described their understanding of their supervisory needs, the processes in supervision that they 

liked and disliked, and the models of supe~s ion  that worked best for them. Experience in my 

research is the teacher. It is also the process of not being supervised that gives people perspective 

on the vaiue of supervision. They leam in its absence the signifiant role it can play in their 

professional development as it pertains to clinical mahirity and skiN acquisition. By experiencing 

their reality, front line staff have developed insights into their supervisory needs and how these 

needs can best be met. 



For those interviewed clinid supavision appears to be the hahndc of the supervisory 

process. It is critical to the field of mental health because it is the process whereby staff can obtain 

clinical direction, share ideas, enhance professioual deseopment and it also ensures worker 

accountability. Most participants refmed to supervision as an "... opporhinity to d e c t  on cases 

. . ." and ". . .ensuring best clinical practices are being utilized". One person stated that; 

1 don? thuik any of use operate in a way. 1 think that 
supervision helps you refiect on what your doing and 1 think t helps 
you think about alternate ways, 1 said that quite a bit but 1 think that 
as a professional 1 find it r d y  easy if you are not doing any kind of 
reflection about what you are do@. Just go k k ,  1 c d  it your 
professional rut. You go back to the slciiis that you know and you use 
those. But sometirnes that is not~ood, you need new skills or 
alternate ways because the skitls you know are going to be limited in 
those parameters. 1 guess I'm interested in expancihg skius, that is 
what kind of therapist 1 am. That is what kind of professional 1 am. 1 
want to develop skiils, T don't want to be stuck in a profession. 
SupeMsion helps me with that sense. 

Despite the significance given to cünical supervision, it was not readily obtained by ali 

respondents. There appeared to be minimal formai mechanisms in place that promoted clinical 

instruction and guidance. Most supervisees expresseci fnistration with this lack of emphasis and 

expressed a need for clinical supeMsion to be deemed as important by their manager and as a 

process that shodd be accornmodated. This finding is captured by these two individuais; 

ùùtially before that 1 was receiving w h t  would be called colfegial 
supervision, which means you go to another worker to get feedback 
on how you are doing- There was no supervisory process in place. 



Since I started workiiig here 1 have ban supeMsed primrmy by my 
. colieagues. I have not r&ed formal supavision, I have received 

infond supervision only and that has been at my request to a 
coiieague that 1 am workuig with. 1t is as informai as would think 
about certain thiags, bouncing ideas to actually rewiewing cases with 
my colleagues. Like I said though this is iaformal, it has not ban set 
up by my empioyer. 

The experiences just descnaed are refldve of tbe experiences of many of those 

inte~ewed, Factors which have been attributed to the absence of clinid instniction included 

workload demands of the manager, h i d e r  iïmited clinical skills and fiequent obligations out of the 

office. Front Iine staEwould have Wred their supervisor to have been more hvolved. They would 

have liked him/her to have provided them with strategies to improve their clinid skilis and Y.. to 

listen to what my goals are professionally". 

Participants placed great vaiue on support fiom their supervisor. "The fact that 1 feel heard, 

I feel supported, 1 feei validatecl, I feel vaiued. 1 fid a part of k i n g  needed by this agen cy...", this 

was the language used to describe some of their experiences with supportive supervision. 

Respondents wanted to feel appreciated by theu supervisor, they did not want to feel like they were 

being taken for granteci. They liked it when their manager made time to "give them a pat on the 

back", to validate their work. They also needed to know that their supervisor would support them 

publically. One collnseiior stated that; 

1 feel extremely supported. There is a lot of validation for what 1 do 
and there is also appreciation too and that is  dven in positive 
feedback, both verbally and in an annual evaluation 



Supe~sory  support cornes in meny forms. It is the acknowledgement and validation for 

work well done and it is an oppominity to &are "issues and stniggles". Support recognks 

acknowledges the need for debriefing and it also includes staffadvocacy. The essence of 

s u p e ~ s o r y  support is captured in the foliowing wmrnents; 

I thuik that it is really key 1 tbink for myselfaayway that it is crucial 
that 1 feel that I have the support of a suporvisor that 1 cm go to ifa 
diflEicult issue cornes up to se& advice or support. Also, just in tams 
of the day to day chüenges of the job, just knowing that your 
supervisor is somemne, if thiags go wrong that they will support you, 
they wïil be an advocate for you. 

In order for support fiom th& supervisor to have any signifiant meanhg, froa Liae staff 

needed their manager to have an understanding of the work being done. They wanted support fkom 

someone they perceived as having an und-ding of clinicai work, in otha words, someone they 

perceived as credible. Support in this contact was valued because t co&g fiom s m ~ o n e  

who had clinical knowledge and skills. Onegarticipant had this to say 

Yeah, okay, I'm g d g  a pat on the back but to get validation f?om 
my CO workers because they lmow what I'm doing means more to 
me- 

Support has to mean something to t s  recipieat. Many felt that their manager was not always aware 

of their work nor had the ciïnical expertise that participants felt they needed in their supervisor. In 

these situations support fiom their pars had more value because 'l..my coworkers are more on par 

with what I'm doing and more knowIedgeable 2. 



W~thin their description of how they have experienced Stansupport, almost al1 participants 

discussed debriefing. For most tbis was not an active process that was incorporated hto th& work 

place. They recognized the importance of such a process and some coimaented about how t h y  

would like to see a debriefing process validated and implemented into th& m e n t  p d c e s .  One 

respondent descnied her experiences; 

1 have ciients that 1 talk to that have realiy horrible 
jobs, that have to îisten to d e r  p p i e ' s  pain ail the 
time. 1 t a k  to them about how important it is to have 
debriefing and how our systemhas that and we don't 
(1 lie). 1 do it informaliy with my coiieagues- We 
encourage each other to do that so we don't have to 
go home with it so it doesn't becorne part of our 
fimilies., 

Mental health workers iiked the idea of having a formal debriefing process that wodd help them 

cope with their vicarious trauma, which had resulted frbm the traumatic We experiences of th& 

clients. This therapist goes on to  state that when the opportunity for debriefing ocairrd that; 

It was really nice. I think that kind of opportunity to 
be able to debrief, to have somethlig set up so that it 
is there for you. Otherwise it seems the expectation is 
that you shouid be coping with all of this yourself; you 
should handle this. Because there is nothing put in 
place if you're not dealing with it there must be 
something wrong with you. 1 think the reaüty is that 
saying t is important and we need to  acknowledge i& 
we need to process and deal with it and put it into our 
system is important- 



Minimal importance was @en to the administrative component of supewisioa Interviewees 

- .  
acknowledged that it is a part of thei. manager's job but for most the tasks of adnnrnpmitinn 

consisted of the vey  pragmatic day to day running of the office. For the training of new s t e  the 

administrative component appeared to play a p a t e r  role. There was recognition that there is merit 

and value with ir;forming new staîF of the policy and procedures as weii as teaching them the 

paperwork requirements of the positio11. The admiiiistrative qualities of supervision was d e s c n i  

by one individual as " . ..the housekeeping business of paperwork". St& commenteci on the 

activities that comprise administrative responsibilities as, file audits, approving vacation, and 

ensuring that staff are adheriag to the policy and p r d u r e s  ofthe agency. This social worker 

summed up the administrative component of supervision in the following statememts. 

I guess a couple of thiogs corne to aiind. One would 
be staE supervision imrolves the very pragmatic day to 
day things such as work scheduies, wvering the 
office3 disciplinary action, approving hofidays, 
supervishg the day to &y fùnctions, defining how 
paper work is carried out, how overtime is handleà, if 
it is how crisis are responded ta. These are some of 
the very practicai procedural things 

The two primary areas of focus for my participants uicluded the cIinid and the supportive 

components of supenision. The desire to grow clinically appeared to be pafamount. They wanted 

to ensure that they were ushg the best clinical practices in meeting the needs of their clients, they 

aiso wanted to ensure that they could enhance their skills by identifling areas of professional 

development, and they needed to get support fiom their supervisor throughout this prooess. 

Ciinicai and supportive supeMsion were deemed as essential wmponents to worloing in adult 



mental health. Their value is ihstrated in the foliowuig statements; 

1 am a really poor proof mader. 1 think thrit it is reaiiy hard to proof 
read your own saiffbecaur you an caught up in the material and 1 
think that therapy is the same thing. It is hard to reflect on your own 
case because you are caught up in the nuts and bolts and you're not 
seeing the bigger picture of the other things and the supervision helps 
with the validation of 'Yeah, that seems to work, maybe this one 
wuld go that way, you went in the right directiony7 and just giviag 
some pointers on how to build on the direction you starteci. 

4.2 The role of supervision 

Ail those inte~ewed concurred that supervision played a signifiant role in thek 

professional iives. They believed it offered oppomuiities for clinid input, debriehg validation, 

feedback, and oppominities to leam the policy and produres of the organization. Clinicians also 

saw supervision as an avenue to hold stafF8ccountable for their work and as an avenue to deal with 

issues involving codlict. Udortunately supavision for many of my respondeats did not coofonn to 

these principles. Rather, a number of participants did not have any formal supervisory process in 

place. Consistently cornments such as, 'Y would have liked to have had more structured 

supervision7' or '7 didn't receive supervision. It was voici. It was absent." were made. This lack of 

supervision was perceived by these individuals as a deficit in their program. 

A number of reasow were cited for this lack of a formal supeMsory structure. The reamns 

included: the managers' lack of accessibility due to wrnmitments out of the office; the managers' 

lack of clinical knowledge; managers not wanting to deal with internai issues of confiict; and the 

lack of tirne due to the managers7 administrative responsibilities. Cornments such es; ". . .buried his 

head in the sand .. ."; %e director is not around a whole lot,. ." aud ". . . or if 1 wanted to discuss a 



case with anyone, it would be with a CO worker." were fiequently made. 

When their supervisors did meet individually with them, supeMsees stated that they did fhd 

this process helpful. They describecl these experiences as positive and saw it as an opportunity to 

enhance their cluiical practice, receive feedback and validation, and as an opporiunity for evaluation 

and review of professional development goals. These clinicians expressexi a desire to have this type 

of interaction with their supenisor on a more consistent basis. For many, wnsistency in what their 

'boss" could oEer was important because it provided opportunity ta soficit input on professional 

matters with some degree of regularity. Udominately, this was ofien absent. For instance thqr 

describecl having to defa dealing with specific 'issues' until their manager was available. This did 

result in some issues being ullfeso1ved and some questions ldt  unanswered. As one individual 

stated, if the supervisor were more accessible . . . 

thuigs would not get put on the bock bumer. I tlnnk that sometimes 
when 1 think "Aw, 1 want to ask my director this" 1 would Like some 
feedback about this", I wouid like to say that nine times out of ten I 
do get the foilow - up on that but there have been times where 1 hit 
another session with that same client and 1 have thought to myself 
W h ,  okay. Did not foliow up on that, did not get that supervision" if 
we want to call it that ..- 

Participants wanted to have tbis one to one interaction with their manager. Many 

articulated that once a month or once every other month it would be beneficial to meet iadividuaiiy 

with their supervisor. If this were not a possibüity they were willing to explore other 

options such as their manager ha* an open door policy at a specific tirne every week whereby 

he/she could be accessed by their staff in order to address pertinent issues. The benefits of having a 



stnictured time or an open dwr  policy was that it provided fiom LiIK stafhn opporhmity to 

prepare for supervision and thus have tbeir needs addressed. Stnictured supenision is baieficial 

It would be a lot l e s  stressfbl. 1 guess it goes back to the isolation 
piece and the best work environmenf I have ever been in was one tbat 
where there was weelciy supervision set aside and you didn't ody 
have to  bring cases, you could bring your personal goals. niae was a 
lot more planning involved so 1 think that ultimately you became a 
better clinician because you were nmUe orientecl and sating goals. 
So without the regular supervision you have to be realty highly 
motivated internally and this job can be tough in that it is easy to slide 
down and get cornplacent with your s W s .  

For those who had a formal supervisory process in place, they articulated the bene& of 

such a structure. They descnbed th& eXpenences as very positive witb a work atmosphere thn was 

quite supportive and open. The lack of covert behaviour and the open door policy of the supervisor 

lent itself to the sustaiwd health of the team. These cihicians found their manager to be climcally 

knowledgeable, accessible, and supportive. They believed their supervisor was quite approachable 

and appreciated the use of the "open door policy". 

1 think it makes a huge diffaence when people fa1 supported and 
heard and validated and there is a sharing of expertise. 1 think it is 
really critical. 1 thhk the morale in this particular agency is 
exceptionaily good because of that, that people feel heard and there 
isn't any corporate stuffgoing around. 1 mean 1 think it is open. If 
there is an issue it is out in the open. 

Front luie staff in this field often work in isolation, by this 1 mean they work alone with the 

client in a therapeutic session for approximately one hour. In this c o n t a  the only viewpoints they 

receive include that of the client and their own thempeutic interpretation of the client's reality- 



Supervision does offer an opportunity to prrsent cases, disais therapeutic options, receive clinical 

direction and feedback. It also aiiows supeniisees the opportunïty to debrig because as trauma 

helpers we need to have a formal mechanisn in place to d d  with vicarious trauma ifthe health of 

the staff is to be rnaintained. Whetha supewision ocairs in an individual or group context, it needs 

to happen and these therapists wanted it to happen. One individual shared tbis perception of 

supewision and it is one that 1 strongly agree with; 

On the other hand ifyou have someone who can inspire you , I think 
ofwvotski and using scaffolding, 1 think a good supavisor is able to 
use that concept and b ~ g  you up and to build you each tirne you 
meet. 

SupeMsion was important to the respondmts in my research- AU cliniciam wanted some 

fom of supervision to occur in th& work environment whether it was one to one or in the grwp 

context. Despite the many benefits of the one to one interaction, some did fa1 that it tm bad it's 

drawbacks. The lack of a more traditionai supervifory structure provideci some supervisees with 

latitude in their work. It enabled them to extend their work to commdty projects and other areas 

of interest This professional autonomy aisa gave h m  opportunities to develop their own clinical 

style without the constant direction of their manager. One individual stated that; 

. ..I have a lot of latitude to be able to work in the areas that 1 see as 
important. As long as it makes the agency look good and as long as 
we are professional about it my boss doesn't ceally Gare tao much 
about how we do it. 

Assishg with the resolution of c o a c t  is another role that can be fblfilled by having a 

formal superMsory process. Those who deSQibed ha* no f o d  supavisory pracess were the 

80 



same individuals who d e s c r i i  signifiant issues of conflict. For d of these peopIe, conflict had 

arisen as a result of questionable clinid practices on the part of a colleague. These participants felt 

that these conflictual situations could have ban averted iftheir sup-sor had been providing 

s u p e ~ s i o n  to staffcombïned with deaiing with difEcult situations as they arose. Ifthe manager was 

unable to deai with these issues participants felt that a mechanism should have been put ioto pl- 

to deal with them- 

And then you get into the clinid side and you have the gaps 1 am 
really fearnil. In an ideal world I would like to be able to go in and 
just sit d o m  and say cThis is what 1 am seeing, here are some 
strategies and solutionsy' and it wouid happen. But in this situation 
that person does not have to follow through on aaything they say, 1 
can only encourage the person to do it. Thaî sounds even when 1 say 
it 1 think that's part of what the supavisor has is that authofity and 
you do it or thae might be some outcornes that are uncornfortable, 
but I don? have that piece. And then 1 guess given that it rnay not 
always happen ideally we really n a d  a person who is at 1- 
designatecl to deal with the diflticult issws and is also competent to 
deal with hem- 

4.3 The supervisory relationship 

Supe~sion  occurs in the wntext of a relationship. Participants, 1 believe, wanted to have 

positive relationships with their managers. They wanted to have 'crespectNL relationshipsy' that 

would enable mutual growth. Those interviewecl identifid the importance of trust and mutual 

respect in establishing a s u p e ~ s o r y  relationship. They had a desire to trust their supavisor and a 

need to feel that their s u p e ~ s o r  was "on their sidey'. SupeMsees discussed the importance of 

manager - staff confidentiaiiy and the necessity of ensuring good boudaries in this relationship. 



Being defined as important by theV manager was perceiveci as validathg the supnisor - staff 

relationship. Front line staff did not want to be c'sloughed" off to other coileagues; the -  wanted th& 

manager to invest t h e  in their reiatïonship. When one participant wss asked 'What aspects ofthe 

supervisory process in your place of employment do you find the rnost helpful?" the response was; 

I think it is jua the very g e n d y  very positive tom that the 
supervisor sets it really is sort of a trustiog, accepting, accessible sort 
of relationship, and it happms to be the type of environment that 1 
tend to thrive in That would probably be the most, just the 
accessibüity and the positive interactions. 

Inherent in the s u p e ~ s o r  - staff relationship is the issue of power. Respoadents describecl 

their appreciation of power as the manager ''having more power" because uitimately it is the 

manager who has the authority to set limits, impose disciplUiary action, and hold staffaccountable 

for their work. The aforementioned depicts a more hierarchical structurey however the structure 

prefemed by clinicians was a more horizontal structure that is indicative of a collaborative 

professional relationship. Most therapists felt that their supenisor did not impose hierarchy but at 

M i e s  did need to utilize theû power in order to bring resolution to challenging situations. One 

1 think that both can lead to problerns, horizontal and vertical. 
Sometirnes in a vertical you need someone telling you what to do. 
You need some of that verticai. A good supervisor bas the ability to 
shift between both actually. To know when to shift, but prirnariiy the 
core is operating on a horizontal and then at times a good manager 
has to be able to do that shifting and have that awareness. Not aU 
managers have that ebility. Some managers get themselves into 
trouble because they are too vertical and they don't need to be 
vertical. 1 was in an experrience like that and times when the manager 
was stressed they became too vertical and authontarian and you are 
in a bind as a worker because they are your boss- 



Power does factor &O the manager - employee relationship. One person stated that U.. 1 

think supe~sors  can get in your way or be tem'bly empowe~g.. .". Similar thoughts were 

expressed by others. Some participants beiieved that individuals in a position of authority can 

achieve balance between the vertical and the horizontal but that this may be attributed to their 

personality or the style of the supervision. Others stated that they viewed their manager as a team 

member who was their qua1 when it came to clinical matters. One social worker articulateci that 1 

". . . don't see there being a power diierentiation ..." when it came to the clinicai wmpoaent of 

supervision. 

Power in the supervisory relationship can be misused. Several clinicians described situations 

in which they felt their supenisor abused power. In these situations this misuse of power was 

imposed to force staff to comply with sp&c requests or '>unish" staff for bang too vocal or non 

cornpliant. The result of this abuse of power led one individual to mistrust and lose respect for her 

supervisor. These sentiments are captured in the following commmts; 

1 think it c m  be a balanced relationship, but if you have a penon who 
does not want to be in a balanced relationship, then it can be a sense 
of a power and control relationship. 

Power was rmgnized by participants as an important aspect of the supe~sory relationship. 

They saw the value of supeMsors using their power in the appropriate contexts. Respondents 

wanted their managers to hold staEaccoUIlfable for their work. They also wanted their supervisors 

to aclmowledge diaicult situations and address them because inberent in the supe~sory position is 

the power and authore to deaî with these situations. ûne individual stated that; 



1 think they (supervisors) should do their job. It is one thhg to have a 
philosophy that you are a professional person in tams of your 
decision making and 1 respect that but ifthere are behaviours which 
are not a d c i r d  than it is a problem 

In describing their relationslips with th& supervisor, many mental health workers used 

terms including "style" "approach" "personality click" and ""good fit? These fàctors were deerned 

as relevant because it infiuenced the type ofrelationship most fiont h e  workers had with their 

supervisor. If statf had respect for their nmager7s abilities in t ams  of their " ... sküls, background or 

expertise ..." they were more inclined to have a positive relationship with their manager. Clinicians' 

perceptions of whether or not their supervisor was good at their job was also important. Several 

workers commented on the skiils of a good manager and these points are best captureci by the 

When you are giving someone direction, it can corne across as really 
criticai and one of the things I have found is that good supervisors are 
able to do is draw out of you what they need. They are more skiiled 
and better trained for the most part in this area. So good supervison 
that I have had have lead you down to where you find it yourself. 
Awfid supervisors tend to strictiy impose something on you that may 
not even be working. A good supervisor does validate, and even ifit 
is a srnall piece in this large learning process they are doing it. They 
rnight do it fkequently on these srnail pieces so when you walk out of 
there you are encourageci to go that direction and incorporate it or go 
and read a particular book or to build your skills. 

4.4 The peer mode1 

Peer supervision appeared to be a consistent forrn of supewision practised by mental health 

workers. Approlrimately half of these professionals descn'bed a forma1 context in which this 

occurred. The weekly Yearn meeting7' or "cstafFmeeting" was the forum for peer case revkws. It 



oEered the opportunity to bring forward new client profles, as weii as an oppominity to present 

the more difficdt cases. In this wntext the advice, direction and f e c k  of peers was solicited. 

Front iine staf f  described this proasJ as one that provided them with validation, support, and new 

insights into the client situation. One individuai stated that; 

... we can do our case reviews like we are once a week where you 
would bring a hard case or an easier one and you just need some 
validation - whatwer- You could still go to your peer when you 
needed to --. 

Informal peer supe~sion is just that, Wormal". It was an ad hoc approach to providiag 

support validation, feedback, and treatment options to cdleagues. It most ofien occumed in the 

context of a safe and trusting relationship and it ïnvolved the art of listenhg to what peers had to 

say. How this informal peer supe~sion wes implemented raaged fkom informal gatherings of peers 

to visiting a colleague in their office. Participants elaborated that there were occasions when they 

needed to debrief, review treatment optionsy or receive validation. In these situations they would 

often choose a colleague they trusteci, someone with whom they felt they had an equitable 

relationship. One clinician stated that; 

Yeah, Um, my job is a lot easier when 1 know 1 have peuple that 1 
can go to if1 need support, supervision, debriedïng whatever. People 
that 1 trust, rely on, people that h o w  where 1 am coming & o n  that 
kùid of thing. 

Despite the positive attributes of the peer model, it does have its deficits. DiflJculty with the 

peer model becarne apparent when some staEmembers were not meethg the expectations of their 

job. Front line staff recognïzed that they hsd a responsib'ity to assist a sbuggüng coleague but 



situations had arisen where this assistaoce was not welcowd. The peer mode1 descn'bed did not 

give them the power or authority to deai with the situation the way they would have Liked. h fhct 

what did occu was tension in peer relationships. This problem speaks to 8ccountability in the peer 

model. Participants expressed a need to have built into the peer supavision model a mechanism that 

would hoId staf f  accountable. These thoughts are articulated in the foliowing statements; 

... 1 don't want it to be so peer that thae is no 8ccountability because 
what happens ifas pars there is confiict you stili n a d  some outside 
person to intmene. 

A second concem of the peer model is the potential risk of a peer to elevate himmerself to 

the position of expert. When seeking the support and clinical input fkom th& peen, Participaats 

described wanting to be part of an equal relationship where ail opinions are valued. In situations 

where a CO - worker is perceiveci to be d howing, equitable relationships do not ex&. When 

. ..go to a peer asking for assistance, they can either assist you as an 
equal and validate you and support you as an individuai, or they can 
pull their own supervision role as they are the expert and you lmow 
nothing. 

The latter is not indicative of the peer model. Peer supervision is about validating each other, 

dialoguing about struggies, building confidence in your peers, offering support, and exp10ring 

options. Ideally, 

. . . there is not power dynamic there at ail. You are telking to your 
peer, you're supporthg each other, you're dialoguing and geniag 
help fiom each otha. It is sort of sa- that everybody is equal but 
to do our job we need to dialogue and bounce thïngs off of each 
other. Maybe we even need to share personai struggles with each 



other. Eyou hsve a rediy good relationship you can get out some of 
the really difncult struggles that we have. We ail bave them as a 
worker. We ali have days when we are just not hctioning as weii 
and not doing as weil and didn't M e  tbis case as weii as 1 would 
have iiked to. You let down your guard and be a person rather than a 
so called tight professional the way we walk in a lot of the time. 

Peer supervision played a significant role in meeting the supervision needs of &ont Line 

Most participants recognized the need to have a formal mechanism in place that would permit peer 

case reviews. One individuai shared her recent experience; 

So 1 Wre this whole concept ofmeeting once a w a k  to share some 
cases with the whole team 1 also g a  a lot ofmy supervision needs 
met just fiom rny wiieagues. Very very peer. 

The informal process of peer supervision is criticel in providing avenues for clinicians to get 

their supervisos. needs met- They recognized the value in this process as a way to share idormation 

and provide clinid and emotional support when it is needed. One person stated that; 

... we do a lot of peer supervision, we do a lot of peer consuiting, we 
do a lot of "Hey, here is whet happeneci-". There is probably not a 
day that goes by that one of us is not in another person's office saying 
" What do you think about this or do you have anything on a.. ." a 
specific disorder. 

If the peer model is important, supervisors need to validate and encourage the implementation of 

this model in the work environment. Some respondents expresseci ambivalence about whether th& 

manager supported this supeniisory framework while others felt that this was the model of choice 

endorsed by their organktion. Managers need to be clear what their expe~t8tions are and if* 



... that peer is Unportant thai you aïs0 have to d e  sure t h t  pars 
are allowed to do that and not being looked at as Vhat are you 
doïng talking again instead of at work?? The -on needs to be 
clear then that is valued in the systern and not just squeezing in time 
so that 1 end up phoning my coiîeague on the phone just so that 
people aren't saying that I'm saying " 1 have a reaiiy bwnmed out 
case here," 



5.1 The team 

The fùnctioning of the team played a signifiant role in the lives of mental health workers. 

The openness of the team the respectfulness ofits members7 the acknowledgememt of diversity7 

and the willingness of team members to support and advocate for one another lemt itselfto healthy 

team fùnctioning. Cornmitmm to the team and a willingness to be an equal team member were also 

perceived as contnbutiag factors. Sweral participants shared that they had a great team and what 

made it great was that team -bers made time for each other and that individuais on the team had 

established collaborative working relationsbips. Oae therapist shared this experience; 

You know we have a great team. It really depends on the pemnality 
of the people here. Ifwe had people who were like 'Weil I'm too 
busy to taIk to you !" and it happems. 1 mean you have people that 
you get along with and people that you don? get along with. W e  
have a great team here. If perwnalities were diffaent 1 think a peisan 
could be really lost. 

The personality of team memben afkted team fùnctioniog. This e!xperience was describeci 

by many interviewees. Chicians wanted aii team members to have equal statu, they desired an 

equitable peer mode1 that allowed thern to work ~Uaboratively with their colleagues. Equaiity 

among team members was perceived as imperative. Severai staffrnembers described situations that 

did not reflect this reality: rather they described situations whereby team mernbers would assume 

the "expert role" in which a par was elevated to a position of power. This was not what fbnt üne 

s t a f f  desired. What they desired was to have no 'l. .type of power differentiation between new and 



old staff." This power differentiation did lead to personality clashes among team members that 

resulted in the team not operating as effectively as it could. For a team to operate effkctively, team 

members need to be cornmitteci to the team and maice the necessary efforts to develop trusting, 

coliaborative relationships with their colieagues- Ethis does not occur, ".-- it could be really awftl. 

It could be 1 don't want to go to work tomorrow! 1 cannot stand the thought of waiking in the 

door! I've been there. It's homd", 

Unfomuiately, healthy tearn fwictioning was not the experience of ail respondents. The 

polarization of team mernôers led to a division among staffand negative behaviours. Front line staff 

recognized this as an area of concem and expresseci a desire to be part of a well ftnctioning teom. 

In order for a healthy team to exist, they felt that there needed to be an acknowledgemmt that 

disagreements will occur but also that there is a process in place to deal with these mnflicts as they 

arise. There also needed to be an acbiowIedgernent that: 

...peop le ail bring different personaiity styles and prefèrences and 
somehow we have to live in this marriage that takes place eight hours 
a day. There are going to be disagreements and we need an avenue to 
work them out. 

Healthy team functioning does enhance the effdveness of the peer supervision model. Peer 

supervision is based on mutual trust, respect and sharing. It is about making tirne for your 

colleagues in an informal or formal situation. For a number of clinicians, the effectiveness of the 

tearn is what enabled their peer model to work successfiilly. The fûnctioning of the team can either 

create a positive or negative work environment, and if the latter arists t can be 



. . . demoraiizing and if you don't bave wUeagues to rely on and you 
don't have forma1 structure in supervision, you've got people that are 
floundering, they are out of depths in the water and they're drowning- 

Respondents wanted their supervisors to take a leadership role. They wanted their 

s u p e ~ s o r  to provide direction, deal with issues of connict and cleariy articulate bis / her 

expectations of their st* Therapists did not want to flounder or fai out of their depths, they 

wanted their manager to be someone on whom they could rely. Consistently, supervisees shared 

that they could not depend on their supervisor for support, validation, clhical direction or  con81ict 

resolunon. For those individuals who felt that their supervisor was accessible and willing to fMIl  

their job f'unctions, they dewibed a work situation that was characterized by job satisfkction and 

positive staff  morale. 

5.2 Composition of the tum 

Multi disciphary teams in adult mental health programs are an evolving anomaly. For 

participants it created opportunities for professional development but it also threatened their 

professional identity. Most therapists enjoyed working with other disciplines. The manwr in which 

problems were conceptualized and the methods used to derl with these problans were valued. They 

felt that there was merit in what these colieagues had to say and the Merent theoretical 

hmeworks they would share. Front line staffcYound room" for their ideas to be Mirent fiom their 

coiieagues and when required would seek out the opinions of those with other professional 

orientations. One individual summsrized this experience: 

I Iüre it because of the various perspectives that we get and different 
ways of viewing a case or situation that we get. Someone may see it 



this way and another person with the soasl woik part may see it 
differedy, someone edse in say psycbometry may have a differmt 
perspective a h ,  some behaviod suggestions. 

Despite the positive contribution tbat membas of mdti disciplinary teams provideci to each 

other, concem was expressed that king part of a mufti disciplhary team c m  threaten one's 

professional identity. As fiont iine staabecame more imrnersed in their roles as therapists they 

perceiveci themselves as having geaenc skilis. One clinician stated; "-.. we are aU generic, we aU 

belong to the same union, here's what 1 do.". 'What I do' is essentially the same for all therapists 

regardless of their professional training. Another participant wncumd with these comrnents, 

however, she felt that the opportunity was availabie to d d o p  a clinicai specialiw, U.. we all have 

generic skills, all of us have an expertise in a s-c ans ...". 

Professional identity is important. Most professionais have colleges to whom they are 

accountable. Membership in thei coUege was an employment rquirement for most &ont line staE 

This was one avenue by which they could maintain a connection to their discipline. However, this 

was not enough. Several participants indicated that they do not think in terms of discipliw anymore 

but rather in terms of 'style' or 'approach' to therapy. They acknowIedged that the mentai hedth 

profession is comprised of many disciplines and that it is an eclectic combination. Some respondents 

discussed feeling detached f?om th& discipline. One individual stated, "Acniaily discipline seems to 

become less important.". The loss of professonal identity was a legitimate concem of the fiom line 

staff and it is acknowledged by this social worker: 

1 know it has changed somewhat, there are new types of thinking 
going on. 1 don't tW much as a social worker anymore in temis of 



my line of thinking. I mi@ have W a r  sort  of philosophicai 
viewpoht about client selfdet ermination To me it is working not in a 
specific field. Discipline is reaUy not a big d d  aaymore. 1 still c d  
myseif a social worker but I donst really f d  attacheci to the social 
work profession. 

The erosion of one's profissional idcatity was echoed by a number of participants. As a way 

to defer this erosion, front line staEwodd tiequently consult with cdleagues of the same discipline 

in order to get a ccsame discipiines' response. Through dialogue with mcmbers of the same 

background, clinicians used the language oftheir profeJsion and would quickly comprehend what 

the other was saying. Most of these therapïsts, 1 belim wanted to maintain th& prof-onal 

identity- They saw the value in maintaining this identity because; 

It creates some secwity in a very inseaue government ciimate 
because if1 maintah my professional identity and things don7t work 
out here, thm 1 can move on. If 1 have lost ail my siciils a d  
credentials by being imrnersed into a multi disciplinary team, then 1 
am vulnerable. W1th di the talks about cutbacks and mergers that are 
happening it motivates you to keep up your professional end for your 
own self protection- 

Working in mental heaith d w s  attract a number of disciplines. Despite the divenity in 

training the job fùnctions of these disciplines are often the same or at least quite sinrilar. Many 

respondents cornmenteci that there was an expectation for them to be proficient in their field. This 

diversity in the field coupled with the lack of discipline specific supervision contributeci to the 

erosion of the professional identiîy of some of the therapists. Sweral reported having no separate 

distinction f?om their colieagues, ody the letters they wouid place behind their name. Participants 

discussed their jobs and experiaices as providing mental heaith and addictions counseIling to their 

clients, as well as, some case management responsiiilities. Their roles w m  the same, despite their 



training. For many of these cliniciaas they were wt active& r e k i n g  formal supavision. They 

were receiving ad hoc supervision fiom their pars. Some respondems felt (and I tao believe) that 

this has eroded their profaional identity- One individual shared this belief 

1 don't tend to think of it as discipline specific any more in terms of 
supervision- It is more or less the person's style which is important, 
especially in mental health because it is kind of gaKnc professon 
where there are people of various disciplines. 

5.3 The discipline of the manager 

ne discipline of the manager evoked much discussion. Participants who stated that they 

preferred to have a supervisor of the same discipline based their preference on their bekf that their 

manager had a better theoretical understanding of their profession- They daborated thet this better 

theoretical understanding was evident when clinical issues were discussed in that the discussion was 

not a long drawn out process and they could get where they were going quicldy. Issues conceming 

the language and the processes of the profession were believed to be better understood when the 

manager was of the same discipline. Rofessional validation was seen as an important contniution a 

supervisor of the same discipline could provide. Validation in this wntext appeared to hold 

significant weight because validation was being received fkom a person of the same profession who 

was in a position of power and who respecteci their work and their opinions. This individual shared 

her experiences of being supervised by someone of the same profbon:  

1 actuaiiy quite prefèr it. Partly because 1 have been in a situation 
where 1 was supeMsed by someone who had a coilege diploma in 
Social Services and that was probably the hardest one. When my 
supervisor and 1 talk, we do know where the otha is going quickly 
so it is not a long drawn out discussion trying to establish what we 



are taking about. So that is belpfbl. We agree that we have Merent 
areas of prefamce withiu the domain anci 1 actually thinL tha? my 
supenisor has a lot of respect for my partidar choia of areas that 1 
prefer to work in. What 1 have noticeci is that he ofim d e f i  to me 
on those particular anrs that 1 think is nice. HaWig someone that has 
the same background does 1 think work better because we can cut to 
the chase and we do talk a simiiar language. 

Supervision in mental h e m  programs was perceiveci by some mental health workers as no 

longer discipline specific but rather more dependent on a combination of the knowledge, style, and 

experiences of the manager. Front Lw stafffelt that they had opportunities to learn fiom a 

supenisor who had a différent clhical orientation and they welwmed these new strategies, 

fiameworks, and approaches to providing service. Participants generally described th& experiences 

as more of a 

. ..difEerent way of working and 1 find it quite refieshing beceuse 1 am 
quite open to IodOag at alternative ways of working. I h d  that quite 
a usefùl thing, to be getting a different dynamic. 

For respondents who shared tliis reality there was a recognition that one prion codd not meet 

their supe~sory needs. This resulted in therapists fincihg creative ways of gettïng their needs met. 

Having a manager of a different discipline, 1 believe, gently pushed chicians to look outside the 

parameters of their program and access resources that w d d  enhance their clinid knowledge. One 

social worker comrnented that: 

What 1 have said is that 1 would like a supervisor who had that 
knowledge but that is not what she is bired to do so 1 have to leam to 
iive with that and mate it so it is there. 1 think she has some 
appreciation for it and that is why she is realiy eacouraging us to use 
the consult line and sbe seems to be open to purchashg some 
expertise when we nad it so maybe a year fiom now 1 may have a 
different StIlSWer. 1 rnight say that this m d  is iivable and you just 



have to do it v a y  dinerentlyerently It might be bging us some change. 
Perhaps ifthey had just hi& a social wodcer that pasan mi@ have 
said "LI am going to do ail your supervision needs* so that we wodd 
not be getting some of the outside s h i n f o d y .  1 thiak we have 
already had it fkom the psycbaists coming, now mi* we are 
seeing some new îhings so sometimes change that you don't Mce can 
be helpfùi in the end. 

Several participants stated that they felt that supervision was not discipline speci.6~. They 

seemed to hold a cornmon belief that; 

. . . if a person has a good basic biowledge of how to do therapy t 
really doesn't matter much whaî the individuai disciplines are. Ea 
person is an occupational therapist doing psychotherapy they can get 
their supervision somewhere else as long as there is some 
accommodation for it, 

Again the discipline of the manager does not appear to be as relevant. What was important to these 

individuals was thet their supavisor have an appreciation for discipline specific Imowledge. They 

wanted their manager to be awan and appreciate the approaches and processes involved in therapy- 

These respondents felt that is was important that their supervisor not just be concemed with the 

administrative component of the client papenuork but actudy ask questions as to why a specific 

technique was being used . For these fiont line stafFciinicai lmowledge and an appreciation for the 

specific disciplines wss imperative. They beliwed that a manager's lack of clinid lmowledge 

presented opportunities to 'cacco~odate"  other f o m  of supervision However they maintainecl a 

commonly shared belief that if: 

A good person with an MSW or a good psychologist or whoever 
happens to be in the supervisory position is capable of supervishg the 
other disciplines if they are sensitive to some of the ôasic teachings of 
the other disciplines. Social work focuses on things Wre structural 
f d y  therapy, strategic funily therapy. A person bas to be 
knowledgeable enough at least to biow what somebody is tpllMg 



about when they are workuig in that way. 

The discipline of the supervisor appeared Iess relevant when it is compared to the 

discussion concerning whether or not he I she had clinical expertise. Most therapists felt that there 

is a real beliefon the part of their superiors that because they are professional they are proficient in 

their fields and as such, do not require supe~sion. However, fiont line staff want supervisioa; they 

want their managers to have cihicai skiils in order to augment and direct their ieerollig. If the 

manager does not have clinical skilis, participants want hidher to acknowledge the importance of 

supervision and build it hto the program structure- 

1 think it is very important they have some knowledge of what we 
are doing. How e l r  do you get recognition of what you are doing? 
Support, validation, how else do you get adequately challenged? 
How else are your educationai n d s  looked at and provided for if 
people have no appreciation of what you are doing and what that 
encompasses. If they don't have the expertise themselves how can 
they give it to you? How a n  t h y  ove- or know when you have 
got it? If they don't know what you've got how are you valued? How 
are you recognized for the work you are doing and the energy you 
are putting in to get there? 

The managers possession of chical knowiedge was more important than their discipliw. If 

a he/she codd offer clinical support and direction it was perceived as a r d  asset to the f ioa  line 

staff and the team. A cornmody shared belief held by mental health workers was that if a manager 

does not have any clinical expertise, they wuid not offer their eont line stafftherapeutic treatment 

options, support in the context of clinid guidance and validation, or accunite staff evaluatiom 

because he/she would not lmow what to evaluate. Those intewiewed felt that in a therapeutic work 

environment their supenisor needed to be capable of o f f e ~ g  them some cihical input with both 



individual cases and group work In an i d d  situation, severai participants beliwed that it would be 

beneficial for their manager to be their mentor, however there was also the recognition that this is 

not always possible. 

In an ideal world, my manager would be somebody who wuld offer 
some cLinicai supervision. Somebody who could provide direction for 
where the program is going for program waluation, to be able to sit 
d o m  with us and say "ohy, just because we have always been doing 
it this way, d a s  not necessady mean that we aiways have to do it 
this waf, to sit down and g i n  us some direction in terms of, most of 
the direction for us is in terms ofnuuiing groups or making changes 
in our program as comfbrtable for the fiont Iuie staff and bas ban 
motivated for the fiont line staff. So it has not even been at a meeting 
or anything it has been kiod of off the c d  " 1 went to this workshop, 
it looks like a good group". "Do you want to try niamag it?" type 
stuffas opposed to si- down and saying " here's a gap in 
services." 'Wbat are we gohg to do?" 

M o a  clinicians recognized the value of their manager haviug clinid knowledge. In those 

situations where fkontline stafffelt that they had more clinical insights and experience thsn their 

s u p e ~ s o r  they wanted himnier to acknowledge that clinical support is di essentiai, and iftheir 

manager could not provide this or "-.. don't have it they should validate the f m  that t is needed 

and do something to incorporate that.". 

Some front h e  workers felt that the nonavailabiiity of discipline specific supervision 

coupled with the supe~sor 's  limited cl inid knowledge had threatened traditional practices. MMy 

therapists descnbed not having been able to access same discipline supervision for many years, 

while others descnbed haviag more cihicai expertise than their supeMsor- For these Udividuals this 





Most therapists recognized tbat th& supnvisor could not meet al1 of their supavisory 

needs. They were using other resources to augrnent their supmiisory needs. These other resources 

came in aany fonns includhg, consultjng psychiatrists, community Iiaisoas, staEtraimng. the 

internet, and th& peers. This point is iilustrated by the followhg comments; 

And 1 guess k e  1 said eariier, starhg  to use the consuit line more 
ofien, starting to 1118- use o t k  people outside of the agency and 
even in the community. That is not f o d  that is v a y  much an 
individual thing, you do as you need. 

Changes in the supervisory process were inevitable because of the restnicturing in the 

health care system and the diversity of the disciplines providuig mental heahh counselling. These 

changes deviated fkom traditionai fiameworks and requind that fiont Liw staffbecorne a d v e  in 

getting their supervisory needs met. Despite their experïences of the changiog realities of 

supervision, most clinicians' perceptions of ideal supervision were consistent with the more 

traditional fiamework that they experienced wMe they were in university. Several clinicians 

described intense traditional supeMsion during th& years in train@. For one individual ideai 

supervision: 

. . . is that you have a much wiser and clinically better person 
supervishg you and someone who wishes you weii. That shodd take 
you on as a protege and try to get the maximum they can get out of 
you. It makes you strive to be Mer,  because you want to please 
your mentor and you want to be the best you can be. You are getting 
stroked when you are doing something good. So that has been 
historically absent fkom my experience. 



5.4 The team meeting 

AU participants commenteci ou their eXpenences in the weekly team meeting. For some this 

forum was calleci a staffmeetmg, others a team meeting or stiil 0th- a case management meeting 

and it was in this context that a n u m k  of cliniciac had there supenisory needs met . For those 

individuals who refmed to these meetings as a team meeting their appeared to be a more congeaial 

atmosphere that encouraged the sharing of not just administrative infoxmation but clinical 

consultation as well. They reported that their tearn meethg gave them the opportunity to share 

client information and solicit feedback. One mental health worker shared this experience: 

Okay. For example, 1 would briag forward a new client 1 am Seeiclg, 
here is the basic presenting problem, here is the p ro tdve  factors or 
the things that aren't right aud gctting worse, here is whet is r d y  
feedïng into the problem and here is my ternporary plan right now. 
Here is what I think 1 am going to go. W e  get feedback from each 
other fkom the director around 'Wefl that sounds really good, or have 
you thought about this or what about that? 

These positive experiences were not shared by all participants. A number of respondents 

commented that case reviews did not work well for members of th& team. What was interesthg 

was that for these individuah their meetings were called staff meetings aad not team meetings. The 

atmosphere of these meetings certainly appeared to m e r  from the situation just discussed. This is 

evidenced by the following: 

When the main purpose of a staff meeting is to finish as quickly as 
possible so that we can get on with our tasks, when you are b ~ g i n g  
up a case and everyone is loolcing mtsy to get out of the room you 
feel like you shouldn't be bringing it up. 



Many therapists felt that the priority for stafFmedngs was the shariog of administrative 

information coupled with case assignment and that eny additional time could be spent on case 

reviews. In this context par case reviews were not the priority and in some situations iftirne did 

not allow these case reviews did not occurOCCUT For some mental health workers case reviews were 

usually the 1st agenda item for their meeting. This is illustrated by the following e!xperience; 

.. . so any management i s s u g  administrative issues, whatever so that 
is when hoiidays, days off, who was out of the office, who is in the 
office, any new groups we were running, my workshops we might 
attend, things were brought, any LUd of office management stufE 
That usually took the fkst hour. The next Lrme bit is gohg over mw 
intakes that came in so depending on how many intakes we have, we 
could go through each one and discuss it, figure out who might be 
the best therapist so that can take anywhere nom 15 minutes to an 
halfhow and that leaves us about M a n  hour to discuss my cases 
we may want to discuss. 

The assigning of new cases and the sharing of administrative information were similar 

meeting activities disaissed by ail fiont iine staff. For those clinicians who described their meeting 

as a team meeting they had built into th& meetings peer case reviews. In these situations there 

appeared to be an emphasis on the team and a healthy work atmosphme based on mutual sharing 

and mutual respect arnong team members. 



SUPERVISION - THE BIG PICTURE 

6.1 The needs of the worlrtr 

hea 

(i.) The New Worker 

As fkont iine staffdescribed their recoliection of first starting their positions in addt mental 

;4 they did articulate a nunber of needs. SupeMsees shared that they would have liked thek 

supervisor to have made time for them and to clan@ the job expectations and the processes that 

were in place to fulfill those expectations. Participants, 1 beliwe, needed and desired guided 

direction that would have enabled them to develop confidence in their abilities to do their job. They 

wanted to develop a relationship with their supervisor in a traditional supervisory relationship 

because it was this person to whom they were accountabIe. One individual stated that: 

Supervision should be part of (wen ifit is once a month depending 
on the manager's role) a manager's role to have a supenisory 
relationship with their employees and that does not happea. 

Many clinicians d e s c n i  situations in which they did not speak or even see their supervisor 

for many weeks when they began their positions. This resulted in new Mhaving to rely on th& 

coileagues for their orientation and training. One individual shared this experience: 

1 think it would have been mce if the supervisor would have given 
some clarity in direction of what the expectations were, of what the 
job was, if someone wouid have been cl- assigneci so 1 wasn't 
constantiy having to burden my coiieagues although they were gnat 
about it. They were also fittiag me in to their busy schedules as well. 
1 was t a h g  over a fLll time position of O person whom had been here 
several years already so weryone had their full case10ads. And to 



have to stop and find tbiagJ for me, get tbnigs for me show me how 
to do things, dennitely added a lot of extra work for them without 
acknowledgement or recognition for that. 

This was not a unique experience. Many similar stories were shared. Participants d e s c r i i  

how their colleagues would provide them with peer support and supervision. This occurred in an ad 

hoc fashion with the exception that in some situations there was a weekly peer case review- I 

believe based on the information provided fiom respondents, that in most situations the fiont line 

stewere the individuals that provided supervision to new workas. This fiequentiy occtmed 

without a formai training mechanism in place and without the power and authority to do so. Many 

individuais described feeling that they had a responsibiiity to assist new coiieagues because this was 

how they had been trained. One ciinician recounted this experience: 

As a new staffcoming in the door I don? believe that my supeMsor 
actualiy spoke to me for the fkst month. So as far a findiog my files, 
havhg cases it was completely coming fkom my colleagues. They 
dehitely took a very active role in my training, in my leaming, My 
supervisor provided me with a huge policy manual and sent me to my 
office with that. He came to me approximately a month f ier  and said 
T m  sony 1 haven't had a chance to see you, how are you doing?" 
So peers automatidy took on that responsibility 

Many respondents stated that they needed to have in place some supenisory process that 

would have offered consistency in their training. They indicated that they wanted: 

Just the chance to be with one person reguiarly, who is in a 
managerial role so that it gives me information that 1 have to pay 
attention to and helps me to develop consistently over tirne. There is 
structure where maybe we meet once a week initially and then every 
two weeks &er that with one person. And the other thing is because 
that allows good boundaries. One of the d a 1  q d t i e s  of 
supervision is that what you say is confidential, 



When most therapists began their jobs in aduh mental health they bdieved that they needed 

some fonn of a structured supeMsory proass. This was not the reality for most supervisees. For 

those workers who had a formai process, they felt thaî it provideci them with an avenue to acquire 

clinical support and biowledge and it allowed them to be clear on issues conceming policy and 

procedures. It presented oppom>nities to ask questions and seek clarification, as well as r d v e  

feedback and validation. In this situation they reported that their supervisor was accessible to them 

and that he/she was someone they could seek out when the need arose. One individual d e s c r i i  

this experience about the role of supervision: 

... the wllegiality, the being supportive, the tnist, the givhg me the 
space and independence 1 need to operate creatively and in a creative 
way. It is reaily good with this partidar supervisor. It's the munial 
respect, accessibüity, looking for my input and respecting and 
implementing sometimes what I have said 

DifEculty did arise for those âont line staff whose programs did not offer a supervisory 

structure for new staff Some clinicians reporteci that some of the policies and procedures were not 

cleariy articulated to them. Others describai situations in which they were floundering because of 

limited ciinicai supervision. These individuals stated thst they received feedback fiom a number of 

their pers on an informal basis and for some of these participants thM was somewhat confùsing. 

The lack of consistency in how feedback was attained and nom whom it was obtained prohibiteci a 

healthy supervisory relationship to develop. SupeMsees in this situation wanted to be accountable 

to their manager, not to a group of their pers with whom they wanted to secure equal status. They 

wanted their supervisor to dehe them as important by meeting with them on a regular basis (at 

least in the first months) rather than be away nom the office wbere they codd not be accessed. 



They also reported wamiog baiance in the feedback they received both in the fonn ofco~l~t~ct ive  

feedback and validation. This reality is shared by this clinician in the following staternents: 

Initially More that 1 was r W g  what would be d e d  co11eghi 
supervision, which means you go to another worker to get feedback 
on how you are doing. There was no supavisory procas in place. 
That was confusing for me because I found that you neeâ a one to 
one person over time eJpecially as a new person to get supervision. If 
you start going to too many people you are going to get different 
responses and there is a dinerent fit. You haven't got the chance to 
build a relatiombip with one pason. And I noticed tbae were two 
people, but no one person was pamuiently defined as my supervisor 
so it was b d  of confushg and 1 had to pick and choose who 1 would 
go to for different points and different reasons. My supervisor initially 
suggested that 1 go to certain people to get fadbeck 1 thUik it puts 
myselfand the otha person in a bind because they are not seing me 
ongoing and sometimes the fit is not aiways a good fit and ifthe 
person does not achially have responsibii for that position in the 
first place than it is a rather complicated proass. Supeniisory 
confiision 1 cal1 it. 

This lack of supervisory processes for new workers also created challenges for team 

members. Most front line workers describeci situations where they were responsible to orient and 

train new staff. One individual commenteci that, 'We have typically ban responsible for al1 the 

cornplete orientation of new coileagues.". These clinicians felt that they had a professonal 

responsibility t o  assist theû colleagues, particularly since thei. programs had no supervisory 

structure in place that could adequately address the needs of the new worker. Most respondents 

who provided new staffwith peer supervision did so willingly, however they found themselves in a 

dilemma when they recognized thrit the new worker was stniggling. This situation is iilustrated by 

the following comrnents: 



Where the difaculty wmes in is because we are on the same level as 
the other worken it is very difncult when thae are glarhg errors in 
maybe a skill or ifsomeone is not following through with palicy and 
procedure because 1 am not in a supavisory capacity. But 1 have to 
act as if1 am, Then when it has been done it has had to be done in a 
very gentie way because it is easy to have resentment- 

Participants wanted a supenisory process in place that codd have better met their needs, 

the needs of new workers and the needs of their team members. The past experiences of most 

mental health workers placed much emphasis on team members to orient and train new staff. This 

process was not proven to be e f f i v e  because team manberJ did not have the supervisory 

authority that was warranted in some situations. Front line staff wanted to provide peer support 

and supervision to their colleague but not in an officiai supervisary capacity because t elevated 

team members to a position of power when ail team members wanted to be on 'the same lwel'. 

What 1 believe respondents needed and wanted was for the supedsor to be more actively involved 

with their orientation and the orientation of new s M b y  providing more direct leadership and 

guidance. 1 believe, that clinicians would have also desued a more formal orientation and training 

process that would have provided them with a clear understanding of their job expectation, 

administrative process, and clinid direction. These points are articulated in the following 

comnients: 

1 guess ideaiiy is to have a supervisory relationship nght away, wme 
hto a work place and it is set up and dehed for you. And it is not 
with your colleagues. I don? thuik it works with your colleagues. 1 
think it works with your manager doing it myseE because the 
manager has the job and wllegial puts you into a certain fiction 
level. For me, 1 have always worked with someone kind of k g  my 
boss and being in that position. 



(ii.) The Seasoned Pro 

Supervision was seen by those respondents who had eqxrience in mental health as a 

valuable process. They felt that they wuld still benefit fkom case reviews because learning is 

ongoing and it is important to stay aware ofcounselling techniques and strategïes that are adab le .  

S u p e ~ s i o n  was perceived as a way to stay chalienged and it dowed chiciam to avoid the 

"professional rut" that r e d t s  nom usbg 'ihe same three toolsy'. At any stage of one's professional 

developrnent, mental health workers felt that thae is a role for debriefing and validation that 

supervision provides, at least in part to sustain their own mental health. 

There was a recognition by mon therapists that He happais to d people including 

themselves and as a resuit they were not h u n e  fiom issues of wuntertransference. Supervision 

was seen as an avenue to address these types of issues and as a way to prevent them fiom 

occurring. One woman shared these thoughts; 

1 think that there should be a reguiar supervision set aside and 
enforced. It would not have to be as fiequent of course with a 
seasoned worker as opposed to a new person but not forgetting that 
even a seasoned worker would benefit fiom behg able to tak about 
cases or issues within themselves or whatwer may be affecting their 
work. M e r  a death perhaps for a while not wofking with death as a 
presenting issue because it could dredge up so much with one& or 
even after a divorce or major life experience for a whiie you rnay 
want to get some perspective because one's own experience may 
impact on the approach of the case. 1 think a supeMsor al- checks 
in to see how Iife is happening with the worker and how it muid 
potentialiy cause a problem. 



One challenge that was presented by a -ber of therapists was the tendency of more 

experienced workers to becorne dismissive and less wïlling to leam. In these situations fiont line 

staffindicated that there was a one upmanship whereby the experienced worker would assume the 

role of expert and dismiss input fiom their peers. In these situations several respondents felt that 

they wuld not consult with tbis colleagw because "-.. $1 meet with this individual too ofken then 1 

don? have the confidence to go h o  the office and do what 1 need to be able to do" One individual 

stated that; 

1 think that as you move through a profession, there maybe a 
tendency to becorne dismissive, to do the sort of one upm911ship 
where you say 'WeU you think that is bad .. ." now 1 have worked 
with and can rhyme off this whole lïtany of clients .. . 

In situations iike this several fiont h e  stafFfelt that it was diiiicult to successfidly implernent a truc 

peer supervisory model. They daboratecl that these situations ofien led to tenuous peer 

relationships that afkted the health of the team. It was in these situations that participants felt 

individual supe~s ion  would be beneficial. 

Severai 'seasoned' fiont line W f e l t  that one person could no longer meet ali their 

supervisos. needs. They believed that it was important to have a boss to whom they were 

accountable but that they did not have the expectation that their supervisor be all knowiug. One 

person commented that; "-. . 1 don't think that the expectation be that they meet alI our needs". 

These individuals had found creative ways to get their supervision needs met that went outside the 

scope of the traditional fiarnework. Despite thiq these participants believed thru thae continueci to 



be merit in meeting one to one with the manager on an hfkequent brsis and they saw value in peer 

case reviews. 

'What are you doiag? How are you doing it? Where are you going 
with it?" so you h o w  that you're not just going with the flow, you 
have a plan here and what is the plan. Even now 1 th& that would be 
helpfid to have sornebody do that. Not necessady once a week but it 
wuld be once a month and then have them say , ÿeah, 1 tM you're 
on the right tracK' or 'hve you thought about this" of' have you 
thought about that7'- 

6.2 Muîual needs 

( i.) Evaluation 

There was recognition by mental heaîth workers that their supavisory needs changed as 

they acquired more experience. Some similarities continued to exist between the new worker and 

the seasoned pro. Most respondents discussed the importance of evaluation, They believed it 

". . . should be a useful and practical process" that would off'er them opportunities to receive not only 

validation and feedback but it would also enable thern to ident* meas in their professional 

development that required enhancement. It was perceived to be a mechanism whereby they would 

ident* leamhg goals in coliaboration with their manager and then develop a plan of action to 

achieve these goals. Most of the fiont line staf f  in my reseatch did not receive formal evaluations 

with any degree of regularity. Most reporteci having a desire to have this process in place and 

identified the absence of evaluation as something that should be changed. One individual stated that; 

". ..evaluation, 1 think is one thing that is lacking.". The experiences that were cecalleci concerning 

evaluation spoke to it's absence at aii stages of workers' professional development. Many fiont line 

st&recollected never having had a fonnai evaluation when they cornpieteci their probationary 



period. What was remernbered was just an i a f o d  comment in passing, such as; Wh by tbe way 1 

have written your letter and you have passed probation.". Whiie mother participmt ..." d 

that he was not around and it got missed." . These were not unique experienas. As cliniciruis 

matured in their professional roles, the waluation process became more elusive. Many reported not 

having an evaluation in years, whde others could not remember when their last evaluation was 

completed. One supenisee commenteci that, 'Y have not done it in years.". And another individuai 

shared this experience: 

But also, 1 don't thiuk that my supervisor has ever seen any of my 
written work, &y my supervisor has never adced to sit in or hear 
a tape or video of any of my clients' sessions. My colleagues have 
seen my writtm work and they have commentecl on it. Similady thqr 
have heard my perspective on a particular session but 1 have never 
had anyone sit in with me as a way of evaîuating what 1 am dohg and 
where 1 need to improve 

Those participants who did receive a forma1 waluation indicated that they found it to be a 

worthwhile process. They stated that their evaluation was basecl on feedback not only fkom their 

manager but also on input h m  their colleagues, community resources, and clients. The a d  

meeting to discuss the evaluaîion occurred one to one with their supenisor- 

It is based on obsewation through my files and recordings, through 
client feedback, 1 have to do client feedback wery six months 
through this office, so that is taken into account. Also my pers as 
well as my collaterals in other agency feedback, fiom presentations 
and stuff that 1 get, we get copies of those and the two of us sit down 
together each year and put our goals for the year and then we have 
evaluations and see what goais have been achieved and idenm new 
goals for the following y-, so it is pretty inclusive 1 t e  



Respondents wanted to have formai feedback by way of a stanevaluation. Severai 

cliaicians described this process as "lacking" in their pro-. They beliwed that the evaluation 

process wodd have enabled them to review with their manager their professonal development 

goals and the means to achiwe them. It was also perceivecl as an opportunity to receive fadback, 

budd confidence, and hold staffaccountable. Evaiuations at al1 levels of professionai development 

were perceived as warranteci. 

However, the issue of an evaluation in the context of a multi disciplinary team raises an 

interesting dilemma. One individual shared the following: 

But 1 think ifit isn't someone of your discipliney then what are they 
looking for? I have heard of another agaicy where the manager was 
not of the same discipline as the worker said '? am not signing this, I 
donyt agree with it because you are not qualifieci to be evahatiag the 
kind of work 1 do- You can decide if1 came here on t h e  and all of 
those kinds of things but as fiir as the quality -2' 

The points raised by this participant, 1 believe7 are indicative of the trends in health are .  Many of 

the chicians in my research have or had supeMsors of a different discipline. For most of these 

individuals their job roles were similar, yet thek disciplines different. The implications based on the 

aforementioned experience imply that if the evaluation process is to best meet the needs of the fiont 

h e  staff, then changes need to be made in order to acairately reflect the theoreticai underpinnings 

of the respective disciplines. However7 if evaluations are no longer discipline specific but rather 

focus on the job fùnctions of the position, the manager needs to be qualifieci to acairately assess the 

work of their staff. 



( ii-) Training 

Ongoing training and staffdevelopment were idemified as important. Workshops, 

teleconferences, and in house trainmg provided opportunities for nont iine staffto leam new sWs, 

refine old skiils, acquire new information, network with 0 t h  professionals, as well as generate 

new ideas. This chician shared: 

. . -1 am very picky in terms of the ones 1 go to and 1 picked ones that 
my skilis need to be enhanced so I fïud that they are bel@ because I 
can then utiiize them, 

AU fiont line staff  indicated that they were permitted to attend one large conference a year, 

for exarnple in Toronto, and a number of srnalier coaferences in their region including Winnipeg. 

Traditionally, then is one major trip a year so that we be for example 
to Toronto or, a major conference, one of the bigger tickets to it. 
Then there are the regional ones that occur, either in Kenora, Dryden, 
Thunder Bay, tbt kind of thing we attend . Thae are probably 1 
would guess around three stpffeducation opportunities out of office! 
for people per year and then there is in office educational 
opportunities as well, teleconfierences occw, we do d e d u c a t i o n  
once a month when it is operating well wherein we b ~ g  to the table 
different topics and different issues and educate one another. 

For those mentai health workers who worked in the addictions field, their training was much 

more generous. They reported that the Ontario govemment, through specinc initiatives paid for 

additionai training that is required of addictions workas. AU supervisees were satisfied with the 

amount of training they received and appreciated the benefits that it brought to their cLinical 

prâctices. 



For most fiont line workers the cost of accesshg coderences and stagdmlopment 

opportunities was hi& For those who lived in more remote communities the cost was that much 

greater. This wst was describecl by participants not just in terms ofdoliars, but ais0 in terms of time 

and access. Several describecl situations in which the time aliocated for a workshop was less than 

thek driving tïme to attend. In situations like this it was not f ~ I b I e  to attend such a learning 

opportunïty because of the t h e  and coa associated with attendhg This reality is inustrated in the 

following comments: 

Okay. It's $100.00 to spend a Nght in a hotel and we're three hours 
fkom Kenora. You drive down there, you do a worlshop, you're 
spending the night. So financialiy, it impacts us iacredibly a d  we 
don't get a whole of a budget for travelling for overnight 
accommodations. So it P not easy for us 1 think, as it is you know, 
when we see these one day workshops in Kenora, or these lunch hour 
workshops, you know we are not gohg down to those. We just can't 
do it, it's not practid. Um, so financiaüy the remotemss is one main 
issue. Time too. We are looking at days travel to get mywhere so it 
means that we are out of the office to get professional dweIopment if 
we choose to leave. The third issue, 1 think in Kenora, particularly 
there are a lot of groups thet could do commun if^ educatïon, for 
example New Directions put on a workshop that Lake of the Woods 
could go to, that the Youth Addictions Program couid go to, that a 
whole bunch of other semice provideis could go to, we're essentially 
it in the communityty There are no other hedth practitioners that work 
with adults. So what we do is among ourselves. We have a iùnited 
pool of resources. So, finances, limited resources, time constraints, 1 
think that those are the main ways that living in a rural community 
negativeiy impacts development . 

Despite these hurdles, one clinician did describe benefits to living in a remote area. There 

was a belief that because they were the ody agency in the communïty to offer mental health 

services, they had opportunities to work with a diverse client population with unique problems. 



These hands on learning opporhimties provided direct leamhg experiaices that dght  not be 

available in larger centres. As r d t  of this, s e v d  therapists accesseû aeative ways to leam new 

skiils and acquire new knowledge. They describeci fiequent use of the intemet, opportunities for in 

house presentations, and accessing coileagues in the district, as weli as mnitten resources. These 

thoughts were articulated by one respandent: 

However s wuple of positive things. Because we are the only mental 
health agency we get evaythiag that comes through the door, so 
there is a real opporîunity for leamïng, tbere is a r d  opportwrity for 
professional development. W e  don't have to worry about becoming 
stuck in a speciaüad rut hae. We are ail generatists and we are al1 
getting a really great opportunity to look at some stuffthat we mi@ 
not see if we were in a larger centre or more urbauized centre. W e  
have access to the internet, we have a professiod iibrary thru is 
updated yeady. So 1 guess those are same of the ways we deal with 
being at the end of the road. 

(iii.) Trusthg Relationships 

Trusting relationships were important to most mental h d t h  workers. This refmed to both 

their relationship with their supervisor and their relationships with their pers. Withh the manager - 
staffrelationship, they needed to know that whatever information was discused with their manager 

was confidemial. Supe~sees  wanted the boundaries concerning confidentiaiity to be clear so that 

they could trust their manager not to breach the information shared. The context of a trusting 

relationship was perceived as a d e  place where f?ont line stafFwuld share their vulnerabilities and 

professional muggles. It was a place where it was ""okay not to k n o f l  idormation and it was a 

place where you could ask questions without any fear of king aïticized for not knowing. This 

desire was expressed in the foiiowing comments: 



1 guess 1 also need to know that, uh, how can 1 put it, uiat 1 can not 
h o w  going in there. That 1 can ask the questionsy Vulnerabiüty 1 
guess is wbat is coming to rnind. 

Another important feature of a tmsting relationship with their supervisor was the acceptane 

of ciifferences. This was d e s c r i i  in two ways. For some it meam that differences of opinions could 

exist between them and their supervisor. In these situations participants wanted their supavisor to 

respect these differences and agree to disagree without their being any repercussioos. 

The second context in which the acceptane of ciifference was applicable pertaiaed to discipline 

specific issues and activities. One individual descrï'bed having a positive relationship with her 

supervisor and wanting there to be an -ce of differences as it related to their disciplines. She 

stated that she wanted a "..,positive working relationship with the person who is offering 

supervision and acceptance of differences if we were fiom different disciplines.". 

Trust within the context of peer relationships was also believd to be important. Clinicians 

frequently comrnented that they wodd consult with "the peers they trust" on clinid matters, 

debriefing and for validation- 

1 think that is the other piece is that to get real tme support you have 
to feel safkty and trust and one who 1 choose might not be one that 
rny colleagues wodd chwse- 

It was in this context that fiont h e  staffshared thei. vulnerabilities, solicitecl clhical input 

and received support. These tnisting relationships were built on equitable relationships, mutuai 

respect, and mutual sharing. For some respondents the f o r d  process of peer case reviews was 

hindered due to lack of trust between team members, Ln these situations cihicians did not fed that 

they could share what they were doing cliaically. For these workers the formal context was not a 



safe place because it was oot a place where t h y  felt they muld show their vulnerability. This 

experience was described by one respondent; 

Once or twice we vied reviewing cases but t didn't work that weîî. 
I'm not quite sure why it didn't work that weli, it just didn't. 1 
suspect it had somethhg to do with trust, suspicion. 

Conflict among team members also affixted the trust within their team. If conûict and otha 

significant issues were not resolveâ, the f o n d  pea process became thnatened. Several team 

members descnbed situations in which this did occur. They fdt that the team was not a d e  place 

because the Iack of trust between coI1eagues "-.. became an us agaiiut them It should not have 

happened but that is exady what did happen because people became polarized on th& positions-" 

Participants wanted to have tmsting relatioaships with their managers- They wanted to 

know that their s u p e ~ s o r  was "on their side" and looking out for their best interest. They also 

wanted to trust their colleagues and they neecîed and desired to have the formal peer process as a 

safe place where they could openly share information in a non thmatenhg mariner. 

(iv.) Debriefing 

The opportunity to debriefwas a critical fùnction of the supervisory process for from Line 

staff. Many described this process as a way of offering checks and balances in their professional 

practices. They felt it would have @en them an oppominity to release their falings and it would 

also recognize and validate the effects that king a trauma helper can have on thei. professional 

hctioning. Most participants wanted their managers to acknowledge that viarious trauma does 

exist and validate the debriehg process in their work environment. The experiences of debriefing 



for most therapists occurred in an iaformal context with peas they trusted. For many respondents 

there was no formai process in place that recogaized nor validated debriefing or the &écts that the 

impact of secondary trauma con have on fiont Lme - The essence of this non experience of 

debriehg is captureci by the following experience; 

1 remember seeing my supervisor on one occasion and being 
overwhelmed and feeling the hetirtache and the horrors of it and 
really if1 was gohg to be working to m e r  victimize this client or if 
1 was going to k in a heaiing role with the client. 1 recall my 
supervisor saying "04 1 don't deal with that ." and rnoving on to 
administrative issues. So at that point 1 reaiized very cleariy that if1 
am going to process some of the horrors and develop some of the 
quirks 1 n d ,  1 was going to do that e1sewhere. 1 sought my 
colleaguets to do that and that certainty fit that bill very weil. 

niis experience iliustrated the role of the informai peer prooess in deaüag with issues of debriefing. 

Consistently the role of peers in this process appeared to be critical in sustainhg stafî through 

difficult therapeutic processes. Debriefing was perceived as a way to prevent stafîburnout but aiso 

as a way to ensure that the best tberapeutic options were being o f f i  to the client. 

Front line staff described situations in which self protection techniques were imposed to 

protect them and their coUeagues fiom counter transference and vicarious trauma. One respondent 

descnbed that her team would safe guard against colleagues asniming cases that may be too closely 

parallel to their own personal reality. For example, if a wileague was newly separateci they would 

not be given clients who were experiencing a sVnilar realty. Another interviewee shared that her 

supervisor had implemented a policy that promoted the prevention of worker bumout by 

prohibithg the accumulation of too much overtime. In this situation the organization provided; 



encouragement for some self- auci an a d c ~ ~ w l o d g ~  that 
you're gettag Eed- Our policy hem does not aiiow us to accumulate 
a whole pile of overtime and we are aicourageci to use it because it is 
there. So it is that sort of thing. Knowing the s i p  when people are 
startùig to get "lmm out'' rad pJ1vie badr and mcouraging them to 
work on thei. self care- 

Consistently clinicians recognized the importance of this process, yet for many it was not 

built imo the supervisory hctions. One individuai stated that " Debriehg is big, we do debriefing 

. . ." and when explored fùrther discovered that; 

We don't have any formai structure for it oursehtes. Now a lot of it 
we bounce off ofeach other and we have a great team for that. 

Many of my participants wanted acknowldgernent about the importance of the debriefing 

process. 1 contend that they saw merit in what this proass had to of fa  and they would have 

appreciated having a process in place that would have validateci their fedings and thei. issues in 

their therapeutic relationships with clients. 

1 think that kind of opportunity to be able to debrie to have 
something set up so that it is there for you. Otherwise it seems that 
the expectation is that you should be wping with all of this yourseK 
you should handle this. Because there is nothing put in place if you're 
not dealing with it their most be something wrong with you. 1 thllik 
the reaiity is that saying it is important and we need to acknowledge 
it, we need to process and deal with it and put it into Our system is 
important. 

(v.)Individualized Supervision 

The supeMsion needs of &ont line M a r e  as individual as the experiences thst they shared. 

AU of the experiences had simiiarities as weil as differences and ail of these experiences were as 



unique as those tellhg their story. This speaks to the need for managers to hdnriddy solicit fiom 

their front line staffwhat their supeMsory needs are. The skill levei, the needs dculated, the 

approaches used, the disciplines of the mental health workers, their personalities, theV supervisory 

expectations and their fe~~urcefùlness in getting their aads met were not consïstently the same. 

These individuals were diverse just lilce their needs are diverse, and because of this no one 

supe~sory  formula can meet all of their needs. These insights were recognized by this respondent: 

We are a diverse group- L think that is why she needs to listen vay 
closely to al1 that we nad.  1 think we need to be able to do our job 
and to be able to be reaily clear what we do d 

What fiont h e  stafFdid articulate was a desire to get their supeMsion needs met, and there 

was a recognition by many that one pason wuld not meet all of their supeMsory needs. The one 

consistent finding was the desire by clinicians to have some form of supervision. For some the 

context was peer, for a few it was one to one with their supervisors; for others it was both; and for 

some it ranged fiom the use of technology to commuaity resouras. The bottom h e  was, the needs 

were diverse just as the means to getting those needs met were diverse. One interviewee 

recommended that one way a s u p e ~ s o r  muid address the supervision needs of fiont line sta f f  

would be have an opportunity to address ". .. professonal development goals and 1 tbink that 

working in an individualized supervision plan would fit Ncely with that.". 



Front line staffwere seldom supavised in accordame with traditional fhuneworks and many 

had turned to creative options in getting th& supemisory needs met. The sumsory process for 

these individuals continued to be an evolving proass. Several of these mental health workers were 

in a transitional phase explorhg their supervisory options. One therapist had this to share: 

Well it is f ù ~ y  because we have just reccatly started talkuig about 
how we might be hiring people nom outside with diffkent 
specialities. Espediy  now with technology it does not have to be 
anyone local. Ideaiiy ifwe could get our team healthy, w e  could do 
our case reviews once a week where you would bring a bard case or 
an easier one and you just need some validation - whatwer- You 
could stiil go to you peer whm you n a d  to or caii whoever you need 
to in the c~rnmunity~ but maybe you kmw that you are getthg some 
area of speciality cornhg up so it was not just case review but a lot of 
learning. So you wouid have the people like who were 
comuig with the psychiatrie specielity or rnaybe we would have a 
clinid worker fiom CAMH who is aisa specieliong in addictions 
who maybe we would network with evey second month. There 
might be four that we fïnd vay helpnil. 1 rernernber one time we had - 

corne and do som stufFon eating disorders and it was 
really helptiil. We watched him fiom behind the two way mirror. So 1 
am thinking outside. 1 uiink it could be redy unique. That is what 1 
want. 

(i.) The use of technology 

The use of technology is augmenthg traditional supeMsory practices. Front line stewho 

described a 'lack" of supervision in their workplaces tendeci to be the participants who accessed on 

- line sources more consistently. Most of the individuals who described regular access to the 

internet did so as a means of acquiring information on specific disorders, as a means of e - mailing 

experts in various fields to ask specific questions, as a way to acc«s cliaical chat lines to complete 



peer case reviews , debrie and reœive support, and as a method of c o d c a t i o n  to colleagues in 

the cornmunity and throughout the country. Participants, used creative approaches to get their 

supervisos. needs met. The use of technology c h g e d  the traditionai ihznework of recehhg 

supervision. The following wmments captum these experiences: 

On - h e  supervision hdps you to look at your case because you have 
to present your case and in doing so (men that just within the team 
here) you then have to look at your case more objectively. Frequently 
when you are getting invoIved with people and you are doing 
therapeutic worlc, beyond j u s  counselling you are often deaihg with 
issues of projection, transference, counter transference, those issues 
are very signifiant to deal with in supervision. That is when it 
becomes v e y  c h  what is going on and gets out of that role and 
moves you into a stronger therapeutic place again- By haviag to 
present and go through it, you have to proces where you have gone 
and what you have done. You see things very Merently- Having 
someone else ask questions about areas that they saw that mybe 
you've talked about but have not r d y  rnoved on then you start 
lookùig at a whole different light of skill developmmt. Rather than 
saying "same old, same old, stanis quo" you are coastaadly 
chailenged. mthout that you becorne d e  veqr quickly, 1 think. You 
get caught up in a lot of the client's issues and you sometimes get 
caught up in your own issues that are simiiar to the client. 

The aforementioned experience describeci the traditional purpose and process of 

supervision, however the context is different. Technology provided a venue for respondents to get 

their s u p e ~ s i o n  needs met in the absence of a formal supervisory structure- This was not a unique 

experience. Many clinicians accessed similar internet resources to augment their supervision needs. 

For example: 

This week 1 was doing some new stuffand 1 e - mailed a cdeague in 
Toronto to ask what they had. 1 think we are using technology a lot 
more. The cornputer web sites, lwking up Merent things. 



While another participant stated: 

1 have two khds of support that I use, one is a f o d  structureci 
group that meets. We meet and present case information to each 
other . It is almost as ifwe do a bit of ad hoc reflecting team in that 
we try to work fiom a brief therapy perspective to give as much 
sometimes it is direction, sometimes it is just a ciiffirent way of 
looking at the goals of the client, sometimes it is a way of refi-amïng, 
sornetunes it is just a way to provide support ifsowone is r d y  
hstrated, so we do that. Then the other one is an on - ihe bitch 
session about thiags that are fiustrating. 

Technology played a critical role for some fiont h e  sta f f  in assisting them in meeting th& 

supervisory needs. By accessing resources and peer consultation on line, therapists were able to 

obtain knowledge, ciinical support, validation, and peer consultation at their convenience. 

Using community resowces assisted participants with thinkiag outside the ' k x  of your 

agency.". Almost ali of those hterviewed used co~nmunity resowces of one form or another to 

augment their supe~sion needs. The main resource utilized were the consulhg psychiatnsts. 

Mental heaith workers descnbed their involvement with the psychiatrists as positive experiences 

that provided valuable climcal input, as weii as infoxmation on medication therapy. They felt that 

they could access this resource by phone if the need arose or they could make arrangements for 

theïr client to meet the psychiatrist in their presence. AU the therapists had access on a monthiy 

basis to a visiting psychiatrist to their program. This expenence articulated the beaefits of this 

clinical resource: 

Weli when the psychiaaist cornes up that is definitely a time when we 
c m  get more of the medicai psychiatrie perspective. 1 have to say that 



he is very good about inchidmg me in his sessio~~ and he is very good 
about the lunch time mini du--onai sessions- That is where it is not 
direct obsmriag my skiIis; there is this conveying and tesching of 
skills. 1 would definitely count that as one of the most vduabie pi- 
that 1 have in this particuiar work environment. 

There appeared to be an emphasis on developing networks and partnership with community 

resources. Most respondents d e s c r i i  accessing their colleagues in the region and coasult lines as a 

method of obtaining clinicai idonnation and input. They seemed to appreciate the feedback aod 

information they wouid obtain fiom using such resources. The sharing of ideas and expaiemes 

seemed to play a key role in these professional exchanges. Whether t was the sharing of cammunity 

resource information to providing direct support, most h t  h e  staff did participate in the 

utilization of accessing coUeagues in the district or consuit îines. The benefits of networbng and 

developing community linkages are discussed in the followuig comments: 

We can use the Addictions Research Foundation of CAMH clinical 
he, that kind of thing for clinid advice. There are those h d  of 
resowces and I dso think that we use coiieagues in the region. You 
know, I know that 1 have talked to 0 t h  people in the region 'Wey 
have you got anything about, for a femaie in her 30,s you know, it's 
very general but using people in the region. 

Front h e  stafïappeared to vahe the opportunities to use community resources and consult 

lines because they saw it as a way to provide quality service to their clients. It was a meuis to 

obtain information that would best meet their clients' needs. This process also recogcÜzed the 

distinct role that idi professiods can have in the client's recovery process. This is best 

demonstrated by the foliowing individuai's experience: 



When you di that line and you say you arr looking at withdrawai 
needs, you might get a physkh, you rnight g d  a pharmaciot. If your 
question is more of a clinid nature you might get a thaapist. So it is 
really quite unique. This morning 1 had a di fiom the medicd social 
worker for a client who was looking for community support I think 
now we have really gone to partnership .*. 

What is interesthg about the description of the idonnation pro- is that t is received fiom a 

number of disciplines coupled with the fact that clinical needs are obtained fkom a therspisi and not 

a specific discipline. This is very much in keeping with the h d i n g s  preMously disaissecl and the 

concept of a genenc manager- 

Program partnerships did exkt in other ways. A couple of participants describecl belonging 

to a specialued group of case managers that met every three months. The activities that surounded 

these meetings included information sharing as it pertained to new legislation, new programs, job 

descriptions, and training opportuaities. 11 t a s  also an opportunity to review case load sUe and to 

receive validation for the type of work that was being done. On occasion, ifsomeow is "stumped 

on a case" they may present non i d e n m g  case information as a way to solicit input nom their 

colleagues. These quarterly meetings appeared to be a valuable resource to these workers, in part 

because these case manager positions are relatively new to the mental health field. Therefore these 

meetings provided an opporhinity for these individuals to develop linkages with their regional 

counterparts. 

We look at current events in mental health, that wodd have an 
impact on how we deliver service. It d d  be new legislation or it 
could be a new mental heaîth program that we would be receiving 
updates or updating each other on. Any training that is going on in 
the area that some of us rnight not be aware of; fiül in the group and 
just general discussion of: 1 guess how we do our work. Like we 



shared our job descriptions and discussed how we di&r and how we 
are simiiar. 

Several respondents discussed th& eXpenence of their program hiring individuais 4 t h  

clinicai expertise to meet with fiont line staEindividuaIIy as a means of enabhg M t o  get their 

clinicai needs met. The staEwho descnbed these ezrperiences found thmi quite worthwhile. They 

perceived it as oppomunty to enhance their clinical skiils but also as a opportunity to praciice 

clinicai slaUs and to get ccexpert'7 direction. 

We used to have a visiting psychiatrist. He wodd corne in and spend 
a few days wiîh us as an inservice- We would each have time with 
him to go over cases and that person was aV8ilable to review with 
you and would dm be available to sit in with that person and get an 
assessrnent done at that tirne. niat was quite ideal on a monthiy basis. 

As a way of leaming, several supervi=s shared that they would also make thernselves 

available to any leamhg opportunities that they could access that involveci someone whom they 

perceived as being an c'expert77 on ciinical mattem. They believed that there was merit in this form of 

clinical training because it allowed them to get objective clinical input fiom experts in the field and it 

created opportunities for cc mentoring fiom other people.". 

6.4 Front Line Workers Responsiblity 

Within the context of the supemisory relationship, f'kont line staff took responsibility for 

getting their supervisory needs met. A number of individuais d d b e d  situations and experiences in 

which they accessed comrnunity resowces and technology. AU participants descnbed an ad hoc peer 

supervision mode1 that augmented their supervisq needs. Several workers describeci situations in 



which they would just make supervision happem with their manager- In the latter situation they felt 

that they needed to meet with their supewisor on a number of permanent issues. These issues 

ranged fiom debriefing to keeping their manager advised of significant policy or clinid issues. In 

these situations sta£Ffelt that they had a respons~'bility to keep their '80ssy' abresst oftheir cases as 

weli as solicit their feedback. One individual s h e d ;  'TI  need information or feedback on a case 

relevant situation, 1 just make it happen" while another participant stated, ". .. if1 need supervision 1 

need to initiate it. It is not the other way around.". Front Line workers also d e s c r i i  their role in 

taking responsibility for behg prepared for the peer case review process. Several respondents 

discussed this process as king beneficial in meeting their supervisory needs. However, in order to 

reap the benefits it was essential to corne to this forum with a prepared case. 

For the group supervision everyone is asked to corne prepared to 
present a case that they rnay be having diiculty with or that they 
think they did a r d y  good job witb, that they want to shan. It does 
not have to be problem focussed becsuse evey now and then a staff 
member will corne in and say 'l want to tell everyone what 1 did 
because it worked so well", and they will share that. 

Within this fiamework there also appeared to be a responsibility for &ont ihe staff to share their 

tiumphs as well as their stniggles. 

Front line staff have a responsibility to develop professiondy and the organkation via the 

manager has a professional and ethicai responsibility with assisting them in attaiaiog their 

professional development goals. Consistentiy, respondents discussed ways that they would enhance 

their own skiil development. They shared th& experiences with training opporhinities, accessing 

experts in the field, reading the literature, as weil as accessing technology and community resources. 



It was through these mediums that fiont lhe dïbroadened their knowledge base and fiilfilleci 

some of th& professional developwat goals. Participants in this context fkequently referred to 

themselves as '?iighly motivated" and wanting to enhance th& slrüls. In these situations they often 

described having: 

. . . to be very self motivated in orda for this ta work because , the 
other thing is that we don? r d y  have anybody checkhg up to rnake 
sure we are doing things nght or properiy 

Therefore, in these situations therapists were accountable to themselves for ensurhg that they took 

ownership of their professional eahancement activities. 

A final area in which intefviewees describeci having had to take responsibility involved issues 

dealing with conflict. Several respondents described situations where "issues" between themseives 

and their supervisor developed. In these situations they felt that they had a responsibility to rneet 

with their manager to discuss these issues. One therapist stated that when a situation arose, 1 wouid 

meet with my supervisor "...one to one with myselfbeing there. You know whm 1 have an issue I'U 

just Say, may 1 taik to you about so and so 2'. Most workers recognized that this was an 

appropriate course of action. 

However, for a few of the front line staff discussing issues of conf'lict did not always lead to 

resolution. Several workers described situations in which there was conflict between team mernbers. 

When these situations could not be resolved with their colleagues on an individuai basis, mernbers 

of the team would consult with their supervisor. If he/she fded to address the issue thai 

respondents documenteci their concerm and fowarded them ta their manager as a means of holding 



their s u p e ~ s o r  acwuntable. In these situations stafFfelt that they wanted to be part o f a  solution 

not part of a problem, but their managers fâîlure to act i n t d e d  the confiict. In these situations 

some clinîcians commented that they felt stuck and were uncertain as to their next course of action. 

For several individuals, mnflict in these situations seldom got resolved to th& satistàction, if at all. 

So I lmow that two of the staffhave gone and sat 
down and documented and shared this with the 
supervisor. We then pushed M e r  and said 'We need 
to be assured that there is a game plan happening here 
and we need you to sbare with us s-cs of what 
you are going to do. 

Participants took much initiative in getting their supervisory 1 1 4 s  met. They took 

responsibility for the many facets of their professional developmemt and they sought resolution to 

tenuous situations. Front line stafFused creathity, ingenuiîy, and conmiunity networks as a means 

of getting their superviwry needs addressed- 

6.5 Summary 

Staff supe~s ion  is more than just a process that is compnsed of a List of fùnctions. It is 

more than one to one supervision with a supewisor and it is more than just interactions with other 

systerns. It is a process that involves all of the above, combined with the creatioa of a work 

atmosphere that is conducive to professional growth, positive relationships, and innovation. StaE 

s u p e ~ s i o n  is not confined to or exclusive to traditional fiarneworks. Its processes and hc t ions  are 

subject to the changing political and technologicai climate. StafbupeMsion is an evolving process 

and it wiii continue to evolve as long as traditional models are bgng chalienged by govemment 

restructuring and advances in technology. Wbether the fiamework that is king used is traditional or 



new: 

good supervision fosters profwsiod development. Supervision is 
more that just disaissing a case with somebodyy Supervision should 
be creating a climiite in whidi people use peer supervision, 
workshops, reading , experiemm brought to the group and becorne 
part of the group knowledge base. Then people maintah an 
innovative attitude and they don't take the position that because they 
have been working for 10 or more years that they are as &eaiVe as 
they are going to be. 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

7.1 Discussion 

The purpose of this chapter is to compare my findings to the iitaaîure. Most headings 

correlate to the headings in chapter two of this report with additional wmentary on debriefing, 

peer supervision, and technology. The goal of this chapter is to illustrate the similarities and 

differences of my research to the fiterature, and in so dokg, demonstrate that the supervision of 

d t i  discipluiary teams is a process in transition. 

7.1 Cornparison to the litenture 

(i.) Supervision Theory - A Soeid Worlr Perspective 

Consistent with Kadushin's (1992) findings, most of my supervisees concurred with 

administrative, educational and supportive functions of the supervisory process. Minimal emphasis 

was given to the administrative hction, however it was perceived as importent in sethg the 

context of the work environment through the sharing of policy and procedures as wefl as through 

the pragmatic day to &y operations of the program. 



The emphasis for most of my research subjects ans on the cl inid component of supervision 

which Kadushin (1992) refers to as the educational campanent Participants perceiveci this h c t i o n  

as a way to maximize their clinid knowledge and as a way to stay clinidy challenged. Cluiical - 

supervision was also believed to be a way to share and improve on their capabilities thus creating 

confidence in the work they do. The educational fûnction proposed in the literatwe refers to the 

sharing of clinical information as it perlains to social work theory Wushin ,  1992, 19; & 

Middlema. & Rhodes, 1985,4). The clinical knowledge being sought by my respondems did not 

confine itselfto one discipline but rather extended itselfto the acquisition of sküls and knowledge 

h m  multiple disciplines and approaches. 

Kadushin (1992) States that the primary foais of supportive supemision is to enhance 

worker morale and job satisfaction. These areas of support are important and were indirectly 

discussed in my findings. For many of my subjects they defieci support in the context of vatidation 

and appreciation for th& work. Several elabomted that accessibility to their supenisor when 

difficult situations arose, positive feedback, unconditional support, and advocacy were dso 

supportive features of their supeMsors role. Through these activities the positive tone of the 

supervisor filtered through the team and that made: 

. . . a huge difFerence when people fa1  supporteci and heard and 
vhdated and there is a sharing of expertise. 1 tliink that it is reaiiy 
critical. I think that the morale in this particular agency is 
exceptionally good because of that ... 

The interactive procas of supenision is dehed in the context of a relationship between the 

s u p e ~ s o r  and the worker (Kadushin 1992,22; Shulman, 1993, 1 l).With this context Kadushm 



(1 992) States that the supervisor is a middle manger reporthg to the administrative directors. There 

was an absence of a middle management position for aany of my participants and most of my them 

reporteci having supenisors who were wnsidered senior management. Kadushin (1992) proposes 

that middle management is important and it is in the context of this supervisor supervise 

relationship that the client benefits, because supeMsors review client cases, and assess the skiils of 

the worker to meet the client's needs. Most of the clinicians in my research communicated not 

having traditional supervision. In fact, many report& not seehg their manager for extended t h e  

penods. One individual stated that their supervisor had nwer seen their written work while several 

others commentecl that their supervisor had never seen them practice their climcal skills and several 

others indicated that they had more clinical knowledge and experience than th& manager. A couple 

of fiont line st& even questioned whether or not their supervisor could even assess their skills to 

ensure that they were dohg th& job appropnately. This point became selient when discussing stafF 

evaluations. 

Inherent in Kadushin's (1992) supe~sory mode1 is the belief of same discipiine supervision. 

This was a rare comrnodity in my hdings. In most cases where it was possible, the one to one 

supervision was very sporadic and not a schedded event. For those supenisees that did receive 

same discipline supervision more consistently, they describeci their supervisor as knowledgeable, 

open to discussion, and possessing good clinical skiüs. 

SupeMsion occurs in the context of a relationship between supervisor and worker. W~thin 

the context of this relationship the supervisor should be fùifiihg specific supeniisory 



responsibilities. Kadushin states; 

"..- a social work supervisor is an agency administrative - staf€member to whom 
authority is delegated to direct, coordinate, enhance, evaluate on the job 
performance of supervisees for whose work he is ~~ccountable. In implemnning this 
responsibiiity, the s u p e ~ s b r  perfiorms administrative, eduCLIfiOnai, and supportive 
functions in interaction with the supervisees in the wntext of a positive relationship" 
(Kadushin, l992,23). 

Not all the managers in this research were social workers and according to my hdings not 

d the supervisors adhered to the supemisory responsibilities outlined by Kadushin (1992). Several 

of my interviewes' experïences were somewhat consistent with this supeMsory h e w o r k  

However this was not the reality for most workers. My findings indicote that there was a lack of a 

formal supervisoty structure, yet this is somethiog that most staffwould have welcomed. 

Consistently almost all respondents expressed a need to meet individuaüy with their manager and 

consistently several indicated that supervision was ''voici" andor "absent" h m  their experience in 

their current jobs. 

Kaiser dicusses the importance of d k t y  and trust as essential wmponents of the 

supervisory relationship (Kaiser, 1997, 20). She defines safety as "...as the supervisees fieedom to 

rnake mistakes and take risks without danger of an excessively judgmental response fiom the 

supervisor."(?Caiser, 1997,21). Respect she proposes "... can be experienced both by the 

supervisors' expressing belief in supervisees' ability and in the vaiue and relevance of their past 

professional life experience."(Kaïser, 1997,21). Many of my respondents concurred with Kaiser 

(1 997) and the value placed on safety and respect in the supe~sory  relationship. They desired a 

positive relationship with th& manager characterized by trust in which th& manager defmed them 



as important. Again these findiags are consistent with Kaiser who believes that trusthg supervisory 

relationships are cCgrowth promotmg" (IOiser, 1997,21). Those who had experienced such a 

relationship describeci thek supervisory experience quite positively. In these situations fiont fine 

staff reported that their supervisor took a vested interest in their work, their professional 

development, and th& professonal weii being. These hdings are consistent with the teachings of 

Kadushin (1992) and Kaiser (1997). Unfortunately not al1 supervisor - supervisee relationships 

were positive. Several individuals d e r n i  situations that hindered the development of such a 

relationship. They d e s c n i  situations where their manager was not accessible, did not coasistedy 

take an interest in their professional development, nor provide feedback or staffevaluations- Front 

h e  s t a f f  in this context seldom describeci their supervisory relationship in a positive fhmework. 

Certainly, several ofmy findings do deviate from the traditional practices discused by 

Kadushin. The context in which supeMsion occurs is Mirent fiom the traditional one to one 

supe~sion with a manager of the same discipline. Instead my findmgs portrayed mdtiple 

professions being supervised by various disciplines with minimal accornrnodaîion for same discipiine 

sdpervision. The emphasis was therefore not exdusive to social work theory and practices but 

focussed on a more comprehensive fiamework that acknowledged the theoretical underpinnings of 

other disciplines and approaches to therapy. The changing role of the supervisor is another 

noticeable ciifference that iilustrates the discrepancy ôetween the traditionai role versus the existing 

reality. For many of rny participants their supervisor was a member of senior management with the 

role of the rniddle manager disappearing. Several interviewees reported that because of 

administrative responsibilities and other management projects they could seldom access their 



Both my findings and the literature are consisteat on severai points. The fùnctions of 

s u p e ~ s i o n  discussed by Kadushin (1992) and Shulman(1993) illustrate the relevame of the 

administrative, educational, and supportive fùnction of supervision. My findings did not specifïcdy 

refer to educational supervision but refmed to this as clinical supervision, however the meanhg of 

the two tems appear to be equivalent. This is simply an issue of semantics. There appears to be 

similarity in the activities of each supexvisory fùnction and thae is also agreement that these 

functions are achieved in the conta  of a supeniisory relationship. 

The interactional sup-sion model conceptualizes workers as constdy interacting with a 

number of systerns that are directly related to their job (Shulman, 1993,lS)- My hdings are 

indicative of the interactional component of Shulman's (1 993) teachings. Participants continually 

discussed their reciprocal interactions with other resources, including experts in the field, 

technology, cornmunity resources, and their peprs. Through these interactions they augmenteci their 

supervisory needs by receiving cihical input, knowledge, support and validation. It also assisteà 

them in identifying gaps in their professional dwelopment that required enhancement. This in tum 

assisted them in providing quality SerYice to th& clients. 

Hughes and Pengeiiy (1 997) present another social work perspeAve on supervision. These 

authors address the parameters around supervision which deal with the logistics of organizing and 

arranging ongoing supe~sion. This model implies several assumptions that were not consistent 



with my hdings. Firstly it assumes that supervision ocairs individually between a supexvisor and a 

worker with some degree of regularity. Secondly t assumes that staff do receive appraisals and 

individual performance reviews. The parameters of this model, that were consistent with niy 

finduigs, were the expectation of confidentiahty to exist in the supervisory relationship and tbat 

professional boundaries be maintaineci. One therapist in my research indicated that she documented 

her supervisory sessions which is also consistent with the teacbings of this model. Confidmtiality 

and boundaries were perceiveci by several respondents as critical if a tnisting supervisory 

relationship were to exist. These fiont h e  stafïneeded to trust that information s h e d  with their 

supervisor not be shared with their coUeagues or other indinduals. One person e x p r d  these 

views: 

Just the chance to be with one person regulady, who is in a 
managerial role so that gives me information that 1 have to pay 
attention to and heips me to deveiop consistently over tirne. There is 
structure where maybe we meet once a week initialiy and then every 
two weeks after that and with one pmon. And the other thhg is 
because that ailows good boundaries. Che of the other essential 
qualities with supervision is that what you say in supervision is 
confidential. You have your strengîbs and weaknesses as an 
employee but it doesn't go to anyone elm. It ailows you a place of 
safety- 

The parameters within supemision focus on what occurs in the face to face supeMsory 

session with the supenrisor. Again, there are inconsistencies in this model compareci to that of my 

findings. For many of my supervisees, individual supervision was a rare comrnodity. Certainly when 

it did occur several commenteci that they prepand for their session and that it was an opporiunity 

for both the stafF and supervisor to address the supemisory iùnctions cited by Kadushin (1992) and 

Shulman (1993). These practices are consistent with Hughes and Pengeiiy's (1997) teachings. 



However for rnost participants this was not their reality- Hughes and Pengeily (1997) discuss in 

their superviçory mode1 a number of actiMties that occur in the supervisor - stafkelationship. These 

inctude working on concepts and ski& reviewing of case records, methods and tools, review and 

evaluation (Hughes and Pengeily, 1997,38). Again, many ofmy respondents descrii most of 

these activities o c c ~ g  without a degree of regularîty within the context of a supavisory session 

with their manager. The expressecl wish for several chicians was consistency in gening many of 

these activities addressed within that context. For many the activities d e s c n i  by Hughes and 

Pengelly (1997) were fblfilled in the context of fonnal and informal peer supervision. One worker 

shared; "... 1 like what we did yesterday, a case meeting for peers but 1 sa think it would be aice to 

have some one to one," 

Hughes and Pengeliy (1997) emphasiie the interrelatedwss of the supervisory process 

between the supervisor, the practitioner, and the service user which they refn to as the triangle of 

participants in supervision. They believe that the client receives service from the supervisor through 

the practitioner fiom the supervisory process.. The triangle of participants in the supenisory 

process for my research abjects would be more acairately reflected by including peers, the 

practitioner, and the service user, with peer not being exclusive to coiieagues in the office but al- 

those coiieagues in the community and those accessed through teclmology. The triangle for my 

practitioners is best illustrated in the following mamer. 



TRIANGLE OF PARTICIPANTS IN SUPERVISION 

PEER SUPERVISION 

SERVICE USER 

(Adapted firom Hughes and Pengelly, 1997,41) 

The second triangle proposed by these authors is the triangle of supervisory hctiom. This 

triangle consists of the rnanaging of s e ~ c e  delivery' facilitating practitioners' professional 

development , and focussing on practitioner work The activities descn'bed in this trimgle were 

compromised for many of my subjects. Front line staff in my research did describe professional 

development opportunities via use of conferences and workshops, however, most reporied that they 

had not received staEevaluations on a consistent basis. A number of individuals describeci their 

experiences when they were new staff as receiving minimal guidance fiom their supervisor. In tenns 

of focussing on the work of the practitioner, one therapist commemted that her sup-sor had never 

seen her written work, whüe many others reported not having seen their s u p e ~ s o r  for extended 

time penods, while others reported that they had more clinicd experience than their supervisor. 

Again the reaiity of many of my participants is not consistent with mode1 presented by Hughes and 



Pengelly (1997). This triangle for my pradtioners is best represented by the foliowïng. 

TRIANGLE OF SUPERVISORY FUNCTIONS 

MANAGING SERVICE DELIVERY 

THROUGH STAFF SELF PEERS FOCUSSING 

INITIATION TO ENHANCE ON PRACTITIONER'S 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT WORK 

(Adapted f?om Hughes and Pengelly, 1997,4 1) 

The underlying premise of these two triangles is that the participants in the first triangle are 

linked to the fûnctions in the second triangle. Thus a close relationshïp does ex& between both 

triangles. My adaptation ofthese triangles, based on my research findings places more emphasis on 

the practitioner to enhance and idente the gaps in hisher knowledge and it aiso inmeases the 

responsibility of peers to provide feedback to coileagues on cases, resulting in service to the client 

through peer supervision and support. 



(ii.) Role of the first lint manager 

During the past decade we have witnessed unprecedented changes to the Canadian h d t h  

care system (Ferguson - Pare, 1998). These changes have created structural changes fiom a 

hierarchical fiamework to a delayered team based h e w o r k  (Ferguson - Pare, 1998, 1 1). lMMy of 

those in te~ewed  discussed the emphasis of the team layered approach. For these respondents they 

preferred a more collaborative work environment that was not hierarchical. 

My tuidings illustrate that three management positions that once existai have been 

consolidated into one senior management position- The new manager? who bas a background in 

nursing, is now responsible to manage 15 proféssional staff plus an additionai program. These 

hdïngs are consistent with Pabst (1991) and Skelton - Green and Singh - Summer (1997) who 

found that managers in today's heahh Gare -or are maneging inaeased staff ratios. These middle 

management positions now have increased role responsibilities includuig managing one or more 

units staff supervision, standards for patient are,  fiscal management and the management of the 

work environment (Acom and Crawford, 1996,27, McGillis Hdf and Domer 1997,16). For those 

inte~ewees who commenteci on those stniaural changes, there was a recognition that their 

manager has increased role responsibilities consistent with those cited by Awm and Crawford 

(1996), McGillis Hall and Donner (1997) and Kdoot  (1993). 

The literature on the role of the supewisor to teach prBCtice skills presents opposing Mews. 

Authors such as DufEeld (1994) Flarey (1996) and Drucker (1995) believe that clinical expertise on 

the part of the first iine manager is no longer warranted. There appears to be a bslief that fiont iine 



staff  should be proficient in th& fields, thus not retpkhg clinical supervision. These bdi& were 

evident in some of rny findings. A number of participants wmmented that they felt that then was an 

expectation that because they were professonal that they do not require supervision. There was 

also concem expresseci by many therapists about the absence of clinicai supeMsion that was 

provided in their cwent employrnent. For some this was because th& supeMsor did not have the 

clinical expertise to fU3.i this hction, thus renderingthese findings consistent with authors such as 

Duffield (1 994) Fiarey (1996) and Dmcker (1995). 

Ferguson - Pare's (1998) role definition of the fiont luie rnanager does nat cancur with 

these authors. Within this framework there is the expectation that managers need to demonstrate 

their cornpetence by teaching practia skiUs, provide opportunities for staffdevelopment and 

growth, create a positive work environment, provide worker recognition through ongoing 

performance reviews and by maintaining-relationships with individual workers (Ferguson Pare, 

i998,ll). These expectations were perceived by most participants as important in the supavisory 

role and in their supervisory experiences. Most supervisees would have liked these expectations to 

have been W e d ,  but udortunately for rnany they were not. Consistently, they reported a lack of 

chical supervision fiom their supeniisor, the absence of ongoing staEevaluationsY the absence of a 

trusthg and emotionally safe work environment, and the absence of a supervisory relationship with 

t heir manager. 

- 

There were several respondents who did desaibe having had their supervisoiy expectations 

met. These dinicians described their supervisory experiences as very positive. In these supavisory 



situations, the supervisor was perceiveci as having good clinical skilis and was someone that they 

believed made t h e  for indiMduaI reiationships with their st& provided them with staff 

development opportunities and created a positive work environment that off& support and 

recognition. With this fiamework clhicians appreciated their supervisor 's ability to teach new 

skills, provide feedback on practice skills and job pedonnance. It is these findings that are more 

consistent with those ofFerguson - Pare (1998) Kadushin (1992) Hughes and Pengeily (1997) and 

Shulman (1993) Pincus (1986,cited in ShuJman, 1993,22) and Heppner and Roehlke(1984, cited in 

Shulman, 1993,SZ). 

My kdings indicate that the role of the nrst iine manager is evolving and not bound by 

traditional fiameworks. This is consistent with Awm and C d o r d  (1996) Hall and Donner (1997) 

and Flarey (1996) who concur that there bas beai a transformation of the fkst line manager's role in 

terms of the responsibilities and the scope of th& positions. These changes are evident in my 

research, however the statement that more accurately depias my hdings is that the roie of the fÜst 

fine manager appears to be diminishing and the role of senior managers is expanding. 

(iii.) The changing role of  the fint line manager 

Skeleton - Green & Singh - S u m e r  (1997) believe that role of the manager no longer 

consists of a narrow portfolio of discipline specific activities but now inciudes the managing of multi 

disciplinary tearns. The multi discipLinary experience was d e s c r i  in my findings. Most 

fiont line staff commenteci about the diversity of their teams and the various theoretical approaches 

this diversity offered. Wlthin the multi discipünary team, participants needed their manager to 



provide them with support, recognition, input and feedback, as weil as involve them in decision 

making. These findùigs are consistent with Ferguson - Pare's (1998) work that presented five major 

themes identifiecl by &ont line stafFregarding theV supenision needs with managers of various 

disciplines. 

The managers in Ferguson - Pare's (1998) research indicated that fiont line staff are 

professionals and shouid be competent and independent team players. Several therapists in my 

research commented that they believed that the expectation is for them to be proficient in t h e  field. 

Practice autonomy existed for most of my respondents because of the physical absence of the 

supervisor coupled with his / her lack of clinid knowledge. Bueno (1991b) and Bradford aad 

Cohen (1994) who operate fiom a business perspective, believe that staff no longer require 

traditional supervision but need to nutintain professional autonomy and take responsibiüty for their 

professional practices. My findings indicate that there is stU merit to one to one supervision with a 

manager but that this supe~sion shouid be augmented with other supervisory practices. There was 

a recognition by several clinicians that their supervisor could not meet ail their supervisory needs. 

This resulted in these individuals exercising their practice autonomy and fïnding other ways to get 

their supervisory needs met. 

Ferguson Pare (1998) found that same discipline supervision had a sigpiftcant positive 

idluence on staE Several therapists in my research shared that they prefmed having a supavisor 

of the same discipline. They felt that their supervisor better understood their discipiine and spoke 

the sarne professional language. One worker reportecl that there appeared to be respect between her 



s u p e ~ s o r  and herselfabout her abilities because they shed the same discipline. Validation in this 

context aiso held more meaning for some participants when it was received by a supervisor of the 

sarne discipline. For those participants whae same discipüne supeMsion did not exist, there 

appeared to be an appreciation for the other disciplines. However, several respondents felt that 

same discipline supervision should be accommodateci. For one therapist this lack of same discipline 

supervision led to job stress and job dissatisfaction. These findings are consistent with Ferguson - 
Pare (1998) who argue that when same discipline supavision is absent t is comected to decreased 

job satisfaction., and increased job stress. 

Baxter (1 993) and M e l d  (1 994) place minimal emphasis on the supervisor's role to 

provide clinical instruction. Their emphasis is on the manager to assume specific roles such as a 

monitor, disturbance handler, resource allocator and leader to name a few. Some of my 

inte~ewees wanted their supervisor to fùifïli some of these roles, partidariy the role of 

disturbance handler, monitor, and leader. Most individuals wanted their "boss" to handle issues of 

cofict  within the team and to address issues in the extemai environment by dealing with the 

"political flak". My fhdings also indicate that staffwanted their supervisor to be a leader; someone 

who would make job expectations clear and someone who would advocate for them. Most fiont 

h e  staff expressed a desire for their manager to monitor their work and the work of their 

colleagues in order to ensure that agency standards were beïï met but dso to ensure 

accountability. Many worken felt that their supervisor was not nilfilling the roles and 

responsibilities of their position nor providing consistent leadership. 



Consistent with the literature, my findiigs do indicate a SB from traditional management to 

new responsibilities and demands on the first line manager (McGillis Hall & Donner, 1997; Acom & 

Crawford, 1996; Rarey, 1996). A number of respondents acknowledged changes in their 

supe~sor's role in terms of the complexity of the tasks and the diversity of the disciplines that 

needed to be supervised- Because of this, one worker articulatecl that, ?.. 1 donTt know what to 

expect fiom a manager right now.2'. 

Many participants expressed feedback about the loss of professional identity and the 

assimilation of professional roles. This reality is shared in the literature. Read and Gehrs (1997) 

believe that mentai health care delivev in today's political environment requires professionals to 

adapt to role changes that will expand beyond the parameters of their discipline by developing new 

professional cornpetencies. Levin and Herbert (1999) discuss the changing role of social work the 

lack of supervision and mentoring and the profound affect this has on social work practice. They 

believe that social work positions will be and have been Iost to nurses and that social workers are 

ofien supe~sed by people of other disciplines with no access to same discipline supervision (Levin 

and Herbert, 1999,3 1). The findings of these authors is consistent with the realities of those wlio 

were interviewed for my research. 

Within this redesigned healthcare system, the main role of the fïrst iine manager is to manage 

people. Unfortunately, my findings indicate that sorne of the basic management responsibilities were 

not being met. Specificaliy, many supervisees reported the absence of stafFevduations, conflict 

resolution and leadership. This absence of specinc management responsibilities is contrary to the 



supervisory practices advocated by Kaiser (1997), Kadushin (1992) and Shulman (1993). Kaiser 

(1997) discusses the importance of staffevaiuations and States that this is an important avenue for 

those in positions of authority over supeMsees to monitor the work of hid h a  staE(p 15). This she 

believes ensures worker accoulfabiiity and it enables the identification of -. what the practitioner 

needs to learn in order to work more effèctively." (P 15). Front line staff in my research wanted to 

receive feedback fiom those in positions of authority, dorhmately this was not the reality for 

moa. This results in fkont line staE being expected to be cIinicai experts x, that the manager can 

take care of managerial responsibilities (Bueno, 1991 b78). Several of the clhicians in my research 

comrnented about their perceiveci expectation that they needed to be proficient in their field. They 

attributed, this in part to the additional role responsibilities of their supervisor. From the information 

received in my research it appears that the mode1 discussed by Bueno (1991b) is floodiag into Our 

local mental heaIth delivery system. 

(iv.) Group and Peer Supervision 

AU front h e  staff discussed sorne fom of peer supervision in their professionai experiences. 

Not ali the peer supe~s ion  models were as pure as the mode1 discussed in the Litexanire review, yet 

most respondents descnied similar benefits and difltidties with their adaptation of these models. 

The nature of the adaptations disaissed, varied among participants. Some shared that their 

s u p e ~ s o r  was a part of the peer group while others describeci the absence of their manager and for 

some it was a combination of both models. ûne of the giaring differences in terms of the peer 

models discussed in my 6nd'ings and in the literature is the role of the supervisor to present the 

cases in the group supe~sion process. Clinicians in my research describesi peer case reviews as 



their responsibility to present their cases for consultation and feedback- 

Benshoff ~(1994) findings about the fiequent nonexistence of cowlsehg supervision by a 

supervisor is consistent with the findings of my research. For many of my supervises, theu limited 

didactic supervision with their supervisor r d t e d  in them m g  to their p e r s  in a f o d  and 

uifomal capacity. The informal peer process I believe, was deemed as equally Unportant as the 

formal peer supervision group. The informal process aliowed for f ldi l i ty  in getting needs met and 

dealing with questions or concems that may have required immediate attention- Several therapists 

clearly indicated îhat the model of supervision developed and endorsed by their agency was peer 

supervision. Within these programs, the par supervision model appeared to be firmly estabiished 

and working weU to meet the needs of the staff. Many individuals commenteci that because of the 

support and feedback that they had received fkom th& peers, coupled with participants' 

perceptions about the Limited clinid knowledge of their supervisors, they preferred to consult with 

their peers. Peer supervision for most of rny respondents wm based on mutual s h a ~ g  of the 

supervisory fùnctions discussed by Kadushin (1992,482 - 483). 

Consistent with the iiterature, my findings suggest that one of the main disadvantages of the 

peer model is the rivahy for leadership (Kadushio, 1992,483). A number of workers d e s c n i  

situations where they felt other members on their team were tryllig to elevate themselves to the 

expert position. For some clinicians, this resulted in them not consulting with these coiieagus on a 

consistent basis because of the lack of mutual sharing and the feeling that the expert colleague knew 

everything and the other stafFknew nothing. It detracted fkom coatidence building in the peer 



Another concem of the peer model discussed in my bdings and in the literature involves the 

issue of supervisory power. My respoadents ogreed that there is value in the par model, but that 

despite the egalitarian nature of this model there are occasions whae supervisors need to exercise 

the power that is inherent in their position. One of the situations in which they felt supervisors 

should use their supeMsory power was with easuring staffaccountability. Front h e  staff felt that 

in this context supervisors should use their status in the agency hierarchy to ensure that the best 

clinical practices were being utilited as well as a means to provide staff direction. Staff in these 

situations wanted their supervisor to provide leadership and direction. Kadushin (1 992) States that 

a s u p e ~ s o r  ".. . is a leader in the explkit sense of having authority and the obligation to guide and 

direct -2'. 

For many supervisees in my research the peer model was used to replace mon of the 

supervisor's functions. This was problernatic for many respoadents because of the jack of 

sanctioned authority by an individual in a position of power. It appeared that in some situations peer 

supervision was developed to fiii a void created by the absence of the manager. This had inherent 

problems. It led to confiict among team mernbers, resuhed in poor team functioning, offered 

Lùnited accountability and it resulted in the supervision of staffbecomhg compromised. Kadushin's 

(1992) peer and group supervision models Wer in relation to the absence or presence of the 

supexvisor and he offers specific recommendations for the irnplementation of both models. A tme 

group model is directeci and led by the supervisor while a peer model operates more autonomously 



Many of my participants describeci reaping the benefits of peer supervision that are 

discussed in the literature. In partidar the sharing and aquisition of clinical information through 

peer case reviews were described as the most significant contribution of this process, followed 

closely by peer emotional support. Kadusbin, (1992), Fried Eilen (1999), and Benshoff (19%) all 

discuss similar benefits. These authors also address the dects that the peer mode1 has on cohesion 

withui the group. For those individuals who felt that they belonged to a healthy team, many 

perceived the peer process as a way to foster group cohesion. 

(v.)Vicarious Trauma - Debriefing and The Role of Supervision 

My findings concurred with the literature in its recognition of the effects of vicarious trauma 

on fiont line staff and the value ofthe debriefing process as a d e  and respectfiil process used to 

normalize and validate the feeiings and reactions of staffmembers. Many of my respondents felt that 

debriefing was a critical aspect of supervision. Through the process of supenision they believed 

that they could release their feelings and share their vulnerabilities. This s u p e ~ s i o n  couid corne in 

the form of didactic supervision with a supervisor or peer supervision. Most clinicians describeci an 

informal process of debriefing with p e r s  that occurred with some degree of consistency. Wlthin 

these peer relationships most intenriewees felt that they could share their issues because the 

colIeagues with whom they chose to debrief were coiieagues they trusteci. 



Recognition of the vaiue of debriefing did not always translate into participants gettiag their 

needs met. Many workers felt that " debriefhg is r d l y  big7' however for many, no f o d  process 

was in place. This is certainly contrary to the reconrmendatiom of the literature. 

The rotating presentation structure discussed by Pearlman and Saakvitne (1995) was one 

formal process d e s c n i  by a couple of respondents. The processed describecl was consistent with 

the teachings of these authors. These therapists felt that hets rotating educational format was a 

valuable way to provide staffeûucational opportunities for theniselves and their colleagues. 

Unfortunately my findiigs also indicated that when workioads increaseâ the rotating presemtation 

becarne comprornised. 

Those staffrnembers who believed that thei. supervisor recognized and nipporied the 

debriekg process were the same individuals who had a mechariism in place to forrnally deal with 

vicarious trauma. This occurred primarily in the context of the peer case review and the opportunity 

to debrief individually with the supenrisor. In both these situations clinicians believed that the 

debriefing process was critical to their best interest and the interests of the client. One participant 

shared these thoughts: 

. --1 sort of s p d c a l l y  using peer supenision, I think without it, 
you're at risk for buniout and vicarious trau~natization and d of 
those things. You can't do this kind of work and not have regular 
supervision. 1 t W  it is unhealthy ifyou do, and not only that you 
know that you need to bounce it off someone about what you are 
doing with your clients because I think you can do serious h m  to 
the client if you don't kww what you are doing or you may be gohg 
in the wrong way. 



Coupled with these two forms of supervision several interviewees shared that their 

s u p e ~ s o r  Unposed self protection mechanisms in order to promote and sustain the hedth of the 

therapist. One such mechanism was that oniy a s@c amount of avertirne wuld be accumuiated 

and then it had to be used in order to protect the therapist from becoming ovenvorked. This finding 

is consistent with Pearlman and Saakvitme (1995) in that these fhdings recognize and act on the 

need for therapists to receive ongohg staff supervision through the supervisor or in formaiized peer 

relationships and through self protection techniques that are organkttionally edorced. 

(vi.)Technology and Supervision 

The information highway has created numerous opportunities for access to information. As I 

browsed the net I was overwhelmed by the number of on line consultation and supervisory web 

sites that can be accessed- There were even bulletin board notices fiom health care professionals 

who would like to develop on iine support groups with similar professionais. Examples of such 

notices and services can found in appendix four. Technology augmenteci the supervisory processes 

received by many of my participants. Consistently participants described accessing information via 

the net as well accessing chat lines with professionals in the field and more stmctured supervisory 

sessions. 

Felk (1999) believes that technology is" ... the hottest trend hitting the heaith 

communications field.. .". She beiieves that anyone can access a staggering array of heaith care 

information from journal articles to on line support groups (Felix, 1999,21). This tnmd appears to 

be consistent world wide. In a subrnission to the Australian goverment Crowe (1999) advocated 



that the governent provide additional fimdiag to the Australian Psychologid Society for 

computer technology. The reason for this request was to 'I..f-te the spread and use of aew 

technologies in m a l  and remote A u d a -  This proposal would fblfil his stated objective, using the 

opportunitîes provided by new technologies for professiod education and training purposes in 

rural iocations." (Crowe, 1999,S). By having these technologies Crowe (1999) believes that 

psychologists can gain access to "-.. existing telecoderencing networks and increase the number of 

psychologists who are on - be ,  thereby facilitahg e m d  supervision, establishment of peer 

supervision fonirns, and on line vide0 supporteci face to face supervision-" (p 5). 

Reinforcing the emphasis on computer technology are maoy professional j o d s .  These 

resources have extendecl thernselves to include technology pages as regular feature articles. 

Iournals nich as The Canadian Heaithcare Manager and Psychiatrie SeMces, for example, provide 

on their technology pages changes techology offers in the delivery of specific d c e s  or lists of 

web sites that maybe clinically beneficial. 

Technology is creating many excithg changes to traditional practices. Fela (1999) States 

that some computer companies can even offer custoniized health Monnation web sites (p 23). She 

elaborates that , ". -. the site provides peer - re - viewed, evidence based health information, news 

and discussion groups ...". The information on these sites is wnstady modified and updated 

resulting in access to the most current information on the subject matter, and is avaüable 24 hours a 

day, 7 days a week at the users' convenience (Felix,1999,23). 



Certainly my hdings concur with use and benefits of tecbnology and the access it provides 

to information and support services. As tecbnology continues to develop and tecbnologid 

processes become more r h e d  it's long term effécts on staEsupervision wiii be interesthg to 

determine. 

1 would be rerniss if1 did not include a discussion about the ethics of supervision. The 

professional practices of a supervisor greatly impact the people to whom they provide supervision. 

If practitionem are to treat their clients with the deepest possible 
integity, they must have a place to go where they can carefdy and 
honestiy examine their own behavi~ur~ That place i d d y ,  is the 
supervisory relationship. Discussing the supervisory relationship 
without attending to the ethical dimension would ignore a crucial 
aspect of both the relationship itselfand the function of supervision" 
( Kaiser, 1997, 7 - 8)- 

In addressing ethical supenrisory practices, Kadushin (1992) developed a comprehensive list of 

ethical behaviour and practices for supervisors. The following is such a List; 

* Supervisors should act in an ethical and humane manner toward 

supervisees. 

* Supe~sors  have an ethical obligation to meet the legitimate needs of the 

S U P ~ M S ~ ~  

* Superviors have an obligation to evaluate their staffobjectively and fhly. 

* SupeMsors should re fhh  fiom taking advantage of differences in power. 

* SupeMsors should irnplemmt the functions of supervision conscientioudy 

and responsibly- 

* It is unethical for a supervisor to assign a case to a supervisee who is 



without the n e c e s s q  skiiis and knowkdge to offa & d e  service. 

* SuperMsors are ethidy liable ifthey a) fail to m a t  regularty with 

supe~see  to review th& work; b) fhd to stop a negiigent treatment plan 

* Supervisors are obligated to respect confidentiaiity of material shared with 

them in supervision. If this information needs to be shared the supavisee 

needs to be advised to whom and for what purpose. 

* Supervisors have an ethical responsibility to make explicit their 

expectations of supervisees and the arrangements for worlcing together 

* Supervisors have to make themselves available during ernergencies- 

* SupeMsors shodd avoid a dual relationship with employees partidariy 

those related to sexual exploitation- 

* SupeMsors have has the gatekeeper h c t i o n  in the protection ofclients. 

These ethicai responsibüities are guiding principles that should govem supervisory practices. 

1 am very troubled that my findings are not more indicative of such practices. Certainly some 

individuals descnbed the practices and the role responsibWüities of their supervisor as meeting the 

criterion outlined by Kadushin (1992), but unfortunately this was not the n o m  Many respondents 

descnbed having supervision absent from their expaience and no clear expectations regardhg the 

fiinctions of their job. Severai shared theu stories about concems tbey had had about the clinid 

practices of cokagues, while others shared that they did not receive ongoing evaluations. As a 

mental health professional 1 am perplexeci and dismayed by these findings, however they are 

somewhat consistent with authors W<e Benshoff (1994) who recognizes that supenision for 

professional counseliors is frequently non existem. 



(viii.)Today's mabty in the Can8di.a HtrlU Cam System 

Consistently my kdings portrayed deviations fiom a traditional supeMsory fiamework 

Many factors influenced these changes, including the increased responsibilities of the first line 

manager, the diversity of multi disciplinary tearns, the lack of discipline sp&c supervision, and 

emphasis on peer supewision models. What has resulted for many participants was a loss of 

mentoring, supervision, and support. Levin and Herbat (1999) share similar findings. Consistent 

with my research these authors disaiss the loss of discipline specific social work supervision and the 

loss of social work manager positions as a result of new management practices in the healtbcare 

system. This was reflected in my hdings that two social work management positions and one 

middle manager position were wnsolidated into one position that was fiiied by a nurse. Again this is 

a similar finding to that of Levin and Herbert (1999) who expressed concern about nurses usurping 

the role of social worker. 



CHAPTERVI 

CONCLUSION 

8.1 Conclusions 

This chapter outlines my expectations when 1 began this project and provides a synopsis of 

my research and a surnmary of the cornmon needs of front line staff. It shares research highlights 

and an evaluation of the study inchidhg fuare research directives. Discussed in my findings are 

deviations fiom traditional supeMsory practices in the context of multi disciplinary teams. I would 

be remiss if 1 did not include a discussion of the effects my hdings could have on social work 

practices, policy, and education. 

8.2 Expectations of the researcher 

When 1 began this research project 1 did so with some thoughts and expectations of what I 

might discover. My perception of outpatient counseliing in adult mental health was that it is more 

of a traditional social work environment, more so, than my current position. 1 expected that because 

of this, front line staffwould have scheduled one to one supe~sion with their manager on a regular 

basis. This was not the collective experience of the clinicians in my research. In fact there appeared 

to be a greater reliance on pers to provide peer support and supervision. 



My work experiences in more traditionai social work environments adhered to the 

supervision mode1 proposed by Kadushh (1 992) who suggeas that there are three key f'wictions of 

supervision. My expectation was that the participants in m y  study would give egual importance to 

the supervisory functions discussed by this author. In fact that was not the situation. My research 

strongly indicated that respondents place the moa emphasis on ciinical supervision followed by 

supportive supe~sion. The administrative function was perceived as important but did not appear 

to be as valued as the other hctions- 

Front h e  staff in adult mental health programs are trauma helpers. By the nature of their 

work they become exposed to the trauma of their clients. 1 assumed that a forrnalized debriefing 

process would be a cornponent their work environment specifically in the context of supervision. 

For the majoriv of the interviewees this was not their reality. 

Being a member of a multi disciplinary team for me has been a positive experience. For the 

pâst five and a half years my s u p e ~ s o r  has been a nurse. Being s u p e ~ s e d  by a person of a 

dflerent discipline has provided me with new points of view from another profession; it has 

presented information fiom a different theoretical base and the language of the professions are 

different thus presenting opportunities for learning and educating. 1 thought that my subjects would 

share sùnilar thoughts and perceptions as those just mentioned. In fact they did share similar 

sentiments augmented with additional benefits and detriments of being supeMsed by someone of a 

different profession. 



My experience ofhaving been supervised by an individual of the same profession was 

extremely positive. 1 anticipated the respondents in my research would have described their 

experiences ofbeing S U P ~ M S ~ ~  by an individual of the same discipline in a more positive manner 

than those being s u p e ~ s e d  by an individual of a dinerent discipline. This was not always the 

situation and there appeared to be an appreciation for other disciplines' perspectives. 

The word team implies a sense of w o r b g  together, supporthg one another, and the sharing 

of common goals. 1 believed that members of these teams would provide support to each other. 1 

did not expect the degree to which this happens. It appears that peer supe~s ion  and peer support 

play an integral role in the lives of fiont h e  staff 

My current socid work position enables me to have access to a psychiatrist on a regular 

basis for purposes of clinical consultation or chical supervision. The therapists in my research have 

access to this sarne service on a less fiequent basis. 1 felt that they would access resources extemal 

to their programs to augment their supervisory needs. 1 did not have a tme appreciation for the 

fiequency at which this occurred or the 'type' of extemal resources that are used. 

1 approached this research project with much trepidation. 1 was concemed at the magnitude 

of such a feat and whether the topic I wanted to pursue had any true relevance to my profession. 1 

expected this to be a tedious, cumbersome task that would be of minimal benefit- It has been 

anything but that. In fact it has been an incredible leaming experience, not just from the vantage 

point of the information 1 have learned about supervision, but also fiom the perspective of leaming 
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how to do research. It has also been extremely valuable having time in the field to learn of the 

expenences of my colleagues. 

8.3 Synopsis 

The f?ont line staffthat participatexi in my research were al1 members of multi disciplinary 

teams providing mental fiealth services to clients in Northwestem Ontario. These therapists saw 

themselves as providing an important senice and their priority was to provide service that was in 

the best interests of their clients. Most fiont line staff  had more than five years of experience in 

aduh mental health and during this time had had a variety of experiences in receiving supe~sion. 

The work of Kadushin (1992) and Shuiman (1993) providexi the social work theoretical 

underpinnings for my study. 1 drew on other authors such as Ferguson - Pare (1998), Bueno 

(1 99 l), McGillis Hall and Donner (19971, Duffieid (1994), Kaiser (1997) and Read and Gehrs 

(1 997) (to name a few) to augment my knowledge regarding supervision in multi discipiïnary teams 

and the health care sector. 

SupeMsion is a valuable process that needs to be accommodated in the field of mental 

health. New workers need to  'learn the ropes' when they begin a new job. This means not just the 

policies and procedures of the agency but also assistance with acquiring ciinical knowledge and 

skills. SupeMsors have an ethical responsibiity to ail their workers to ensure that workers receive 

supervision, and know what is expected of them in the context of their jobs. It is alsa the ethical 

responsibility of supervisors to ensure that staffare not endorsing client treatment plans that may 



put the client at risk. 

As fiont line staffmatured in their role as therapist, their need for supervision persisted. The 

frequency of the didactic supervision with their supervisor decreased but their desue to have a 

tmsting relationship with their supervisor continued- As wefi, the need for ciinical supervision, 

debnefing, validation, support and some measure of professional autonomy continued to be 

perceived as important features of supervision- 

Peer supemision was a cornrnody used supervision modality- Mon participants described 

this process as their primary supe~sory  tool. Through this peer mode1 many front line staff 

discovered the value of peer case reviews and the importance of receiving support and validation 

fiom peer members. The opportunity to debrief in this context was a final benefit of this process. 

The multi disciplinary tearn added an additional dimension to the supervisory process. 

Several respondents discussed the absence of sarne discipline supe~s ion  and the potential erosion 

of supervision and one's professional identity as a result of the multi disciplinary experience. ûthers 

found merit in this experience citing the difEerent theoretical perspectives of other disciplines as 

refreshing and good learning oppominities. 

Change is characteristic of supe~s ion  in my findings- Traditional frameworks were being 

challenged by the composition of the mental health teams and by the supe~sory  practices used. 

The supervisory functions described by participants were consistent with the social work literature, 



in particular Kadushin (1 992) and Shulman (1 993). Many of the clinicians used creativity as a 

means of getting their s u p e ~ s i o n  needs met. Technology, wmmunity resources, professional 

developrnent opportunities and peers are several exarnples of how people used their professional 

autonomy to receive the supervision they felt they needed. 

During this research process it became clear that the s u p e ~ s i o n  of multi disciplinary teams 

in outpatient adult mental health can be cornplicate.. The professional diversity, the sue of the team, 

the personalities and styles of tearn members, and the changes in the political environment al1 impact 

on how s u p e ~ s i o n  is provided. One thing is clear, front lhe staffin my study wanted supervision. 

SupeMsion, they felt, could corne in many forms other than just one to one supervision with a 

supervisor. Informal and formal peer supervision were perceived as essentiai, as was the role of 

technology, community resources and experts in the field. Despite some core similarities in 

supervisory needs, diversity existed. It is important to acknowledge the individual supervisov needs 

of tearn members and not assume that one recipe can be used for ail members. One way participants 

feIt that their speczc s u p e ~ s o r y  needs could get addressed was through the process of formal 

evaluations that would include specific stafFdevelopment objectives as they periained to the Eont 

line staffs' professional development goals. 

8.4 Research Highlights 

This has been an exercise about leamhg. The mental health workers in my study have 

extended themselves far beyond the parameters of a rigid supervision model. They were willing to  

explore creative options in getting their supewisory needs met. Their willingness to try new 
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supenisory technologies and to risk themsehces in such a mamer speaks highly of their desire to 

provide their clients with quality service. 

The emphasïs on the team and peer supervision were perceived by most interviewees as a 

valuable asset to their progrsm For many, this helped dissolve some of their feelings of working in 

isolation with their clients. The team was the venue used to wnduct f o d  peer supervision. For 

many participants this was where they received clinicai supervision, feedback, validation and 

support. The team for a number of thaapists was a saté place where trusthg relationships existed 

and where team mernbers tnùy supported each other- This was an exciting finding. 

The use of the intemet and e - mail as a tool used to receive supmiision, never entend my 

mind when 1 began this research project. Mauy cliniciens describeci their experiences in accessing 

such resources. Some individuals shared that they have received on - h e  group supervision, while 

others commented that they e - mail their coiieagues al1 over the country to receive ciinicai input 

and support. Chicians who used technology said they did so on a daily basis and found it quite 

beneficial in meeting their needs. This 1 found tndy ibcimting. 

8.4 Evaluation of the Study 

My research was confineci to a pariicular population of front line sta The sample size was 

small and coupled with the narrow focus of my research does not lend itself to genefalizing my 

hding to the general population. 



As I began the process of intetviewing participants, I found it chailenging to juggle my 

interviewing style £kom chician to researcher. The fkst couple of intenriews, 1 approached with 

apprehension and 1 found that these intefviews were completed within an hour. 1 dso found that 

initially, 1 was more directive, in ternis of interview probes. However, this did change early in the 

interviewhg process when 1 became more cornfortable with my new role. Despite my initial 

apprehension, the remaining inteMews went relatively smoothly and respondents were mdid and 

willing to share their experiences regarding supervision and their supervisory needs. 

The candidness of the participants was an asset but also a deficit. The detd in some of the 

front line workers' stories was such that i f1 had used some of this data 1 would have breached the 

confïdentiality of some of my respondents thus rendering the ethics of my research suspect. If1 had 

been able to use some of this data 1 believe 1 could bave given more strength to my hdings. 

My data collection process did use an interview guide to assis me in stayîng focussed on my 

research topic. Hence, my methoci of inquiry is not a pure phenomenological design. Howwer, my 

research did aiiow me to know the supervisory experïences of my participants through th& eyes 

and their reality. Through the process of face to face interviews 1 learned fiom my respondents' 

unique stones their supervisory experiences and needs. This I believe added depth to my data thus 

enhancing my thesis. 



(i.) Future Research Directions 

Throughout rny research 1 have foaissed on the research needs offionthe sta 1 feel 1 

have omitted a significant piece of the supexvisory equation by not expIoring the managers' 

experiences in providing supervision and the changes to their roles as a result of heahh care refom. 

Research in this area would certainly comphent my research. 

Longitudinal research on the changes to the supervisory process will yield interesthg 

results. Technology, and ali it has to offer in temis of access to supeMsory resources, 1 betieve will 

have a significant effect on the supervisory proass as they d a  in the literature. 

The emphasis on multi disciplinary teams and it's impact on the erosion of professonal identity and 

discipline specific supervision is another research topic that warrants investigation. The professional 

implications of the erosion of discipline specific activities wuld potentially have profound effects on 

specific disciplines. Therefore, the effects of king a member of a multi disciphary tearn on one's 

professional identity warrants M e r  inquiry. 

8.5 Recommendations and Implications 

The hdings of my research do have implications on social work policy, practice and education- 

(i.) Policy 

Professional coiieges set out professional standards of practice for their members which 

address staff development, scopes of practice, cornpetence and integrity, professional wnduct, and 

supervision. The Coliege of Psychologists for Ontario and The Coilege of Nurses set out guideiines 



pertaining to staff supervision whiîe the Ontario Association of S d  Workers in the heading d e r  

scope of pritctice simply States that there should be a 'I..provision of p r o W o d  supervision to a 

social worker, social work student, or other superviseer. 

1 believe that more stringent directives should be outlined that require from line stafF to 

receive supervision after a specific number of hours of cihicai practice. The British Association for 

Counselling and Psychotherapy (BACP) (1988) adhere to such 8 policy and it is one meam by 

which fiont h e  staff get their supeMsory needs met. It is also a means of ensuring chcal 

accountability and quality d c e  to clients. BACP (1988) has very expiicit guidelines that ciinical 

supervisors rnust adhere to in providing supervision. Appendix 5 provides the BACP Code of Etbics 

and Practice for SupeMsion of Counseiiors and their eccreditation requirements. This code is a 

very detailed document that recognizes the necessity of supervision and it takes a k n  position on 

supervisees receiving this fom of monitoring and guidance. Compared to our proMncial code, the 

British mode1 offers much more explicit directives and guidelines regarding the sup-sory process. 

There is a need for mental h d t h  agencies to recognize the eflects that secondary trauma 

can have on clinicians. Poiicy should exist that endorses and estabiishes protocol that enables front 

h e  staff to work through their vicarious trauma. This protowl can outhe formai and informal 

mechanisms by which %orking through" the vicarïous trauma can occur. Developing such a poiicy 

would provide recognition that vicerious trauma does exist thus providing additional support to 

front line st&. 



A third policy initiative that should be considemi periains to an orientation and training 

package for new staff. This package should outline the expectatiom ofthe job, policies and 

procedures of the agency, o u t h e  a supenision schedule as weli as professional development 

opportunities that will enhance clinical skilis. 

A fourth policy initiative deais with membership in our respective coileges. As an 

employment requirement employas couid require their employees be members of th& coiiege. This 

has several benefit; it promotes professional identification with a specific discipline; it is an avenue 

to ensure worker accountability; and it provides strength in munbers to professional coiieges who 

shouid be advocating for our professional best iatetests. @,) Practice 

Supervisors need to aware of the supervision needs of their fiont iine staff and staff have a 

responsibility to share these n d s  with their supervisor. This should occur in the context o f a  

trusthg relationship. Based on the stones of many of my respndents this has not been th& 

experience. 

SupeMsion in the context of muiti disciplinary teams does have practice implications. 

Supervisors who have a different discipline than their staff  should at minimum have some basic 

understanding of the underpinnings of the other disciplines. Supervisors need to be aware of the 

theoretical knowledge of these professioas and the approaches these disciplines use in therapy- Ifa 

s u p e ~ s o r  does not possess this knowledge or training nor have the time to aquire it, they should 



aclcnowledge that supenision is important and make saw accommodation for it- 

Front line staff  want supervision. The needs of fiont h e  stofZ p a d d d y  in the context of 

multi disciplinary teams are diverse, and supervisors should recognize this diversity and develop 

with their staffindividuaiized supervision plans. These plans should outline the supavisor's and the 

s t a s  responsibility with ensuring that k t  line st& supervision needs are met. This process 

would provide the opportunity to explore with stafftheir professional development gods and plans 

to assist thern with achieving these goals. This supeMsory format would ailow for more concise 

feedback to be obtained for ongoing staffevaluaiions. It is also a mechanism that couid enswe 

mutual accountability. 

Managers and fiont line steneed to recognize that king part of a rnulti disciplinary team 

can threaten discipline autonomy. The assimilation of the therapeutic roles does not acknowledge 

specific disciplines, rather it combines a number of discipiines into similar job fbnctions. Both 

supervisors and therapists need to utiiize the mechanisrns that exist, such as professiional coiieges, as 

a means of maintahhg an identity with one's discipline. Supervisors have a responsibility in 

supporthg their staff with this process by accornmodating discipline specinc activities and same 

discipiine supervision if it is required by fiont line staff or their respective d e g e s .  

Formal and informal peer supervision is a beneficial and essanial supervisory proass. There 

is a need however, to work towards changhg the prooess ifit causes disharmony and conflict 

among team members, for example, placing team members in the position of being in the prirnary 



s u p e ~ s o r y  role of new stafFor staffthat are experiencing dü5culties. In these sinuitions staEwho 

are of equal status as those struggiing or new team members do not have the power or authority to 

enforce change. Managers need to acknowledge the power and authonty given to them by thei. 

position in the organization and assume the responsibility of deelllig with such issues. 

The final practice implication of my research involves the use of technology. Technology 

presents many exciting and unique opportunities to both sup-sors and staff. There needs to be a 

recognition, by staff and management of the merit technology c m  have in assuming a supervisory 

role, both in the access to infoxmation and in the prof«sional services that are offéred on - he. 

There needs to be a willuigness to have an open mind about the fuhve possibilities and directives 

that this supervisory modality c m  provide and a continued wilhgness to explore creative options. 

(iii. ) Education 

The educational implications of my findings wncur with the findings of LeMn and Herbert 

(1999). Supervision in mentai health seMces is not consistent wkh the curridum taught in schools 

of social work (Kadushin & Egan, cited in Levin and Herbert, 1999,27). Educators in schools of 

social work need their teachings to more accurately reflect the changes in sup-sion that currently 

exist in the health care field. Traditional social work models are king challenged, and the 

mentorhg, the didactic supervision and discipline specific supervision that historically was available 

has become eroded. Schools of social work now have a responsib'ïty to provide students with the 

tools they need to get their supavisory needs met as weU as maintain th& prof6onal identity. 



Address 

Data 

Dear Participant, 

I am a graduate student at the University of Manitoba F a d t y  of Social W o k  My advisor is Dr. 
Lyn Ferguson (204-474-8273). 1 am doing qualitative research in the form of fbce to fàce interyiews 
using a semi stnictwed interview schedule. The foas of my research is; what are the supavisory 
needs of nont line stafffiom the perspective of membem of multi disciplioary teams in outpaîient 
addt mental heaith programs in Northwestern Ontario. This information wiU be helpfbi in 
understanding the effkcts of restructwing ofthe Heahh Care System on the supexvisory process in 
Adult Mental Health programs- 

Your name was obtained eom your office directory. It is my hope that you might be wüling to take 
part in an interview process to assist in understanding your experiences as a fiont line mentai health 
worker. An interview lasting approximately one and one half to two hours would be conducted with 
you. The i n t e ~ e w  would be tape recordeci. The interyiew wodd remain confidential and the tape 
would be erased as soon as my study is completed. Due to the s d  number of front line staff 
pdcipating in this research, participants' anonymity can not be assureci however' fiont line staEs7 
coddentiality will be maintaineci. 

It is my desire to study the supervisory process of multi discipiinary teams fiom the perspective of 
fiont line staff. I will then provide feedback that hopefully will be bendcid.. 

If you are wiiiing to participate, please caii me at 807 - 468 - 9861, ext.4 13 and sign the enclosed 
consent form and send it back to me. 1 wiu be in touch with you in the near fbture to arrange a t h e  
to meet. Thank you for your help aod 1 look forward to discussing this research with you more 
fiilly . 

Sincerel y, 

Denise Cronin - Forsyth, BSW 



Appendix 2 

Interview Guide for Front Line Staff 

DEMûGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

1. Age: 

2. Gender: 

3. Educational Qualifications: 

4. Job Title: 

5.  Years of Work Eqmience in Adult Mental Health: 

6 .  Years of Work Experience in Current Position: 

7. Professional Discipline: 

8. Professional Discipline of your Manager: 

INTERVIEW GUIDE 

1. Please tell me what s t s  supervision means to you- 

2. Please describe your expenences of being supeMsbd by somebne of the seme discipline/ 
someone of a difkent discipline. 

3 .Please tell me what you needs are in staff supervision. 

Use probes if the foiiowing areas are not addressed. 
Clinical Supervision 
Administrative Supervision 
Supportive Supe~sion 

4. Are there other forms of supervision that you receive other than what you have spoken of. Ifs0 
please tell me about these experiences. 



5. Are there aspects of the murent supeMsory process tha you find belpfd? Wht are these 
aspects? 

6 .  Are there aspects of the supervisory proces that you do not find helpfu? What are these 
aspects? 

7. Are there changes that you would Iüre ta see implemented in the way the supavisory role is 
fuifilied? What are these changes? 

8. What recommendations would you make to enhance cmrent supeMsory p d c e s ?  

9. Would you like to make any additional comments? 



A~pendix 3 

Consent Form for Front Line Staff 

Consent Form 

Researcher: Denise Cronin- Forsyth 
(807) 468 - 4181 

Advisor: Dr. Lyn Ferguson 
F a d t y  of Socid Work 
University of Manitoba, Wpg. 
(204) 474 - 8273 

1 have been invited to participate in a qualitative study thet will describe the supervisory needs of 
fiont h e  staEfrom the perspective of members of multi disciplinary teams in adult mental health 
programs in Northwestem Ontario. The title of this thesis research is: "Supavision Needs of Multi 
Disciplinas, Teams in Outpatient Adult Mental Health Programs in Northwestern Ontario7'. 1 
understand that 1 have been asked to share my expiences as a from h e  worker as they relate to 
my employment in my m e n t  position. It is hoped that this research will assist fiont iine staff and 
their first iine manager with enhancing the supenisory process in adult mental health programs. 

1 understand that Denise Cronin - Forsyth will be interviewing me once for about an hour and a haif 
to two hours and recording our conversations through the use of a tape recorder. 1 understand that 
1 have the fieedom to not answer any of these questions. 

I also understand that 1 may terminete the interview or withdraw f h n  this research project any t h e  
without penafty. 

1 agree to participate in this study knowing that the taped conversations wiiI be kept saictly 
confidentid and that aii the tapes will be kept under lock and key until they are destroyed once the 
research project has been completed. 1 understand that the data fiom the interview will be used for 
research purposes only, includhg a thesis document and publicationI1 I further undastand that al1 
identifiable information wiîi be exdudeci fiom al1 disks and written material. 1 also understand that 
the anonymity of the k t  line staff can not be assureci, however, confidentiality will be maimained. . . 



1 understand that 1 may r&e a wpy ofthe resuits $1 request it aud that a final d e n  tbesis will 
be itvailable at the University of Manitoba 

If 1 require any additiod information I can contact Denise Cronin - Forsyth at 807 - 468 - 9861, 
ext.4 13. If I have questions concernllig the ahid aspects of this study 1 can communicate with the 
Ethics Cornmittee through Wayne Tayh, Joint - Facuity Research Ethics Board (JFREB) at 204 - 
474 - 8877. 

1 have received two copies of the consent fom, one of which 1 can keep. 

SIGNATURE OF PARTICIPANT 

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR 

DATE 

DATE 





Self Psychology Bulletin Board 
[ Contents 1 Search 1 Post 1 Ra& 1 Next i Previous 1 Up ] 

Self Psyc hology studylpeer supervision 

Prom: Tmagnik@yahoo.com 
Da te: 18 Jan 2000 

Comments 

I am a clinical social worker in downtown Chicago. 1 am interested in 
getting together a s m d  group of practicing clinicians with strong self- 
psychological orientations to form a studylpeer supervision group. If you 
are interested please respond and share your ideas for the formation of such 
a group. Thanks! 

Self Psvchology Pa= ( Bulletin Board 



Peer Supervision Groups 

Advanced Seminars.net is the first eleaming portal to 
recognize the need for mental health dinicians to 
mate their own peer supervision groups. We offer you 
the opportunity to gather a group of ywr pers with 
similar interests and mate you own peer supervision 
group. For example, if p u  gather a minimum of 5 of 
p u r  colleagues (for a total of 6 groups membefs) you 
can create your own private, password protected forum 
that meets in real time to discuss case material. We 
even offer you a private message board for your group 
in addition that allaws p u  to communicate with each 
other 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. This means you 
have access to your peer group anytime you need it. 
You also get two communication channels for the price 
of one! 

The subscription cost of this arrangement, including 
hosting and al1 technical support is $99.00 per month 
per group member. If you wish to be able to access our 
Virtual Campus and have 24/7 access to fellaw 
practiüoners Rom around the globe as well as al1 of Our 
Campus collaboration features such as the Campus 

Register Now! 
~afe-and Virtual Library with its hundreds of online 
mental health resources, the subscription cost is 
$1 25.00 per month per group member. 

W0~ld  Asso*pr Fm Tenns of Use and Privacv 
o<iiqg .Ec)ur- . . . . L 'J 

Statement ACHE 
@ 2001 Advanced Seminars.net cm-r---*-r.-whtJIcr~se. 



peer Resources Home ( Mentor Directory 1 Coaching Services 

JOIN THE PEER RESOURCES NETWORK 

WHAT IS THE PEER RESOURCES NETWORK? 
The Peer Resources Network (PRN) is a rnembership-based service 
provided by Peer Resources, a non-profit, educational corporation, 
specializing in the development of peer, coach and mentor programs. 
Membership includes: 

A subscription to out print publication: Compass: The Maciazine 
f~r-peer Assistance, mentor in^, and Coaching,; 
A subscription to our monthly Internet publication: The Peer 
Bulletin; 
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On-line expert consultation through e-mail and toll-free 
telephone; 
Discounts on workshops and training events; 
Other benefits (see below). 

For a comparison between membership and non-member services, 
see our Comprison Chart. 

We hope you will join with us in this effort to support the services 
and materials that we provide to  strengthen peer, coach and mentor 
prograrns. 

HOW DO 1 JOIN THE PEER RESOURCES NETWORK? 
STEP 1: Choose Annual Fee Category 

Use the Student Rate ($21.40) if you are registered as a full- 
ti me student in any post-secondary institution. 

0 Use the Individual Rate ($53.50) if you want to continue to 
receive publications and gain additional services. 
Use the Institutional Rate ($107.00) if two to five persons 
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from the same address would like to receive al1 services. 

STEP 2: Choose Payment Option 
You can pay by cheque, money order or WSA. Cheques should be 
made payable to the "Peer Resources Network." 

STEP 3: Select Registration Option 

Print and mail the information requested on the Membership 
Form to: The Peer Resources Network, 1052 Davie Street, 
Victoria, British Columbia, V8S 4E3, Canada 

O Print and fax the information requested on the Membership Form 
to: 1-250-595-3504; or 
Complete the 3 - L i n e  - -- Membership Form and submit by secure e- 
mail. 

As a Result of Becoming a Member of the Peer 
Resources Network 

Yeu Will Receive: 

Access to the largest and most comprehensive peer, coach and 
mentor database in the worîd; 
Publications which provide up-to-date information about trends, 
practices, and issues in the coaching, peer and mentor fields; 

O Instant consultation services with experts in coach, peer and 
mentor work via e-mail and toll-free telephone; 
Research documents to support coach, peer and mentor program 
proposals; 
Analysis and feedback from coach, peer and mentor experts 
about program proposals, plans, or ideas; 
Free feedback from expert writing coaches about your proposals, 
documents, or research disserlations; 
Free use of Our coaching school placement service coaches; 

O Support from coaches, peer and mentor program leaders 
throughout the world; 
Field-tested forms, surveys, and instruments used to recruit, 
select, supervise, and evaluate coaching, peer and mentor 
programs; 



Opportunkies to parLicipate in pilot projects, trying out new 
rnaterials, techniques, and resources; and 
An individualized, unique pasmrord giving access to al1 Our 
internet services. 

You Will Be Able To: 

Retrieve with the click of a button the latest coach, peer and 
mentor training curriculum modules from the intemet; 
Suggest topics that Our training experts can turn into customized 
training modules for use in your program; 
Consult with experts in how to recruit, select, train, supervise, 
and evaluate in peer and mentor programs; 
Learn from peer and mentor program leaders and coaches 
around the world how they resolved difficulties and issues; 
Contact coaches, peer and mentor leaders in your geographic 
region or in regions you want to visit for professional 
developrnent; 
Receive state-of-the-art information on trends, techniques, and 

O practices in coaching and the peer and mentor fields; 
Improve the quality of written materials used in coaching, 
mentorship or peer work; 
Decide which coaching school or service best meets your needs; 
Receive reviews of up-to-date books, articles, and other relevant 
resou rces associated with coaching, peer and mentor work; 
Obtain summaries and annotated bibliographic information of al1 
the latest published coach, peer and mentor research; and. 

You Will Gain: 

Extra time while we do the search for the right rnaterials for your 
peer or mentor program or coaching interests; 
Knowledge on how to establish a successful peer or mentor 
program or find an appropriate coach; 
Confidence in peer and mentor program delivery through 
discussion with the worldls leading authorities; 
Skill as a peer and mentor program leader by participating in on- 

0 line discussions or in-person workshops; 
Reduced fee access to train-the-trainer workshops and discounts 







0 Please invoice me by postal mail (Not available for student rate.) 

Credlt Card f ntbrmation: 
W e  do not store credit card information. All processing is handled by a real 
person. Your VISA receipt will be mailed to the address you provided above. 
Our cornputer system and data collection procedum are completeiy hacker- 
proofed, and cannot be accessed by unauthorized personnel. 

VISA Number 
VISA Expiry Date 
Name on card 

Peer Resources 1 Mentor Index 1 Coachina 
E-mail 1 Pr ivac~ 1 Search 1 Site Map 

Copyright @ 2000 by Peer Systems Consulong Grwp Inc. 



APPENDIX V 

British Association for Counsdliag and Psychothtnpy 

Code of Ethiu and Accreditation Standards 



Code of Ethics and Practice for the 
Supervision of Counsellors 

1. Status of the Code 

1.1 ln rzsponse to the experïence of 
members of BACP, this Code is a revision 
of the 1988 Code of Ethics & Practice for 
the Supervision of Counsellors. 

2.  Introduction 

2.1 The purpose of t h e  Code is to establish 
and maintain standards for supervisors who 
are members of BACP and to inform and 
protect counsellors seeking supervision. 
Throughout this Code the terms Counsellor 
and Counselling are used in accordance 
with the definition of counseiling in the Code 
or' Ethics & Practice for Counsellors. 

2.2 Ali members of this Association are 
required to abide by existing Codes 
appropriate to them. They thereby accept a 
cornmon frarne of reference within which to 
manage their responsi bilities to supervisees 
and their clients, colleagues, members of 
this Association and the wider community. 
Whilst this Code cannot resolve al1 ethical 
and practice related issues. it aims to 
provide a framework for addressing ethical 
issues and to encourage optimum levels of 
practice. Supervisors and supervisees 
(counsellors) will need to judge which parts 
of this Code apply to particular situations. 
They may have to decide between 
ccnfiicting responsibilities. 

2.3 Counselling Supervision is a formal and 
rnutualiy agreed arrangement for 
counsellors io discuss their work regularly 
with someone who is norrnally an 
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experienced and competent counsellor and 
farniliar with the process of counselling 
supervision. The task is to work together to 
ensure and develop the efficancy of the 
supervisee's counselling practice. 

Counselling Supervision is the term that will 
5e used throughout this Code. It is also 
known as supervision, consultative support, 
clinical supervisian or non-managerial 
supervision. It is an essential part of good 
practîce for counseiiing. It is different from 
training, personal development and line 
nianagernent accountability. 

2.4 The Association has a Cornplaints 
Procedure which can lead to the expulsion 
of members for breaches of its Codes of 
Ethics & Practice. 

3. Nature of Counselling Supervision 

0 3.1 Counselling supervision provides 
supervisees with the opportunity on a 
reguiar basis to discuss and monitor their 
w r k  with clients. lt should take account of 
the setting in which supervisees practise. 
Counselling supervision is intended to 
ensure that the needs of the clients are 
being addressed and to monitor the 
effectiveness of the therapeutic 
interventions. 

3.2 Counselling supervision may contain 
some elements of training, personal 
development or line-management, but 
counselling supervision is not primarily 
intended for these purposes and 
âppropriate management of these issues 
should be observed. 

3.3 Counselling supervision is a formal 
coilaborative process intended to help 



supervisees maintain ethical and 
professional standards of practice and to 
en hance creativity. 

3.4 It is essential that counsellor and 
supervisor are able to work together 
constructively as counselling supervision 
includes supportive and challenging 
efements- 

3.5 There are several modes of counselling 
supervision (see 5), which Vary in 
appropriateness according to the needs of 
süpervisees. More than one mode of 
counselling supervision rnay be used 
concurrently. This code applies to al1 
cou nseiling supervision arrangements. 

3.6 The frequency of counselling 
supervision will Vary according to the 
volume of cousneliing, the experience of 
supervisees and their work setting. 

4. Anti-discriminatory Practice in Counselling 
Supervision 

4.1 Anti-discriminatory practice underpins 
the basic values of counselling and 
counseiiing supervision as stated in this 
document and in the Code of Ethics & 
Practice for Counseliors. It aIso addresses 
the issue of the client's social context, 
8 .Z.T 3 of that Code (1 996). 

4.2 Supervisors have a responsibility to be 
aware of their own issues of prejudice and 
stereotyping, and particularly to consider 
ways in which this may be affecting the 
supervisory relationship. Discussion of this 
is part of the counselling supervision 
orocess. rn 
4.3 Supervisors need to be alert to any 



prejudices and asçurnptions that 
counsellors reveal in their work with clients 
and to raise awareness of these so that the 
needs of clients may be met with more 
sensitivity. One purpose of counselling 
supervision is to enable supervisees to 
recognise and value difference. 
Supervisors have a responsibility to 
challenge the appropriateness of the work 
of a supervisee whose own belief system 
interferes with the acceptance of clients. 

4.4 Attitudes, assumptions and prejudices 
c m  be identified by the language used, and 
5y paying attention to the selectivity of 
material brought to counseliing supervision. 

5. Modes of Counselling Supervision 

There are different modes of counselling 
supervision. The particular features of some 
of these modes are outlined below. Some 
counsellors use combinations of these for 
their counselling supervision. 

5.? One to One, Supervisor-Supervisee. 
This involves a supervisor providing 
counselling supervision on an individual 
bâsis for an individual ocunsellor who is 
usually less experienced that the 
supervisor. This is the most widely used 
mode of counselling supervision. 

5.2 Group Counselling Supervision with 
Identified Counselling Supervisor(s). There 
are several ways of providing this form of 
counselling supervision. In one approach 
the supervisor acts as the leader, takes 
responsibiiity for organising the time equally 
between the supervisees, and concentrates 
on the work of each individual in tum. 
U sing another approach the supervisees 
allocate counselling supervision time 



beWeen themselves with the supervisor as 
a technical resource- 

5.3 One to One Peer Counselling 
Supervision. This involves WU participants 
providing counselling supervision for each 
other by alternating the roles of supervisor 
and supervisee. Typicaily, the time 
available for counselling supervision is 
divided equaliy between them. This mode 
on its own is not suitable for al1 
practitioners. 

5.4 Peer Group Counselling Supervision. 
This takes place when three or more 
counseilors share the responsibility for 
providing each other's counselling 
supervision within the group. Typically, they 
will consider themselves to be of broadly 
equal status, training andior experience. 
This mode on its owri is unsuitable for 
inexperienced practitioners. 

5.5 Particular issues of competence for 
each mode are detailed in the Code of 
Practice 8.2.6. 

ô. The Structure of this Code 

6.1 This code has two sections. Section A, 
the Code of Ethics, outlines the 
fundamental values of counselling 
supervision and a number of general 
principles arising from these. Section 8, 
the Code of Practice, applies these 
principles to counselling supervision. 

A. CODE OF ETHICS 

A.1 Counselling supervision is a non- 

O exploitative activity. Its basic values are 
integrity' responsibiiity, irnpartiality and 
respect. Supervisors rnust take the same 
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degree of care to work ethically whether 
they are paid or work voluntarily and 
irrespective of the mode of counselling 
supervision used. 

A 2  Canfidentiality 
The content of counselling supervision is 
hig hi\/ confidential. Supervisors must clarify 
iheir iimits of confidentialty. 

A.3 Safety 
Ali reasonabie stepç must be taken to 
ensüre the safety of supervisees and their 
clients du ring their work together. 

A -4 Effectiveness 
Ali reasonabie steps must be taken by 
supervisors to encourage optimum levels of 
practice by supervisees. 

A.5 Contracts 
The terms and conditions on which 
rounselling supervision is offered must be 
made clear to supervisees at the outset. 
Subsequent revisions of these terms must 
be agrerd in advance of any change. 

A.6 Cornpetence 
Supervisors must take al1 reasonabie steps 
tu monitor and develop their own 
rompetence and to work within the lirnits of 
that cornpetence. This includes having 
supervision of their supervision work. 

B. CODE OF PRACTICE 

B. 1 Issues of Responsibility 

B. 1 -1. Supervisors are responsible for 
ensuring that an individual contract is 
worked out with their supervisees which will 
aliow them to present and explore thelr 
work as honestly as possible. 
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B. 1 -2 Within this contract supervisors are 
responsible for helping supervisees to 
reflect critically upon their work, while at the 
same tirne acknowledging that clinical 
responsibility remains with the counsellor. 

B. 1 -3  Supervisors are responsible, together 
with their supervisees, for ensuring that the 
best use is made of counselling supervision 
time, in order to address the needs of 
clients. 

8.1 -4 Supervisors are responsible for 
setting and maintaining the boundaries 
between the counselling supervision 
relations hip and other professional 
relationships, e-g. training and 
management. 

B. 1.5 Supervisors and supervisees should 
take ail reasonable steps to ensure that any 
personal or social contact between them 
does not adversely influence the 
effectiveness of the counselling 
supervision. 

8.1 -6 A supervisor must not have a 
counseliing supervision and a personal 
counselling contract with the same 
supervisee over the same period of time. 

B. 1 -7 Supervisors must not exploit their 
su pervisees financiaily, sexually, 
emotionally or in any other way. It is 
unethicai for supervisors to engage in 
sexual activity with their supervisee. 

B. 1.8 Supervisors have a responsibility to 
enquire about any other relationships which 
rnay exist between supervisees and their 

rn clients as these may impair the objectivity 
and professional judgement of supervisees. 



B. 1 -9 Supervisors must recognise, and 
work in ways that respects the value and 
dignity of supervisees and their clients with 
due regard to issues such as ongin, status, 
race, gender, age, beliefs, sexual 
orientation and disability. This must include 
raising awareness of any discriminatory 
practices that may exist between 
supervisees and their clients, or between 
supervisor and supervisee. 

B. 1 -1 0 Supervisors must ensure that 
together with their supervisees they could 
consider their respective legal liabilities to 
each other, to the employing or training 
organisation, if any, and to clients. 

B. 1 1 Supervisors are responsible for 
taking action if they are aware that their 
supervisees' practice is not in accordance 
with BACP's Codes of Ethics & Practice for 
Cou nsellors. 

B. 1 .12 Supervisors are responsible for 
helping their supervisees recognise when 
their functioning as counsellors is impaired 
due to personal or emotional difficulties, any 
condition that affects judgement, illness. the 
influence of alcohol or drugs, or for any 
other reason, and for ensuring that 
appropriate action is taken. 

B. 1 - 1  3 Supervisors must conduct 
themselves in their supe~i~ion-related 
activities in ways which do not undemine 
public confidence in either their role as 
supervisor or in the work of other 
supervisors. 

B. 1.14 If a supervisor is aware of possible 
misconduct by another supervisor which 
cannot be resoived or remedied after 



discussion with the supervisor concemed, 
they should implement the Complaints 
Procedure, doing so within the boundaries 
of confidentiality required by the Complaints 
Procedure. 

B. 1 -1 5 Supervisors are responsible for 
ensuring that their emotional needs are met 
outside the counselling supervision work 
and are not solely dependent on their 
reiationship with supetvisees. 

B. 1 -1 6 Supervisors are responsible for 
consulting with their own supervisor before 
farmer clients are taken on as supervisees 
or former supervisees are taken on as 
clients. 

8.2 Issues of Cornpetence 

B.2.1 Under al1 of the modes of counselling 
supervision liçted above, supervisors 
should normally be practicing and 
experienced counsellors. 

8 -2.2 Supervisors are responsible for 
seeking ways to further their own 
professional development. 

8.2.3 Supervisors are responsible for 
making arrangements for their own 
supervision in order to support their 
counselling supervision work and to help 
ihem to evaluate their cornpetence. 

3.2.4 Supervisors are responsi ble for 
monitoring and working within the limits of 
their competence. 

8.2.5 Supervisors are responsible for 
withdrawing from counselling supervision 
work either temporarily or permanently 
when their functioning is impaired due to 
personal or emotional diffkulites, illness, 
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the influence of alcohol or dnigsl or for any 
other reason. 

8.2-6 Some modes require extra 
consideration and these are detailed in this 
section. 

One to one supewisor - supenrisee A 
Group counselling supervision with identified and 
mors experienced supervisor A,B,G. E 
One to one peer counselling supervision A,B,C,D,G,H 

Peer group counse/iing supervision A, B;C,D,F,G,H 

A. Al1 points contained elsewhere within the 
Code of Practice should be considered. 
B. Sufficient time must be allocated to each 
counselior to ensure adequate supervision 
of their counselling work. 
C. This method on its own is particularly 
unsuitable for trainees, recentiy trained or 
inexperienced counsellors. 
D. Care needs to be taken to develop an 
atmosphere conducive to sharing, 
questioning and challenging each others' 
p c t i e e  in a constructive and supportive 
way. 
E. As well as having a background in 
counsell ing work, supervisors should have 
appropnate groupwork experience in order 
to facilitate this kind of group. 
F. AI/ participants should have sufficient 
groupwork experience to be able to engage 
t h e  group process in ways which facilitate 
effective counselling supervision. 
G. Explicit consideration should be given to 
deciding who is responsible for providing 
the counselling supervision, and how the 
task of counselling supervision will be 
carried out. 
H . It is good practice to have an 



independent consultant to visit regularfy to 
observe and rnonitor the process and 
quality of the counselling supervision. 

8.3 Management of Work 

B -3.1 The Counselling Supervision Contract 

3.1 -1 Where supervisors and supervisees 
work for the same agency or organisation 
the supervisor is responsible for clarifying 
ail contractual obligation. 

3.1.2 Supervisors must inform their 
supervisee, as appropriate, about their own 
training, philosophy and theoretical position, 
qualifications, approach to anti- 
discriminatory practice and the methods of 
counselling supervision they use. 

3.1.3 Supervisors must be explicit regarding 
practical arrangements for counselling 
supervision, paying particular regard to the 
length of contact time, the frequency of 
contact, policy and practice regarding 
record keeping, and the privacy of the 
venue. 

3.1.4 Fees and fee increases must be 
arranged and agreed in advance. 

3.1.5 Supervisors and supervisees must 
make explicit the expectations and 
requirernents they have of each other. This 
should include the manner in which any 
formal assessrnent of the supervisee's work 
will be conducted. Each party should 
assess the value of working with the other, 
and review this regularly. 

3.1.6 Supervisors must discuss their policy 
regarding giving references and any fees 
lhat may be charged for this or for any other 



work done outside counselling supervision 
tirne. 

3. î -7 B e f ~ r e  formalising a counselling 
supervision contract supervisors must 
ascertain what personal counselling the 
superviser has or has had. This is in order 
to ic!ice into account any effect this rnay 
have on the supervisee's counselling work. 

2 .  : .8 Supervisors working with trainee 
cwnsellcrs must clarify the boundaries of 
their responsibility and their accountability 
ta their supervisee and to the training 
COuisE and  ân y agency:placernsnt 
involved. This shouid include any formal 
assesmeni required. 

3.2.1 As a general principle, supervisors 
nusr m t  reveal confidential material 
concerning the supervisee or their clients to 
any other person without the express 
consent of al1 parties concerned. 
Exceptions to this general pfincipie are 
contained within this Code. 

3 - 2 2  When initial contracts are being 
inade. agreements about the people to 
whorn supervisors may speak about their 
supervisees work must inciude those on 
w h m  the supervisors rely for support, 
supe;i:ision cr consultancy. There musi 
ais0 be ciarity at this stage about the 
bvr iîciaries of confidentiality having regard 
[or t h e  supervisor's own framework of 
acccuniâbiiity. This is particularly relevant 
5 s i i a ~  praviuing counselling supervision to a 
i rn 
4-1 Anee counseffor. 

5.2.3 Superulsors shouid take al1 
r--- --- .Y . aa-;ji7abie steps to encourage supervisees 



to present their work in ways which protect 
the personal identity of clients, or to get 
thelr client's informated consent to present 
information which could lead to personal 
identificaticn. 

32.4 Supervisors must not reveal 
confidential information ccncerning 
supervisees or their clients to any person or 
through any public medium except: 

a! When it is clearly stated in the 
ccunseiling supervision contract and it is in 
acccrdance with ail BACP Codes of Ethics 
& ?rûctIce. 

bj When the supervisor considers it 
riecessarj to prevent serioüs emotional or 
physical darnage to the client, the 
süpervisee or a third Party. In such 
circumstânces the superviçee's consent to 
3 change in the agreement about 
csnfidentiality should be sought, unleçs 
there are good grounds for believing that 
the supewisee is no longer able to take 
responsibiiity for his/her own actions. 
Whenever possible, the decision to break 
confidentiality in any circumstances should 
bv ;made after consultation with another 
expriemec! supervisor. 

3 - 2 3  The discfosure of confidential 
infornation relating to supervisees is 
permissibla when relevant to the following 
situation: 

a j  Recornrnendations ccncerning 
supervisees for professional purposes e.g. 
i-sferences ar,d assessments. 

S j  Pursuit of disciplinary action involving 
supervisees in matters pertaining to 
rtan2ards of eihics and practice. 



In the latter instance, any breaking of 
confidentiality should be minirnised by 
conveying only information pertinent to the 
irnmediate situation on a needXo-know 
basis. The ethical considerations needing 
to b& taken into account are: 

i Maintaining the best interest of the 
supervisee 
ii Enabling the supervisee to take 
responsibility for their actions 
iii Taking full account of the supervisor's 
responsibility to the client and to the wider 
communiry 

3.2.6 Information about work with a 
supervisee rnay be used for publication or 
in meetings only with the supervisee's 
permission and with anonymity preserved. 
3.2.7 On occasions when it is necessary to 
conçult with professional colleagues, 
supervisors ensure that their discussion is 
purposeful and not trivialising. 

8.3 .3  The Management of Counselling 
Supervision 

3-31 Supervisors must encourage the 
superviçee to belong to an association or 
organisation with a Code of Ethics & 
Praciice and a Cornplaints Procedure. This 
provides additional safeguards for the 
supervisor, supervisee and client in the 
event af a cornplaint. 

3.3.2 If, in the course of counselling 
supervision, it appears that personal 
counselling may be necessary for the 
supervisee to be able to continue working 

D effectively, the supervisor should raise the 
issue with the supervisee. 



3.3.3 Su pervisors must monitor regularly 
how their supervisees engage in self- 
evaluation of their work. 

3.3.4 Supervisors must ensure that their 
sii pervisees acknowledge their individual 
rzsponsi bility for ongoing professional 
de\refopment and for participating in further 
training programmes. 

3.3.5 Supervisors must ensure that their 
supervisees are aware of the distinction 
between counselling , accountability to 
mana~emer?:, counselling supervision and 
trainino. 

3.3.6 Supervisors must ensure with a 
supervisee who works in an organisation or 
aoency that the lines of accountabiliiy and 
responsibiiity are cleariy defined: 
su ~erviseeklient; supervisor/supen/isee; 
sii~ervisor/client; organisation/supervisor; 
organisation/supervisee; 
orçanisation/client. There is a distinction 
between line management supervision and 
counselling supervision. 

3.3.7 Best practice is that the same person 
shsuld riot a d  as both iine manager and 
counseiling supervisor !O the same 
s~pervisee. However, where the 
cotinseiiing supervisor is also the line 
manager. the supervisee should have 
atcess tu independent counselling 
s~!pewisioi;. 

9 - < s  - d . . ~ . a  Supervisors who become aware of a 
confiict belween an obligation to a 
rrpervisee and an obligation to an 
em~loyinc; aoency must make explicit to the 
supervisee the nature of the loyaities and 



3.3.9 Supervisors who have concems about 
a supervisee's work with clients must be 
clear how they will pursue this if discussion 
in counselling supervision fails to resolve 
the situation. 

3.3.7 0 Where disagreements cannot be 
resolved by discussions between supervisor 
and supervisee, the supervisor should 
consult with a fellow professional and, if 
apprcpriate. recommend that the 
supervisee be referred to another 
sü pervisor. 

3.3.1 1 Supervisors must discuss with 
supervisees the need to have arrangements 
in place to take care of the immediate 
needs of clients in the event of a sudden 
and unplanned ending to the counselling 
relationship. It is good practice for the 

O supervisor to be informed about these 
arrangements. 

Equal Opportunities Policy Statement 

The 'British Association for Counselling' (BACP) is 
comrnitted to prcmoting Equaiity of Opportunity of 
access and participation for al1 its members in ail of 
its structures and their workings. BACP has due 
regard for those groups of people with identifiable 
characteristics which can lead to visible and invisible 
barriers thus inhibiting their joining and full 
participation in BACP. Barriers can include age. 
colour, creed, culture! disability, education, 'ethnicity', 
gender, informaticn, knowledge, mobility, money, 
nationality, race. religion, sexual orientation: social 
class and status. 

The work of BACP airns to reflect this cornmitment in 
al1 areas including services to members, employer 
reçponsibilities, the recruitment of and working with 
volunteers, setting, assessing, monitoring and 
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evaluating standards and the implementation of the 
cornplaints procedures. This is particularîy important 
as BACP is the 'Voice of Counselling' in the wider 
world. 

BACP will promote and encourage cornmitment to 
Eqüality of Opportunity by its members. 



a Accreditation 

welcomes applications frorn quaiified and experienced 
counrellors who wish to become BACP Accredited. 
BACF Accreditation as a counsellor offers a direct route to 
Re~isiration as an independent practitioner with the United 
Kingdom Register of Counsellors. 
Many employers require BACP accreditation for 
empi~yment âs a counsellor. 
The criteria for individual counsellor accreditation foilow 
and details of how to order the application pack are given 
after the criteria. 
If yoli are in doubt as tu whether or not you meet the 
criteria. please contact the Accreditation office. 

f 

Counsellor Accreditation 

- 
1 

These criteria apply only to counsellors working with 

0 individoals or couples. They do not apply tu group 
cg unseliing. 

- 
The British Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy 

There are four routes !O Accreditation. The successful 
applicant will be one who prior to application: 

1. i. Has completed a SAC? Accredited Ccunse!!or 
Trcii:-cil!h -.a ir'.;L . v b 

and haiiiad at least 430 hours of counselling praclice 
supervisecf in accordance with paragraph 2. over not less 
that; ihree and not more than five years. 
OR 

H2s i!r?der*,aken a total cf 450 hours of successfuily 
com~ieied counselling training comprising two elements: 
a) 2CV hours of skiils uevelopment 
b) 2% hoiirs of theory 

and im iiâd ai ieast 455 hours of counselling practice 
superviseë in accorcianue with paragraph 2, over not leçç 
thari t h r ~  and m t  more than five yean. 



ii. Is cizirning little formal (course based) counselling 
training. btit car! provide evidence of ten years experience 
in counseiling as understood by BACP with a minimum of 
150 practice hours per year under formai supervision. The 
iast three subrnitterj years mtist have been supervised in 
accordance with paragraph 2. [NB: This route will no 
longer Se avâiiab!e to applicants after 31 December 2002.1 

iii. C â i ~  3mMe evidence of a combination of: 
(a) some formai counseiling training and 
(b) severai ysars of practice (of 150 hours minimum per 
year: under  f ~ i m ~ l  supervision). This includeç a 
requirzmsni for at least 450 hours of counselling practice 
supewised in accordance with paragraph 2, over three 
years. - 
: 5 hc.urs of carnpleted counsellor training = i unit 
! yezr cf srpervised practice = 1 unit 
Together. the total must add up to 10 units. 

Applicantç clâiming two or more training units must show a 
baiancz cf theory and skills approximately in line with that 
stûied in ? . i. 

1 . iv. Can DI-ovide evidence of: 
a. H ô v i n ~  obiained S/NVQ Level I I I  in Counsdling 

p i s  wi/I be seen as equal to 4 units.] 
b. Foui. or five years of supewised pracüce (of 150 

hourc minimum per year under formal supervision. This 
includrs a raquirernent for at least 450 hours of 
counseliing practice supervised in accordance with 
paragrspi? 2. wer  three years). 

Ai ieaci two years must be subsequent to obtaining the 
SINVQ Leiel III qualification. 

c. One or two units of Continuing f rofessional 
Develcpment [CPD] (of 75 hours each unit). which must 
be subçêa~ieni tû oütaining t h e  SlNVQ Levei 111 
quaiifr,--G.- - .. - "ZLlU; !. 
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Together the total must add up to 10 units. 
One year of supervised practice = 1 unit 
75 hours of CPD = 1 unit. 

ln additkm io the above, the applicant is required to meet 
ihe fo/lolniing criteria: 
2. Has an agrerd formal arrangement for counselling 
supervision, as understood by BACP, of a minimum of one 
and a haif h c u r s  monthly on the applicant's work: and a 
cornmitment to continue this for the period of the 
accrediiat!on. 
3. Gives evidence of serious cornmitment to ongoing 
professionai and persanai development such as regular 
pariicipatior; in further training courses. study, personai 
therapy, etc. 
4. 1s a carrent individual member of BACP and undertakes 
te remain so for the accreditation period. 
5. Has a phiiosophy of counselling which integrates 
traininc, experience. further development and practice. 
Eviaence of at least one core theoretical model should be 
dernonstrated. 
6. Demonstrates practice which adheres to the 3ACF 
.fi-& .-.; :Z&;+-,--P _- - 
VU . . ,;, L, .;jmc,tice for Counsellors and undertakeç 
to continue working within this Code. 
7 .  Can show evidence of having cornpleted a minimum of 
49 hows of personal counselling or hâs engaged in an 
equi\~âieni activity consistent with the applicant's core 
theoreticai rnodel. 
8. C m  show evidence of serious cornmitment to working 
with issües of difference and equality in counselling 
practice. 

Appiicants are asked to give evidence of the above in the 
form of a wriiten application inciuding two case studies. 
Assesssrs wili be loaking for congruence between al1 parts 
of t h e  applicatioi; as weil as checking that the above 
criterici have been and are being met. 

if you think you meet the criteria the next step to take is tc 
ourchase ihe ao~iication pack. To order the pack by 



foward the form with your payment to our addfess. 

The forms are now available on floppy disk. The disk is in 
Word 6.0/95 format so c m  be used in Word 6.0, Word 
7.0, or Word 97. 
The cost of the application pack without a disk is f 11 35. 
The cosi of the application pack with a disk is f 15.00. 

Counsellor Accreditation Application Pack 
Order Form 

f request an application pack for BACP Counseilor 
Accreditation. 

i enciose â cheque for £1 1.75/£lS.OO made payable to 
British Association for Counselling and 

Psychotherapy 
I 

Membership No: 
Forname: 
Surname :  
Acjdress: 

Pmt  Code: 

E-mail: 
[ 1 

I woufd like the pack to contain the application forrns on 
disk: C 

I f  you wiçh to pay by Credit Card please complete the 
detaiis below. 

This is a secure site for Credit Card Payrnents 
Minimum amount ri EIO. 
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My Card Number 
is: 

Expiry Date: 

Name (as on the 
ca rd) : 

Issue Number: 

I would 
I would 

like to order the Counsellor Accreditation pack 
like to order the Counsellor Accreditation pack plus 

a disk 
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